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AbstrAct

Development of the community has today become increasingly important in the scheme of 
things of any industry. Though the purpose of business was always to serve people and help 
achieve developmental goals, particularly human development, the practice was different. 
CSR is getting institutionalized today with growing awareness and popular pressure. The 
coal industry too is thus required to moderate its negative impacts and contribute in a 
positive way to the communities in which they operate in order to respond to the stakeholders’ 
expectations.

The present article is based on a research work that has attempted to probe and evaluate 
the CSR activities of Indian Coal Industry. Since more that 80 percent of the industry is 
controlled by CIL, studying CSR activities of the company can give a fair enough picture 
of the prevailing status of CSR in coal industry. The present case study was undertaken 
against this backdrop. It studied and evaluated the approach of CIL towards CSR and the 
different practices adopted by it.

Introduction

CSR has become an important aspect of corporate image. The simple reason 
is that corporations are waking up to the need for being socially responsible 

and realize that their responsibility implies that they have some kind of obligation 
towards the society in which they operate. The pursuit of economic growth does 
not automatically lead to social progress, and in many cases, leads to deterioration 
of physical environment, urban decay, health hazards and other social problems 
(Leonard and McAdam, 2003). It may be recalled that Supreme Court of India had 
ordered closure of more than 700 industrial units in Delhi, which were actively 
harming the environment, and had drastically polluted the river Yamuna. While 
passing this order, the apex court of India had observed that economic progress and 
growth could not be allowed at the cost of ecological imbalance. Thus, companies 
are being increasingly reminded that they are required to contribute more than 
just economic services (Sharma and Talwar, 2005). 

The Changing Scenario

Rapid industrialization though adding to the GDPs of nations, has its flip side 
too in the sense that exploitation of physical and human resources has increased 
and the gap between the rich and the poor widened. Doubts have already started 
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about sustainability of such a model of economic 
development. Amidst all this some rational voices are 
also being raised which are talking of inclusive growth. 
This has led to the emergence of CSR as an important 
business dimension. Although welfare activities were 
being carried by industrial and business houses for 
quite some time, there was no institutional mechanism 
as such earlier. Panwar & Hansen (2006) suggest that 
the changing global socio economic environment has 
brought about changes in the corporate response to 
the society. 

Another reason is the rising popular concern against 
the damage to the eco-systems and the growing 
awareness amongst the people whose habitats are 
getting affected. This has made the industry realize 
the need to do business in an environment friendly 
manner. In fact, this rising public opinion is fast 
becoming an uprising in many places. The news 
stories of the recent past in national dailies about 
popular protests over companies trying to acquire 
land for expansion of coal mining operations in tribal 
dominated states like Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand 
suggest that people are not ready to take things 
lying down. Tribals, farmers, activists and NGOs are 
agitating in different ways. These reports indicate 
that frustrated villagers are turning to violence and 
the mineral belt of the country is turning into a mine 
field of anger (The Times of India, 2010). Obviously 
industries are learning, or rather being compelled to 
behave. 

Further the Companies Act, 2013 requires that the 
companies having a net worth of Rs. 500 crore or 
more; or a turnover of Rs. 1000 crore or more; or a 
net profit of Rs. 5 crore or more should spend at least 
two percent of average net profit of past three years 
on CSR. According to the law passed by the Ministry 
of Corporate  Affairs (MCA), corporate houses need 
to set up a corpus which will have two percent of the 
average net profits of the preceding three years as the 
seed capital. Any income earned on this capital and 
the surplus arising out of the CSR activities will be 
added to increase the size of this corpus thus ensuring 
that these are not added to company’s earnings. This 
law has certainly paved way for institutionalising CSR 
practices in India. This is perhaps one more reason 
why CSR is becoming popular among corporate 
houses (Pathak, 2013).  

Need for CSR

Development of the community has today become 
increasingly important in the scheme of things of any 
industry. Though the purpose of business was always 
to serve people and help achieve developmental 
goals, particularly human development, the practice 
was different. But this is changing. The Bombay 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CSR Handbook, 
2005) maintains that the corporate sector subscribes 
to an integrated approach for responsible behaviour 
combining bio-diversity, environmental, social and 
corporate governance initiatives of the concerned 
business enterprises. 

These days every industrialist and business person is 
talking about CSR. Companies like the TATA group 
are known to be more serious about CSR and consider 
it as an essential ingredient of their activities rather 
than a cost centre. In fact a famous punch line of the 
erstwhile TISCO (now TATA Steel) was “We also make 
steel”. Even today they proclaim “Values stronger 
than steel”.  The CIL also has expressed similar intent 
in their proclamation “We also mine coal”. 

Companies obviously have to act in a socially 
responsible way. The coal industry too is thus required 
to moderate the negative impacts and contribute 
in a positive way to the communities in which they 
operate in order to respond to the stakeholders’ 
expectations. CSR activities include cordial relations 
with communities, its development as well as 
corporate philanthropy. CSR, as defined by the 
World Business Council for Sustained Development, 
is the continuing commitment by business to behave 
ethically and contribute to economic development 
while improving the quality of life of the workforce 
and their families as well as of the local community and 
the society at large.  CSR serves a two fold purpose. On 
the one hand it shows the ethical behaviour that an 
organization reveals towards its internal and external 
stakeholders – customers as well as employees – and 
on the other hand, it denotes the responsibility of an 
organization towards the environment and society in 
which it operates (CSR Quest, 2010).

Organizations and industries across the world are 
taking initiatives to do keep all its stakeholders on 
the right side. They have realized that they can no 
longer exploit the natural resources and look over the 
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other side. The need to shift the focus to the interest 
of the society is growing. It is believed that acting in a 
socially responsible manner will also create value for 
the organizations. CSR is all the more important in the 
coal industry as the nature of work of the employees 
engaged in this industry is very difficult and hazardous 
and the effect on the surrounding is considerable. The 
coal companies are mostly situated at isolated places 
where facilities of modern living are lacking.

Scope of Study and Data Collection

The present article is based on a research work that 
has attempted to probe and evaluate the CSR activities 
of Indian Coal Industry. Since more that 80 % of the 
industry is controlled by CIL, studying CSR activities 
of the company can give a fair enough picture of 
the prevailing status of CSR in coal industry. CIL, 
therefore, was identified as the universe of the study. 
However, given the wide expanse of CIL that operates 
its mines in some eight states of the country, studying 
CSR for the whole company would not have been 
possible in the scope of the present research work. 
Thus, a convenient but scientific and reliable way of 
doing a CSR study was to identify an area of CIL that 
represents the company adequately for the research 
purpose. The research therefore was undertaken as a 
case study. Accordingly, the case study method was 
adopted and BCCL, the main source of metallurgical 
grade coking coal in the country and one of the largest 
subsidiaries of CIL, was identified as the sampling 
frame. BCCL is situated in the Jharkhand state that 
has a long history of coal mining activities. Further, 
Jharia Coal Fields, which has been the largest stretch 
of BCCL, is the epicentre of wide scale CSR activities 
because of the urgency to extract its huge high quality 
prime coking coal reserves. In fact, this region is a 
subject matter of nation wide discussion with all the 
key agencies including the central government, the 
state government, the CIL, the BCCL, and the civil 
society deeply involved. Jharia Rehabilitation and 
Development Authority (JRADA) is the arm of the 
state government that is overseeing and monitoring 
Rehabilitation and Resettlement (R&R) of population 
from the coal mining areas from Jharia Coal fields. 
The study covered select areas of BCCL although 
literature review and secondary information of other 
CIL areas were also taken into consideration.

The Indian Coal Industry

Coal industry is one of the oldest and a very 
important industry after agriculture. India heavily 
depends upon the coal mining sector for its economic 
development, especially in the less developed states 
like Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Orissa which have 
large coal mining areas. However, the ill-effects of coal 
mining on the environment have been immense. The 
operations in the coal mining areas not only affect the 
natural environment but also influence the societies in 
which they operate. Some of the major issues relating 
to the environment in the coal mining include dust, 
air emission, change in climate, hazardous wastes and 
chemical residues, workplace health and safety, public 
health and urban settlement issues around mines etc.

Bharat Coking Coal Limited

Bharat Coking Coal Limited (BCCL) is a subsidiary of 
Coal India Limited, a Government of India Enterprise. 
It is situated mainly in the state of Jharkhand and 
partly in West Bengal. It is the largest coal company 
operating in the Jharia Coalfield and is the prime 
source of metallurgical grade coking coal in the 
country. The formation of BCCL was a watershed 
moment in the history of Indian coal industry. Until 
the beginning of the last quarter in 1971 the units in 
coal industry including coking coal sections thereof 
were in private hands.

As soon as, the realisation dawned upon the 
government that Jharia Coal Fields is the sole 
producer of coking coal to the tune of some 80% 
and its development is intimately linked with the 
development of steel industry the government 
decided to go ahead with the formulation of scheme 
for nationalization of coking coal mines (Pathak, 1992). 
As is well known, coking coal is the vital constituent 
of the coal blend charged to coke ovens to produce 
metallurgical grade hard coke essentially required for 
the reduction of iron ore in the blast furnace for steel 
making. 

It was after the Lok Sabha elections of 1971 that the 
issue of nationalization was taken up seriously. The 
idea behind nationalization was that prime coking 
coal reserves were rather limited and if consumption 
continued without checks and balances the reserves 
might be exhausted earlier than they should. 

Making CSR Effective – A Study of Coal Industry
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Conservation thus, was the main focus. The coking 
coal mines in Jharia and Ranigunj coal fields were 
taken over on 17.10.1971 and eventually nationalized 
on May 1, 1972. The significance of May 1 is that it is 
the world labour day suggesting that nationalisation 
will empower coal mine workers.  The non coking 
coal mines were nationalized in 1973 and another 
batch of 184 coal mines in the Jharia Coal fields were 
entrusted to BCCL. The lease hold properties of BCCL 
spread over an area of 223 square Kilometers in Jharia 
Coal fields and 32 sq kilometers in Ranigunj. One of 
the basic objectives of nationalization of coal mines 
was complete elimination of exploitation of labour 
(Pathak, 1992). 

BCCL headquarter is located near Saraidhela in 
Dhanbad district of Jharkhand state in a picturesque 
stretch of land having a well-planned township at 
a distance of approximately 7 K.M. from Dhanbad 
Railway Station.

The Company operates 78 Coal Mines:-

• 42 Underground Mines (UG)

• 15 Opencast Mines (OC)

• 21 Mixed Mines. (A unit consisting of OC and UG 
Mines)

74 mines are in Jharia coalfields, 2 mines in Mugma 
Coalfields of the Jharkhand state and 2 mines are in 
Ranigunj coalfields of the West Bengal state. The Mines 
are grouped in 13 functional areas for administrative 
convenience. Each area is headed by an area Chief 
General Manager / General Manager.

CSR Practices in Coal Industry

The policy on CSR of a Central Public Sector 
Enterprise (CPSE) is mandatory as per guidelines 
issued by Government of India from time to time. 
Moreover, as per the Union government’s emphasis 
on inclusive growth as a requirement in a modern 
democratic society, business must realize its wider 
social responsibility. From this standpoint it is clear 
that CSR should be defined within a framework of a 
corporate philosophy taking into account the needs 
of the community and the regions in which the 
corporate entity functions. Industry should invest in 
environment friendly technology and environment 

and ecology must be protected, safeguarding interests 
of future generations. As given in the Coal India 
website the Committee on Public Undertakings in 
its 24th report "Social Responsibilities and Public 
Accountability" of Public Undertakings has brought 
out that Government believes in making PSEs growth 
oriented and technically dynamic. The Memorandum 
of Association of Public Sector Enterprises states 
the objectives including social objectives for which 
PSE is set up. PSEs generally undertake those non-
commercial responsibilities which are incorporated 
in MOA in furtherance of their commercial objectives. 
Since all PSEs cannot be treated on equal footing for 
undertaking various types of social activities, it is the 
responsibility of each PSE to identify and implement 
social responsibilities keeping in view its financial 
ability to sustain such activities. Considering the 
need for energy sufficiency, owing to growth rate 
compulsions and the resultant dependence on coal 
as a source of cheap energy, CSR has become a major 
issue for the development of the Indian Coal Industry.

Before the formation of BCCL in early seventies the 
Jharia coalfields had many private mine owners who 
have made substantial contribution to the society of the 
Dhanbad district (Pathak, 2007). But institutionalized 
CSR was hardly practiced. After the nationalization 
and the formation of CIL the same trend continued 
and welfare efforts were being carried out as in the 
past. 

One of the objectives of nationalization of coal industry 
was ensuring responsible conduct of business. 
Obviously, CSR was in some way obligatory. But even 
today, CSR in coal industry is largely supply driven, 
that is, it depends on the wisdom of the management 
rather than requirements of the society. The debate is 
not about whether the coal industry needs to take on 
social responsibility. That is a settled fact. The dilemma 
is how this responsibility is to be discharged in order 
to be effective. Some of the activities that fall under 
the ambit of CSR which the coal industry proclaims 
to undertake are as traditional as those that were 
done in the past by the personnel and social welfare 
departments. 

It has to be borne in mind that mere contribution 
to community building does not make a company 
socially responsible. A company needs to take 
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a balanced view of the components of CSR and 
implement the strategies in coherence with its vision, 
mission and values (Nayak, 2003). Many companies 
incorporate CSR in their business decision-making by 
providing it a prominent place in their core mission, 
vision and values documents. 

Effective CSR practices depend on the acceptability 
of operations of an organization and are 
multidimensional in nature being a multilevel social 
concept. The degree of social participation influences 
the extent of the enhancement of acceptability. The 
social responsibilities performed by the company are 
considered effective only if they are readily accepted 
by the society.

The present case study was undertaken against this 
backdrop. It studied and evaluated the approach of 
CIL towards CSR and the different practices adopted 
by it. Two adjoining coal mining stretches falling 
under the Kustore area of BCCL were identified as 
the sample of study. This area is the focus of large 
scale CSR activities as a result of the ongoing R&R 
of population living in the coal bearing areas of the 
Jharia region.

Our main finding was that the basic weakness of CSR 
practices lies in poor acceptability by the beneficiary 
groups as the coal companies usually do not involve 
them while formulating CSR policies. This results in 
popular discontent leading to ineffectiveness of CSR 
practices in most of the cases. Further, in the course 
of the study it has been observed that the attitude 
of the officials dealing with CSR implementation is 

rather indifferent. This can be largely attributed to 
cultural and social contexts (Lattemann, 2009). Mishra 
and Suar, (2010) in their study examining CSR and 
firm performance link have found that CSR in Asian 
countries including India has weak base owing to 
psycho social reasons.

Conclusion 

Consequences of business operations have significant 
impacts on the society. Not just through the supply of 
products and services but also through the effect on 
the natural environment, impacts on the livelihood 
of the people and the eco-cultural context at large. 
Society therefore expects the businesses to act in 
such a way that society’s interests are satisfied and 
those members of the society who are not business 
shareholders also get a share of the benefits of the 
business.

In the coal industry this is even more required 
because the profits that the industry earns as well as 
the damages that have been done in the process are 
highly visible. It is precisely for this reason that coal 
industry evokes a largely negative response when it 
comes to measuring popular attitude towards it. CSR, 
therefore, is the current practice that coal companies 
resort to in order to make people living in the vicinity 
favourably inclined towards the industry. However, 
the practices adopted by the coal companies to 
fulfill CSR do not take into account the genuine 
requirements at the local level and are mostly supply 
driven. There is need for making CSR demand based.
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AbstrAct

Over the past years, a lot of attention is being given to Empowerment primarily due to its 
impact on organizational effectiveness and innovation. Further, the ever evolving challenges, 
such as a changing socio-economic environment, sophisticated technology, the need for quick 
decision making and the importance of managing changes, are forcing organizations to 
rethink and change/ modify their traditional management practices of command and control. 
In-fact, organizations are challenged to shift towards more democratic structures that offer 
employees greater autonomy, confidence and freedom to make decisions. However, such 
democratic structures will not be effective unless employees have a sense of empowerment. 
The Article looks into how Empowerment can be made a vehicle to channelize the focus and 
energy of the employees for taking initiative in the growth of their organization.

Introduction

The general principle of ‘participatory management’ in essence, advocates 
employee empowerment particularly as part of the creative manager’s tool 

kit, where, empowerment primarily translates into acknowledging and utilizing   
employees’ experience, initiative, knowledge, and wisdom. This again is driven by 
the fact that Employee performance is a major factor that leads to the success or 
failure of an organization.

Looking at Empowerment from the employees perspective, what it means to him 
has been defined in different studies in different forms -  as intrinsic motivation for 
a task, motivation out of the person-environment fit and creating value and making 
self-driven workplace decisions. It makes them feel better about their inputs to the 
company, giving them a sense of personal and professional balance. It encourages 
them to think out of the ordinary to find alternative and better ways to execute 
their jobs, in the process making them utilize their full potentials and also enabling 

“If you want to build a ship, don’t drum up the men to go to the forest to gather wood, saw 
it, and nail the planks together. Instead, teach them the desire for the sea.”

- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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them to make decisions, assume risks, participate 
and take actions. Overall it helps in increasing their 
job satisfaction and at the same time it helps in their 
personal growth since the whole process enlarges 
their feelings of confidence and control in themselves 
and their organization. It is a win-win situation.

However, for this win-win situation to emerge is 
where the role comes in of the new age effective 
manager or shall we say boss – who wears the hat of a 
coach, adviser, and facilitator. The Coach Managers are 
expected to help employees in their job achievements 
by encouraging, instructing, guiding and giving them 
advice, influencing their behavior by creating trust, 
assurance, motivation, and support. This new role has 
also seen shift in work culture, where, self-conducted 
teams have emerged, which are groups of empowered 
employees with no or very little supervision. These 
groups are able to solve work problems, make choices 
on schedules and operations, learn to do other 
employees' jobs, and are also held accountable and 
responsible for the quality of their outputs. At the 
same time, employee empowerment can also be a 
powerful tool that gives an opportunity to leverage 
the hierarchical forms of leadership. It gives managers 
the freedom to dedicate their time to more important 
matters. They can highlight the talents and efforts 
of employees. The leader and organization can take 
advantage of the shared knowledge of all employees.

Therefore, managers need to learn to release some 
control and employees need to learn how to be 
responsible for their actions and decisions. This would 
mean that for empowerment to work properly, the 
management should learn to share information, create 
autonomy and feedback mechanism, and train and 
create self-directed teams. The leader must have no 
hidden agendas, treating employees as stakeholders 
in the road to success, giving the employees a clear 
vision of success, because if they are not aware of what 
success means to the organization and where the 
organization is heading, they might feel a disconnect 
and there is no way they will feel empowered to help 
accomplish the organizational success.

Defining Employee Empowerment 

So, what exactly is Empowerment? Simply put, is it a 
planned and systematic process of transferring power, 
authority with responsibility and accountability, to 

the employees by the managers, or, is there something 
beyond that? I have picked up definitions that present 
Empowerment in a slightly different note than how 
we generally define.

The authors Blanchard, Carlos and Randolph in 
their book, ‘The 3 Keys to Empowerment’, identify 
empowerment as “a cutting-edge technology” that 
provides both the strategic advantage companies are 
seeking and the opportunity people are seeking. It is 
the means for involving team members as business 
partners in determining company success or failure. 
They further go on to define it as “… releasing the 
knowledge, experience, and motivational power 
that is already in people but is being severely 
underutilized.” 

In their article “The empowerment process: Integrating 
theory and practice,” Conger and Kanungo define 
empowerment as “a process of enhancing feelings 
of self-efficacy among organizational members 
through the identification of conditions that foster 
powerlessness and through their removal by 
both formal organizational practices and informal 
techniques of proving efficacy information.” 

A Psychological definition of Empowerment:

Conger and Kanungo defined Empowerment at 
motivational concept of self-efficacy. Spreitzer in his 
article refers to the work of Thomas and Velthous (1990) 
who argue that Empowerment is in-fact multifaceted.  
They defined Empowerment in a broader construct 
as “increased intrinsic task motivation manifested in 
a set of four cognitions – meaning, competency, self-
determination and impact, reflecting an individual’s 
orientation to his or her work role.

The four cognitions

1. Meaning – The value of a work goal or purpose, 
judged in relation to the individual’s own ideals 
and standards. It is a fit between work role 
requirement and individual beliefs , values and 
behaviours.

2. Competency or self-efficacy – Individual belief 
on his or her capabilities to perform activities in a 
work role with skill.

3. Self-determination- Where competency is a 
mastery of behavior, this is an individual’s sense 
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of having choice in initiating and regulating 
actions.

4. Impact- It is the degree to which an individual can 
influence strategic, administrative or operating 
outcomes at work. 

Together these four cognitions reflect an active 
orientation to a work role, i.e., the individual wishes 
and feels able to shape his or her work role and 
context.

As is evident, Empowerment is often defined as 
the act of giving people the opportunity to make 
workplace decisions by expanding their autonomy in 
decision making (Vogt, 1997). Also, empowerment has 
been described as the breaking down of traditional 
hierarchical structures (Blanchard, 1997). From a 
service perspective, empowerment gives employees 
the authority to make decisions

The Coca-Cola Company’s initiative on Empowering 
Women Entrepreneurs across the value chain gives a 
fresh perspective at how we understand and define 
Empowerment in a business context. Coca-Cola 
began working toward its 5 by 20 commitment in 
Brazil, India, the Philippines, and South Africa in 2010 
aiming to improve the economic empowerment of five 
million women entrepreneurs within the Company’s 
global value chain by 2020. Since then, 300,000 women 
have participated in 5 by 20 initiatives in 12 countries. 
The Company expects 5 by 20 initiatives to reach 1.5 
million women in 20 to 30 countries by 2015 and 5 
million women in 100 countries by 2020.

Foundation For Empowerment

An individual’s work context and personality 
characteristics shape empowerment cognitions, 
which in turn motivate individual behavior. Over the 
last few decades, two complementary perspectives 
on empowerment at work have emerged in the 
literature. The first is more macro and focuses on the 
social-structural (or contextual) conditions that enable 
empowerment in the workplace. The second is more 
micro in orientation and focuses on the psychological 
experience of empowerment at work.  

Empowerment Climate & Psychological Empowerment

The base for creating a conducive organizational 
environment for Empowerment has been subject of 
study for researchers, and over the years, researches 
have provided an important contribution in 
showing how macro-level empowerment practices 
(i.e., empowerment climate) do influence micro-
level feelings of empowerment (i.e., psychological 
empowerment) – both of which impact key 
organizational and individual outcomes - unit and 
individual performance as well as job satisfaction. 
(Spreitzer, CEO -2007). Studies have distinguished 
between empowering structures, policies, and 
practices on the one hand, and empowerment, 
or individuals' psychological reactions to these 
managerial practices, on the other. 

Empowerment climate

In a general context, “Climate of an organization 
captures the meaning employees ascribe to the 
overall pattern of organizational activities. Climate 
perceptions are critical because, according to this 
perspective, it is the employees' own understanding 
of a situation that drives their attitudes and behaviors” 

Building on this definition of organizational climate, 
In the article of ‘Academy of Management- Taking 
Empowerment to the Next Level: A Multiple-
Level Model of Empowerment, Performance, 
and Satisfaction, the Author(s): Scott E. Seibert, 
Seth R. Silver and W. Alan Randolph talk about 
‘empowerment climate’  as shared perception 
regarding the extent to which an organization makes 
use of structures, policies, and practices supporting 
employee empowerment. Drawing on extensive 

Employee Empowerment : Transferring the Initiative
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Fig. 1 : Partial Nomological Network of ‘Psychological 
Empowerment’ in the workplace Spreitzer (1995).
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experience with a set of organizations implementing 
an empowerment strategy, Blanchard, Carlos, 
& Randolph identified three key organizational 
practices associated with empowerment: information 
sharing, autonomy through boundaries, and team 
accountability. 

1. Information sharing involves providing 
potentially sensitive information on costs, 
productivity, quality, and financial performance 
to employees throughout an organization. 

2. Autonomy through boundaries refers to 
organizational structures and practices that 
encourage autonomous action, including the 
development of a clear vision, and clarity 
regarding goals, work procedures, and areas of 
responsibility. 

3. Team accountability involves the perception that 
teams are the locus of decision-making authority 
and performance accountability in organizations. 
Teams are also supported through individual and 
group training and selection decisions. 

These three practices make up the dimensions of the 
empowerment climate construct used in their study.

Psychological  empowerment has  been  defined  as 
an  individual's experience of  intrinsic  motivation 
that  is  based  on cognitions about  him-  or  herself  
in relation  to  his  or  her  work  role (Spreitzer,  
1995). (Refer- definition section for detail.) Spreitzer  
and  her  coauthors  found  that competence  and 
impact were  most strongly related  to managerial  
effectiveness,  while meaning was  the best predictor 
of  work  satisfaction.  

As such, the  level  of origin for empowerment 
climate is  the individual, but  the  construct  itself  
refers  to the  collective  work  environment.  Thus, 
the referent of the construct is shifted  from  "I," 
representing psychological climate perceptions, to 
"we," representing collective  climate perceptions.

 In their study, given in ‘Taking Empowerment to the 
next level’, Randolph and coauthors have shown that 
work-unit empowerment climate is positively related 
to work-unit performance outcomes.  Their  results  
also  indicate  that psychological  empowerment  
mediates  the  effects  of empowerment climate 
on job satisfaction  and  is  a  link  in  an  indirect  

relationship between empowerment climate  and job 
performance. They also found that, the magnitude 
of  the  relationship between empowerment climate  
and psychological  empowerment is strong, so  it 
appears that  the  weak  link  in  the path is  the  small 
yet significant  relationship between psychological 
empowerment and  individual performance.

The construct of Power and Empowerment: Relational 
and Motivational Perspective: (Empowerment process 
and theory, Conger and Kanungo)

In order to critically analyze  the notion of 
empowerment  in  management  practice,  the  
root constructs of power and control from which 
the empowerment  construct is derived must be 
considered.  Essentially, control and power are used in 
the literature in two different ways and, consequently, 
empowerment can be viewed  in two different ways. 

Empowerment as a Relational Construct

In the management and social influence literature, 
power is primarily a relational concept used to 
describe the perceived  power or control that an 
individual  actor or organizational  subunit  has over 
others. If we consider empowerment in terms of this 

Relational dynamic, it becomes the process by which 
a leader  or manager shares  his or her power with 
subordinates.  Power, in this context, is interpreted 
as the possession of formal authority or control over 
organizational resources.  The emphasis is primarily 
on the notion of sharing authority. Burke's (1986) 
position is representative: "To empower, implies the 
granting of power- delegation of authority". In-fact, 
most of the management literature on empowerment 
deals with participative management techniques  
such  as  management  by objectives, quality circles, 
and goal setting by subordinates as the  means of 
sharing  power or delegating authority. This manner 
of treating the notion of empowerment from a 
management practice perspective is so common that 
often employee participation is  simply  equated  with 
empowerment  (Likert, 1961, 1967; McGregor, 1960). 
However, because this line of reasoning does not 
adequately address the nature of empowerment as 
experienced  by subordinates,  it raises  questions like 
Are participation and the sharing  of organizational  
resources  the  only techniques  for empowerment?  
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Empowerment as a Motivational Construct:

In the psychology literature, power and control are 
used as motivational belief- states that are internal  to 
individuals.  individuals are assumed  to have a need 
for power (McClelland,  1975) where power connotes 
an internal  urge to influence  and control other 
people.  Individuals' power needs are met when they 
perceive that they have power or when they  believe  
they  can  adequately  cope with events,  situations,  
and/or the people they confront. On the other hand, 
individuals'  power needs are frustrated when they  
feel powerless or when they  believe  that they  are 
unable  to cope  with the physical  and social  demands  
of environment. Here, Empowerment   is viewed as an 
enabling, rather than a delegating, process. Enabling 
implies creating conditions for heightening motivation 
for task accomplishment through the development of 
a strong sense of personal efficacy.  Empowerment is 
defined here as a process  of enhancing  feelings of self-
efficacy  among organizational  members through the 
identification  of conditions that foster powerlessness  
and through their removal by both formal  
organizational  practices  and  informal techniques  of 
providing efficacy  information.

Management experts look at empowerment from the 
above two perspective, relational-as mechanistic or 
top-down processing and motivational/ psychological 
-as organic or bottom-up processing with both notions 
of empowerment, as  interrelated; one may lead to the 
other. Therefore, for successful employee empowerment, 
elements from both notions should be considered.

Transferring the Initiative: Elements and process of 
Empowerment

In their book, Three Keys to Empowerment, Ken 
Blanchard, John Carlos, and Alan Randolph state, “In a 
hierarchy, structure is created to inhibit the behavior of 
people. Rules, procedures, policies, and management 
relationships inform people about what they cannot 
do or how they must do a task. In empowerment, the 
structures have a different purpose and take different 
forms. Now, the structure is intended to inform 
team members about the ranges they can act with 
autonomy. Employees to be empowered must know 
what their specific responsibilities, authority. 

Carol Yeh-Yun, author of “The Essence of 
Empowerment: A Conceptual Model and Case 
Illustration,” writes that three elements exist 
within empowerment. Each needs to be present 
for empowerment to be successful. Yeh-Yun talks 
about empowerment in terms of strategy, structure, 
systems, style, skills, staff, and shared values, from the 
perspectives of –

• empowering leaders, 
• an empowering culture
• empowering practices and 
• empowered employees 

This description highlights the major elements that need 
to be developed to create a sustainable empowering 
organization. It has been summarized, as ‘Key 
Characteristics of Empowerment)’ in the subsequent 
table (from the article by Lin C Yeh-Yun, 2002).

Employee Empowerment : Transferring the Initiative

Table -1 : Key elements/characteristics of Empowerment:                           (Source : The Journal of Psychology, 2002, 136 [5], 555-560)

Empowerment 7s Empowering 
Leaders

Empowering 
culture Empowering Practices Empowered Employee

Shared Value Excellence 
Human – 

Centeredness

Trust & Support 
Company wide 
involvement 
Calculated Risk 
taking

 

Strategy Creating a vision 
Role Modeling

System Self directed work teams Flatter Orgn. Power 
distribution Rapid Info. Flow Appropriate 
rewards Cont. Employee Dev. Goal integration

Style High Task, High 
people oriented Self-management Team spirit

Skills Human dev. Skills 
Communicat ion 
skills

Problem solving skills 
Communication skills 

Staff Competent
Committed
Continuous learning
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The above characteristics are inclusive rather than 
exclusive in nature and constantly interact with 
each other, where these interactions are mutually 
reinforcing. These interactions continue in a loop 
leading to the lowest possible level within the 
organization.

Empowerment Process

Empowerment as a management strategy:  Margaret 
Erstad in her article (1997) cites the work of B. Nixon 
(1994), wherein a five-point empowerment strategy is 
described in order to develop an organization where 
people can work as individuals and also in teams 
towards common goals. The strategy as per Nixon 
consists of

1. Establishing a vision

2. Prioritizing and acting only where most impact is 
possible

3. Developing strong relationships with colleagues

4. Expanding networks and 

5. Using internal and external support groups.

Empowerment stages : references 

The article also refers to other authors for 
understanding the process of Empowerment.         S. 
Cook’s (1994) essential stages in the empowerment 
process that includes the vision, values, management 
role as facilitator, teamwork, training support and 
process improvement which are all reviewed and 
monitored at the end of the process. 

Reference of  Long (1996), has been given in the 
context of achieving an empowerment objective for a 
company by  linking it  to three important concepts: an 
annual strategic plan, annual personal performance 
related appraisals, and training and development. 

Fig. 2 : Empowerment Process (Cook from Erstad (1997)

Höpfl (1994) concurs in the need for goal setting with 
employee participation in determining individual and 
organizational objectives, courses of action, problem 
solving, and company policy.

Elaborating on the above works, particularly the work 
of Cook, which  emphasizes on the need for ‘creating 
teams’, Erstad gives a very practical way of how 
empowerment in team context can be leveraged by 
creating a synergy of outcomes, through channeling 
people to work together on workshops and projects 
directly connected with organizational issues 
affecting them. Once the skills to work together on 
projects have been learned, the same process can be 
further embedded in the organization by cascading 
the workshops throughout the organization. 

In all the above references on Empowerment process, 
a couple of things are uniformly addressed. One is 
creating a vision and the other in Training. Training 
and development for empowered employees and 
employee participation actually gives them tool or 
skill in hand to make empowerment a way of working 
rather than a one of experience. 

Accordingly, Erstad talks about enhancing the 
empowered employees’ skills related to coordination, 
facilitation, commitment and trust, communication, 
knowing more precisely what people can and cannot 
do, and promoting learning and employee ownership 
of what they do. The other important aspects that 
are fundamental qualities for employee participation 
that needs to be looked into are, ensuring their 
identification with organizational values, competence 
building, enhancing employee self-esteem, delegation, 
and coaching (Potter, 1994). A three-stage training 
structure for managers which begins at the bottom is 
advocated by Nicholls (1995). 

•	 Analysis	 of	 current	 capabilities	 and	 helping	
employees to work to their full potential. 

•	 Use	 of	 coaching	 techniques	 by	 managers	 to	
get employees to work beyond their present 
capabilities. and 

•	 Obtaining	commitment	of	the	employees	through	
the sharing of visions and values. 

In a nutshell, Steps to Empower Employees

The topic of Empowerment has been subject of 

Create a Vision

Value Communication

Devolve 
Responsibility

Create 
Teams Train

Improve 
Processes

Monitor and Review
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study in management since quite some time. But, 
it still remains to be cracked completely for giving 
fool proof, hundred percent successful formulae. 
However,  based on the overall understanding and 
through the various works and studies that have 
been referred in this article, a general broad six step 
employee empowerment process has been framed 

 Breaking the management status quo:  
understanding the need for empowerment: 
To start the empowerment process, it is 
important that the pecking order readies itself to 
judiciously part with the authority and decision-
making power that it has to lower levels of the 
organization. 

 Whom to empower: Employees must want 
to be empowered. There will be one set of 
employees who will be willing and there will 
be another set that will be reluctant to accept 
additional responsibilities and decision making 
power regardless of potential rewards.  It is 
therefore important to identify willing as well 
as not so willing and give them skills to make 
correct decisions and undertake additional 
responsibilities before moving further.

 Provide role information to the empowered: 
Tell employees about your given role and 
responsibilities, authority, and decision-making 
power to meet company and department 
goals. Subsequently, define the responsibilities, 
authority, and decision-making power that you 
will assign to employees. It is also important to 
define limits regarding  decisions employees will 
and will not make. Also, specify performance 
criteria.

 Sharing relevant information: In their book, 
Three Keys to Empowerment, Blanchard, Carlos, 
and Randolph state, “Help people to understand 
the need for change, teach company financials, 
share some sensitive information, list facts people 
have and need, share good and bad information, 
and view mistakes positively. Explain company 
vision and values, clarify priorities, and teach 
decision-making and problem-solving skills.” 
They need to have a clear vision of success

 Provide Training: Most companies are ready 
to train new employees, however, current 

employees with experience and knowledge also 
need training. Training should be continuous 
because it is a major key to its success. 

 For example, in order to understand and interpret 
the financial information shared, the employees 
need to be taught the basics of cost and revenue, 
understanding the financial statement of the 
company and likewise. It is also important to 
ensure their identification with organizational 
values, competence building, enhancing 
employee self- esteem, delegation, and coaching.

 Encourage individual initiatives: Since an 
inspired employee is a highly productive resource 
to the company and department, once the 
employees are ready and get into the groove, it is 
important to keep up the momentum. This would 
require giving them all the support that they 
need. Christopher Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal 
in their book The Individualized Corporation, 
talk about building on the belief of the individual 
by creating a sense of ownership - creating small 
performance units, decentralize resources and 
responsibilities, develop self-discipline, establish 
clear standards and expectations, and providing 
a supportive environment - coaching, openness 
to challenges, and tolerance for failure.

Conclusion

The process of empowerment – the transfer of 
initiative, however, can face roadblock from the old 
school employees who see empowerment as a threat, 
especially as they have become used to the convenient 
old style of management structure, in which, the 
rules and decisions flow from above. There are also 
managers who are reluctant to  communicate with 
employees, or to share some extremely important 
information with them, believing that it gives them 
more power and control,

Therefore, to empower, or, to entrust, one has to 
go beyond just telling employees they must create 
answers and be responsible for those answers. 
Receiving clear vision and mission,  information, 
exposure to working of the other departments, 
their roles, idea sharing, dialogue, group meetings, 
teamwork, feedback, together with protection and 
support, can create base for implementation of  
employee empowerment.
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AbstrAct

To institutionalize talent driven organization culture, organizations need to emphasize on 
in-house talent development, rather than sourcing talents through lateral hire. Lateral hire 
may imbalance the existing organizational systems and culture, creating imbalance in pay, 
hierarchical positions, and even organizational values. In developing talents, it is always 
better to embrace inclusive and holistic approach, extending the scope of talent development 
to all cross-sections of employees. In organizations where employee attrition rate is very low, 
in-house talent development should be the prime focus, rather than lateral hiring. For public 
sector enterprises (PSEs), because of their low rate of employee attrition, in-house talent 
development can provide long-term growth and sustainability. This paper argues on the 
need for holistic talent development. First the paper defines talent and talent development, 
and then debates on its importance. Finally the paper concludes more inclusive approach to 
talent development can make it holistic.

Introduction

With modernization and technology upgradation, operating environment 
in organizations is increasingly getting complex.  Simultaneously it is also 

influencing the business processes. While attracting new talents to the organizations, 
is a quick fix solution, but more enduring and sustainable solution is building talent 
pipeline for the organizations, strengthening their in-house talent development 
process. However, the process today encounters problems, as our organizations, 
including public sector enterprises (PSEs), are yet to believe in holistic talent. This 
is still evident from their practices. Their performance management systems (PMS) 
still believe in bell-curve, as a result performance related pay (PRP) computation 
still factors the analogy of limited number of top performers, while the rest are 
graded in different other lower tier of performances. Still the organizations believe 
in philosophy of holistic talent development, without limiting the privilege of 
developing the talents of fortunate few who perform at ̀ exceeds expectation level’ 
and are graded in top-tier of 10% with a bell curve. 

Organizations today compete for talents, hence attracting new talents means, 
creating imbalance in compensation and benefits, compromising with equity.  
For PSEs this perhaps confounds with their social enterprise model.  Therefore, 
holistic talent development to build the enduring talent pipeline for long term 
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sustainability and growth is arguably considered 
more important for any organization.

Grounding on literature review and review of 
organizational practices, this paper argues on the 
need for holistic talent development. First the paper 
defines talent and talent development, and then 
debates on its importance. Finally the paper concludes 
more inclusive approach to talent development can 
make it holistic. 

What is talent and talent development?

Talent is those attributes of employees, which helps 
an organization to achieve its business goals. Such 
attributes are inherently possessed by the employees. 
It includes our knowledge and skills, our productive 
thoughts, feelings, and behaviour.  While knowledge 
and skills reinforce our strength; productive thoughts, 
feelings, and behaviour shape our cognition. These 
complement each other to shape the talent in any 
organization. 

Organizations can only recognize talents when 
they realize people are their most important asset 
(Ulrich & Smallwood, 2011). With such realization, 
organizations invest on building in-house talents, and 
develop their talent pipeline. If we closely examine 
the recent changes in the policies and programmes 
of the organizations, and analyze the pattern of their 
resource allocation, we can see that all these to a great 
extent are for acquiring, retaining, and developing 
talent. Grooming talent in-house with knowledge 
transfer as a policy has been embraced by many 
organizations.  It is not just our succession plan, which 
restricts our focus on few identified future leaders, 
for meeting our future top and middle level human 
resource requirements. It is an on-going process 
to make the organization talent driven. To acquire 
new talent, organizations may require to relook 
into their compensation and benefits programmes, 
performance management systems, knowledge 
management practices, employee development 
programmes, employee engagement programmes, 
quality of work life and work life balancing, etc. Again 
all these are from HR management point of view.  
Talent acquisition and retention even requires many 
organizational level changes.  For example employer 
branding is a crucial determinant for talent acquisition 
and retention. HR systems and practices alone cannot 

be attributed to brand value of organization.  Poor 
customer relationship management, poor after 
sales services, poor quality of products/services, 
organizational structure issues, business performance 
trends, etc. are also attributable to brand value of 
organization. 

Since McKinsey’s seminal research on ̀ War for Talent’ 
(1998), series of researchers focused on the importance 
of talent to achieve organizational excellence. In a 
competitive world, when organizational sustainability 
is an important issue, talent is considered as the 
crucial determinant (Bhattacharyya, 2013; Lawler, 
2008; Beechler & Woodward, 2009; IIes, Chuai, & 
Preece, 2010).  Talent differentiates one organization 
from another. Many researchers (Lewis & Heckman, 
2006; Tansley, et al., 2007; Garrow & Hirsh, 2008; 
Reilly, 2008) believe talent is a much used and abused 
term for lack of clarity on its concepts and constructs. 
Such gap in the concepts and constructs of talent is 
attributable for its differences in literatures which are 
mostly consultancy based. 

Talent is defined as ̀ systematically developed abilities 
or skills’ of people in organizations (Gagne, 2000). 
From this generic definition, we come to plethora of 
definitions on talent. Some of the constructs of talents, 
abstracted from various definitions are documented 
in box below.

• Talent is systematically developed abilities 
or skills (Gagne, 2000)

• Talent demonstrates exceptional ability 
(Williams, 2000)

• Talent facilitates recurrence of productive 
thoughts, feeling or behaviour (Buckingham 
& Vosburgh, 2001)

• Talent amalgamates skills, knowledge, and 
cognitive ability of employees (Tansley, 
Harris, Stewart, & Turner, 2006)

• Talent is competence, commitment, and 
contribution from employees (Ulrich, 2007; 
Ulrich & Smallwood, 2011)

• Talent is set of competencies required for 
excellent performance (Cheese, Thomas, & 
Craig, 2008)

• Talent makes employees exceptional in their 
skills and abilities (Silzer & Dowell, 2010). 
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In the above chain of definitions, talent is well 
perceived as some latent qualities of people in 
organizations, harnessing which organizations can 
achieve excellence, differentiating them from their 
competitors. 

So far we have no major dissonance in these 
definitions. However, the contradictions start when 
researchers like; Stevenson & Lindberg (2010), 
Adrian-Vallance et al. (2009), Deverson & Kennedy 
(2005), and Barber (2004), define talent as natural 
aptitude or special aptitude, innate ability, personal 
characteristics of a person, etc. This belief prima facie 
makes our talent development process redundant. 
Some of the dimensions of talent that we understand 
from various definitions are; talent as characteristics 
of people, talent as natural ability of people, talent 
as amalgamation of ability, capacity, capability, 
commitment, contribution, experience, knowledge, 
performance, potential, patterns of thoughts, feelings 
or behaviour, skills, etc. However, organizations 
may not always ensure recruitment of talented 
people.  Hence for them grooming talent in-house, 
often becomes important. Acquiring talent through 
experience as a recognized method; authenticated by 
researchers like Ericsson, Prietula, & Cokely (2007). 
From here we see talent from the ̀ mastery’ approach, 
i.e., talent acquisition through in-house grooming of 
people. 

The `mastery’ approach to talent further extends to 
`commitment’ dimension of talent, which is evident 
from one’s degree of attention and dedication (Pruis, 
2011).  Employees’ commitment is evident from their 
will, perseverance, motivation, interest, and passion 
for the job they are doing (Weiss & MacKay, 2009), 
their willingness to volunteer their energy and efforts 
for the success of organization (Ulrich, 2007), their 
decision to continue with the organization.

In-house Talent Development 

We have seen acquiring new talents may not be 
always possible for many organizations, whereas 
organizations cannot sustain without talent. 
Obviously for such reason, incubating talent in-house 
has become important for organization to sustain 
and grow. While incubating talent or developing 
talent in-house; organization has to balance between 

organizational capital and social capital. It means 
aligning the talent development process with the 
organizational requirements, without, however 
compromising with employees’ self development 
needs. Hence holistic and inclusive approach to in-
house talent development, extending its scope for 
all cross-sections of employees may also make the 
organizations, possible hunting ground to poach 
talents.  This has exactly happened in Google.  Google 
adopts more inclusive and holistic approach for in-
house talent development.  The company creates 
more and more space for the employees to pursue 
their pet projects, independent of its requirements 
for the organization. Xiaomi, the Chinese consumer 
electronics major poached Google’s talents for their 
new innovative projects. However, Google is able to 
manage, as Google source their talent requirements 
on on-going basis through successive acquisitions. 
Therefore, characteristically when we see in 
organizations talent attrition rate is very high, more 
inclusive and holistic approach to talent development 
may often become self-defeating, for obvious threat of 
flight of talents. For many PSEs talent attrition rate is 
very low, not even one percent.  In case of SAIL, it is 
even lower, i.e., as low as 0.34 percent. Such syndrome 
in talent attrition obviously legitimizes the need 
for more inclusive and holistic approach to talent 
development in PSEs. 

In-house potentiality for talent is always better.  These 
talents are inexpensive, loyal to the organization, and 
time-tested. This is why we also require strategies 
for grooming in-house talent. With our PMS, we also 
track our people’s potentiality. If not, we assess from 
the PMS who are potential talents. However, total 
weightage on merit based talent identification through 
PMS may not be the right answer. Other parameters 
like; age, qualification, previous experience, cross-
functional skills, etc. also deserve attention. Here 
again we are open to anything that we feel important 
in the context of our organization. After we identify 
potential in-house talents, we need to strengthen 
our talent pipeline following some action plans. 
Such action plans vary with respect to our potential 
talent matching with hierarchical and functional 
level.  Ulrich and Smallwood (2012) recommended 
certain action plans for this.  For C-suite executives, 
their recommendations are succession, customization, 

Talent Development : Why Indian Organizations should Rethink It Again?
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and modeling. For leadership cadre, they recommend 
systematic training and development, including 
long-term training in a leadership academy (when 
organization does not have one of their own). For 
high potentials, it is necessary to craft individual 
development plan. Finally for employees, it is 
important to institutionalize talent culture.  We 
have no objection to these recommended lines 
of actions.  But it may not fit with the culture of 
many organizations, including SAIL.  We have to 
understand, for most of the organizations, particularly 
those who have very structured human resource 
management processes, entry level recruitment is 
done for graduates.  These new recruitees through 
their process of grooming rise through the levels in 
organizations. Lateral recruitments are hardly made, 
unless there is a crisis situation. Thus differentiating 
with employee development programmes, based 
on their hypothetical distribution to different levels, 
create a crisis situation, like the unsatisfied one, who 
are also talented, may join other organizations.  

Without arguing whether talent is innate or acquired, 
let us say talent is both innate (Gagne, 2000; Trankle 
& Cushion, 2006) and acquired (Howe, et al., 1998). 
Without stretching our debate further on what is talent 
and what is not, let us see the organizational practices 
on definition of talent and talent development. CIPD 
(2007), based on its assessment of organizational 
practices on talent and talent development could 
identify following ideas:

• Talent is creativity

• Talent is outside the box thinking

• Talent is drive, energy, applied intelligence, 
willingness to take on challenges and the 
demonstrated ability of the employees to make a 
distinctive difference to the business. 

CIPD’s such approach to conceptualization of talent, 
based on organizational practices, does not, however, 
constrain us to stretch talent or talent development 
debate further.  However, we have to draw a 
line between theories, practices, and operational 
definitions and connotation of talent and talent 
development.

Organizational effectiveness can be achieved through 
business aligned human resource management 

functions, and this can be ensured when organizations 
embrace talent development strategically and 
holistically.  With strategic and holistic focus, 
organizations can remarkably differentiate them 
from competitors in terms of effective performance.  
However, to achieve better results, scholars suggest an 
inclusive approach, so that organizations become truly 
talent driven, covering all cross-sections of employees’ 
under the talent development programmes. Also 
inclusive and holistic approach to talent management 
can facilitate in striking strategic balance between 
employees’ performance and potential. Strategically 
organizations adopt unique approach in designing 
their talent development processes.  Such uniqueness 
helps organization to reduce the flight of talent 
(as talent is more job and organization specific 
and not inter-changeable in nature), and enables 
organization to sustain with their talent in the long 
run.  However, same model may not be followed by 
every organization. 

Technical or Generic Talent Development

This is again another debatable issue. Many 
organizations struggle to decide on development 
of technical or generic competencies or both. 
Traditionally many authors postulated the need for 
technical competencies with some understanding of 
the systems and processes to meet the performance 
standards, including delivering performance at 
exceed expectation level. However, through the 
process of their grooming, managers acquire generic 
competencies to rise through the career ladder. 
Complexities of business today, however, emphasize 
on balanced mix of both technical and generic 
competencies. Training is more effective measure for 
developing technical competencies, while generic 
competencies are developed through experiential 
learning, coaching and mentoring. Both technical 
and generic competencies are necessary for talent 
development. 

Generic competencies are problem solving and 
analytical skills, communication skills, teamwork 
competencies and skills to identify access and manage 
knowledge. Generic competencies also include 
personal attributes such as imagination, creativity 
and intellectual rigour and personal values such as 
persistence, integrity and tolerance (Garavan et al., 
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2009; Sandberg, 2000). Generic competencies are 
contextual.  When it is considered in task context, 
we consider informational and structural contexts, 
i.e., accountability and autonomy of the job. In social 
context, generic competencies require development of 
interpersonal skills, while in physical context, generic 
competencies are concerned with issues pertaining to 
working conditions, like; risk, hazard, noise, etc. 

In organizations, therefore, focus should be concurrent 
development of technical and generic competencies, 
to make available talented people in the talent 
pipeline, both for the present and future use. 

Accelerated or traditionally-paced talent development

This is another important argument for talent and 
talent development.  Should the pace of talent 
development accelerated, or should it be allowed 
to remain as traditionally paced? A traditionally 
paced talent development process focus on 
classroom lectures, e-learning, on-the-job training, 
etc. Though time consuming, talent development 
firmly takes place, enabling organizations to get the 
flow of talent for long term sustainability. However, 
organizations often face the problem of sudden 
change in competencies, either for new technology, 
new business process, or new market or environment 
dynamics.  In such cases, traditionally-paced talent 
development process may be time consuming. The 
compelling need for quick talent development, in 
such cases, urges organizations to go for accelerated 
talent development process. Accelerated talent 
development programmes target for accelerating the 
learning curve of the most promising talents of the 
organizations. Here intensive training programmes 
are conducted, using simulation tools, structured 
projects, etc. Trainers here facilitate learning within 
a short span, so that potential talents can be sent for 
quick on-boarding. 

Balancing the traditionally paced and accelerated 
learning, organizations are now practicing the 
integrated talent development approach, meeting 
both the present and future talent requirements of 
the organizations. This is what Conger (2010) named 
blended approach to talent development. Conger has 
suggested four component of talent development 
process, i.e., individual skill development, social 

development interventions, action and strategic 
learning initiatives. Blended talent development 
programmes need to be managed through experiential 
learning (Tansley et al., 2006). 

The Architecture of Talent Development

Talent development architecture was pioneered by 
Gandz (2006). According to Gandz talent development 
architecture first require to espouse a clear statement 
of talent development needs. Also it should indicate 
approaches to talent development, supportive HR 
systems for talent identification, talent assessment, 
and talent development, and strategies for talent 
development.  Lepak & Snell (1999) observed the 
difference in talent development architecture based 
on the types of contributions employees’ make to 
the business of the organization. Obviously for 
this reason, we cannot have any universal talent 
development architecture. Understanding of 
the organization specific business processes, and 
activities that are necessary for talent development 
are important to design the appropriate talent 
development architecture for an organization. Once 
it is developed, it can standardize and streamline all 
talent development activities. 

Articulation of Talent Needs

From organizational practices, we find that talent 
needs are interpreted in terms of set of competency 
requirements. Apart from some generic set of 
competencies, which are common across all 
functions, organizations also develop job specific 
set of competencies. The process of designing such 
competencies again varies from organizations to 
organizations. Through a detailed job analysis, 
organizations may try to understand the specific job 
requirements, and the expected level of performance 
standards. This information they then translate to 
set of competency required for the job. Another way 
can be like understanding from the benchmarked 
positions, i.e., through assessment of competencies 
of similar job positions in competing organizations.  
Once organizations decide on the job-wise set of 
competency requirement, they can integrate it 
with their PMS, and assess the gap in competencies 
through performance evaluation.  Such gap can be 
the good indicator of talent needs of the organization.  

Talent Development : Why Indian Organizations should Rethink It Again?
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Another way of assessing the talent needs can be 
based on the new skill requirement after the transfer 
of technology, change in business process, and change 
in market dynamics due to globalization, etc. All these 
organizations need to interpret and assess the skill/
knowledge/competency gap, taking stock of existing 
skill, knowledge, and set of competencies. For example 
cross-cultural communication and negotiation 
became very critical set of competencies for Solvay’s 
executives, particularly after they acquired Rhodia, 
as their market spread stretched largely to South 
East Asian countries.  Such competencies are mostly 
new, and hence require new talent development 
initiatives. Many organizations make extensive use of 
scenario planning to pre-assess the future market and 
competition dynamics, so that they can prepare them 
in advance. Such futuristic approach also requires 
firms to focus on talent development for future jobs. 
Depending on the changing focus on business and 
strategies also, firms may revisit their talent needs, 
and meet the talent gap through talent development 
initiatives. Whatever may be way for talent needs 
identification, organizations need to focus on 
continuous talent development through integrated 
talent development approach. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we have discussed in details various 
connotations on talent and talent development issues, 
with particular emphasis on conceptual clarity and 
definitions.  

Talent is hardware and software of our mind.  
Hardware is our acquired knowledge and skills, 
software our cognition. Both complement each other. 
Talent is scarce, and organizations, across the world, 
have to compete for talent.  Hence organizations 
have to continuously develop talent pacing with the 
changing business needs and strategies.  

Talent development is an on-going process and 
it requires supportive compensation and benefits 
programmes, performance management systems, 
knowledge management practices, employee 
development programmes, employee engagement 
programmes, quality of work life and work life 
balancing, etc.

The scope of talent development extends to incubation 
of in-house talents, and developing the newly hired 
talents, pacing with the changing needs and strategies of 
the organizations. Holistic talent development requires 
developing a talent driven organization culture. 

Talent pipeline in organizations have to meet both 
the present and future talent requirements of the 
organization. 

Talent development plans time to time need to be 
calibrated with the changing business plans and 
strategies of the organizations. 

Talent development process should be business driven, 
future focused, integrated and capable to deliver 
measurable results.  It is a multi-dimensional activity 
in the organization, and it requires careful planning.
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AbstrAct

The article makes a strong argument for strengthening the steel sector as a precursor for 
building a strong economy.

Introduction

The economic growth in India in the two decades since liberalisation in the early 
90s has been skewed towards to service sector. The ideal pattern of economic 

development from primary to secondary and then tertiary has been bypassed and 
tertiary has out run the secondary much early in the developmental life cycle.  The 
strong nerves of the Services sector are the manufacturing backbone. It has been 
argued by many that this does not bode well for the overall economic wellbeing 
of India and focussed efforts are required to develop the manufacturing sector. 
In particular we should understand better the input-output relationships of the 
key sectors; the economic inefficiencies that may be related to sectoral structural 
adjustment problems; and the challenges to economic thinking posed by this 
major transformation of the world economy. (Kenessey, 2011)

The three-sector theory is an economic theory which divides economies into 
three sectors of activity: extraction of raw materials (primary), manufacturing 
(secondary), and services (tertiary). It was developed by Alan Fisher, Colin Clark 
and Jean Fourastié. (Fisher, 1939, Clark, 1940 and Fourastié)

Table 1 : The distribution of the workforce among the sectors progresses through three stages.

First phase: Traditional 
civilizations

Second phase: Transitional 
period

Third phase: Tertiary 
civilization

Primary Sector: 70% Primary sector: 40% Primary sector: 10%

Secondary Sector: 20% Secondary Sector: 40% Secondary Sector: 20%

Tertiary Sector: 10% Tertiary Sector: 20% Tertiary Sector: 70%

This phase represents 
a society which is 
scientifically not yet 
very developed, with a 
negligible use of machinery. 

More machinery is 
deployed in the primary 
sector (example : 
manufacture and use of 
earth moving equipments, 
conveyor belts etc) 

The primary and secondary 
sectors are increasingly 
become dependent on 
services by specialised 
agencies and automation to 
bring efficiencies.
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Steel & Economic Development

Of the many challenges and bottlenecks (and there 
truly are many) that have limited the growth of a 
strong secondary sector in the economy, a major one 
has been that of Infrastructure. Taking the economy 
to next level will require us to build Roads, Bridges, 
Flyovers, Rail network, Ports, Power Plants, Shipping, 
telecommunications etc. It will require us to decongest 
our cities and shift the growth to the hinterland. It 
will require us to produce capital goods to create 
capacity and push the production frontier. It is here 
that the role of Steel comes into the picture. Steel 
has one of widest economic linkages – both forward 
and backward.  From Mining to Cars, Steel drives the 
production as well as consumption. The economic 
linkages are demonstrated by the fact the demand 
of steel exhibits a high degree of correlation with the 
GDP growth and more particularly with the growth 
Domestic Capital formation (GDCF). A strong steel 
sector is the spring board to economic development 
and this has been illustrated in the past the economic 
growth of developed countries like USA, Japan, South 
Korea etc and more recently in China. 

A correlation of steel consumption to development 
is evident. Developed countries consume massive 
quantities of steel during their developmental phase 
for the industrial infrastructure which forms the 
basis on economic growth. An analysis of per capita 
steel consumption across nations (Fig. 1) shows that 
developed nations, and nations in advanced stages of 
development, consume much more steel than countries 
in preliminary stages of development. Experiences 
over the past has shown that typical inflection point 
for development, if noted from the point of view of 
per capita steel consumption,  is somewhere between 

100-150 Kgs. After this level is achieved, the per capita 
consumption increases rapidly before saturates in 
advanced stages of development even exhibiting 
declining trend (owing to reduced requirement of 
infrastructure building) before stabilising.

As can be seen from the chart above, India is still some 
distance away from the inflection point. It is also 
reflective of the fact that recent economic development 
in India has been services driven which does not create 
as much steel demand as Industrial growth does. 

Steel: Precondition to Development?

It may be overreaching a bit to say that the reason 
that the Indian Economy has remained a perpetual 
caged tiger while the Chinese Dragon overshadowed 
the world in the last two decades in Steel. However, 
this with a strong belief that Steel industry is reflective 
of the economic potential of the manufacturing 
sector of the economy and with a conviction that the 
spring board to economic growth is in manufacturing 
and not in Services. Services growth can take you 
only so far and not beyond and ultimately its 
growth will get constrained by the fact that enough 
economic opportunities are not being created by the 
manufacturing sector. Its economic linkages & hence 
multiplier effects are less robust. It also does not create 
enough supply side adjustment which inevitably 
leads to dampening to growth and building up of 
inflationary pressures. The current problem of an 
inflation, which refuses to subside despite continued 
conservatism in the monetary policy, is also explained 
by inadequate supply side pickup in the primary and 
secondary sector. 

The history of economic development shows that 
countries, which got developed, the developmental 
cycle was initiated by creating steel producing 
industry. The Infrastructure & Industrial push 
required to achieve a typical trigger to growth from 
being a developing nation to a developed one cannot 
be achieved without a robust steel industry. 

India is, at present, at the threshold level of 
development process – almost at the level China was in 
90s. This phase is associated with massive investment 
in infrastructure which drives overall Industrial 
growth. This happened in China in the 90s and by the 
year 2000 Chinese steel consumption skyrocketed and 
so did the economic growth.

Fortifying India: Economic Growth & Steel Industry

Fig. 1 : Steel Consumption Per Capita across Economies in 2013
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The strong correlation between steel consumption 
and economic growth thus being established, the only 
question that remains to be answered is – Is it a cause 
of the growth or an effect?

Development process is marked by Infrastructure 
Development, Industrialisation and Urbanisation.  All 
these benchmarks of development are built on Steel 
which is the backbone of a country. Industrialization 
starts with steel and as building the basic industrial 
infrastructure i.e the plant and the machinery, the 
basic capital goods, requires steel.  Hence, just as 
robust infrastructure is seen as a precondition to 
growth, so is a robust steel industry. All economically 
advance nations have followed a similar pattern when 
it comes to using steel industry to push growth. They 
focussed on developing the steel industry along with 
a push to infrastructure and industry. To begin with 
Steel was imported for initial capacity creation. Later 
robust steel industry was built to service the needs to 
infrastructure industrial development. Over time focus 
of steel production steadily shifted from investment 
to consumption of products. Finally they evolved as 
exporters of steel and steel related products as need to 
infrastructure build-up tapered and steel use shifted 
from capital to consumer goods. Even the nature 
of export products exhibit a typical pattern starting 
initially with exports of steel required for capital goods 
& construction, then of the relatively advanced  steel for 
consumer goods followed by export of steel intensive 
capital and consumer products (Machinery, Cars etc) 
themselves. This has happened in Europe, USA, Japan, 
South Korea and is now happening in China (Fig. 2). 

Indian Steel Industry : Way Forward

On the typical S-curve of growth in per capita 
consumption, India has been moving up steadily albeit 

slowly over the last decade or so. Though some distance 
away from the typical inflection point, given the 
strengths of the Indian Steel sectors, it is possible that 
we may achieve inflection earlier than others (Fig 3).

The Indian Steel Industry is blessed with abundant 
availability of Iron Ore, a key resource. It has a robust 
and balanced mix of Public and Private sector players 
with an appetite for growth as well as experience of 
working in a competitive market. It has the availability 
of labour although this will need some focus by the 
industry for skill development. The key concerns for 
the industry on the raw material front is securing 
the supply of coking coal not available domestically 
and the need to accelerate technological absorption 
to improve the efficiency and sustainability of the 
industry in general and its largely fragmented 
secondary steel sector in particular.  History has 
shown that a robust steel industry can be built by 
focussing on technological and human capital (Japan, 
South Korea, Europe did not have much of raw 
material strengths) in a generally enabling economic 
environment facilitated by the Government.  In that 
sense, we do have the additional resource in iron ore 
as well some of other raw materials. What we now 
require is a focussed approach of the Industry to 
build technological capital across all strategic groups 
within the industry and in skill development. On 
the technological front the approach should focus on 
improving efficiency and absorption of technologies 
which enable us to build on the strength of raw material 
availability.  As regards the government is concerned, 
its prime focus must be in developing a facilitating 
atmosphere for capacity building. The major areas of 
focus, as is the case with most core sector industries, 
needs to be on Land availability while ensuring that 
the concerns of local communities are addressed, 
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Sustainable Mining & facilitating raw material security 
through appropriate geo-political positioning. With a 
new political formation at the centre, backed up with a 
mandate for development, it all seems feasible. 

Conclusion

The Government of India is reportedly working on 
a vision and policy frame work to nearly triple the 
domestic steel capacity to 300 million tonnes in the 
next 10 years. A rough calculation indicates that this 
will take the per capita consumption close to the 200 

kg mark, well beyond the traditional inflection point.  
In the past, the USA produced approx 40—50% of 
the world steel in 1950s/60s. This has been replicated 
after 50 years by China which in the recent past has 
been accounting for similar share of the world steel 
production.  Both the countries dominated the global 
economy during that phase and are still dominating 
it.   Will India be the next and do we have to wait for 
another 50 years for it or will we see it happening 
sooner than that?
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The article explores why organizations find innovation difficult to sustain even when 
everyone agrees about its need.  The challenge of sustaining innovation is in making 
three different orientations, a customer centric orientation, a creative orientation and an 
operational efficiency orientation to converge in order to find the sweet spot of innovation 
which adds value for all the stakeholders.  Within organizational systems and structures 
these orientations are dispersed among different functions and individuals and the challenge 
is align the stakeholders to a common vision. This requires innovation in the management 
processes to leverage diversity, manage a range of innovations from incremental to radical, 
create effective bridges between ideation and implementation and managing the risks for 
innovators.  By putting all these mechanisms in place, organizations can sustain innovation 
and leverage it for competitive advantage.

Introduction

While there is widespread consensus across organizations, on the need for 
innovation, and practically all organizations proclaim their support for it, a 

common source of frustration for managers across the board in most organization 
is that not enough innovation is happening.  Though everyone mentions 
organizations like Google, Apple, 3M, GE, IDEO and Toyota, people can’t find 
enough names to add to the list of such innovation driven organizations.  There is 
no dearth of books, articles, blogs and consultants on innovation which managers 
can draw upon to provide them readily available tools and prescriptions for 
innovating, but when the rubber hits the ground, a majority of the organizations 
falter in having a track record of sustained innovation. There are flashes and partial 
victories, but very few organizations are able to sustain the momentum of their 
big innovations.  The paradox is that the few companies who  are successful at it 
are written about so much that many managers get the impression that sustained 
innovation is more prevalent than what objective data would suggest, and harbor 
the feeling that something must be wrong in their organization that they don’t “get 
it” while almost everyone seems to. They need to be less self-deprecating and allow 
for the notion, that innovation in organizations is actually not so prevalent despite 
its desirability because it is difficult.  Examining why innovation in organizations 
is difficult would be a good way to understanding how it can be unleashed in our 
organization.
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Appreciating the Difficulties in Innovation

From a process perspective, innovation is an outcome 
of the process of generating and then implementing 
ideas relevant to organizational problems. Creative 
thinking skills can be seen as a combination of three 
intellectual abilities. The first intellectual ability that 
applies to creativity is this synthetic ability to see 
connections and redefine problems.  The second 
intellectual ability is analytic. One needs to be able 
to judge the value or potential in an idea. Depending 
on the task, it is sometimes better to postpone using 
this ability until you've practiced the synthetic ability 
for a time so that you can generate more options to 
evaluate. The third intellectual ability is practical. If 
you can't figure out (or get somebody to help you 
figure out) all the steps necessary to implement the 
idea, nothing happens. Research shows that these 
three intellectual abilities—the synthetic, analytic, 
and practical abilities—are relatively independent." 
One can be adept in any one of these three abilities 
without being adept in any of the others. The art 
of getting creative outcomes is to bring together all 
these capabilities either through individuals or teams 
of people who complement each other. Although 
synthetic, analytical, and practical talents are necessary 
for any creative enterprise, the mix and weight of the 
talents needed change over the life cycle of an idea 
or product. In the idea-generation phase, synthetic 
ability is the most important. Only after many ideas 
have been generated, choosing which ideas to pursue 
requires more analytical ability. After a selection of the 
most promising ideas has been made and execution 
of those ideas is the task at hand, practical ability is 
required during this stage

Innovation at its core is about finding better 
solutions to organizational problems or creating new 
opportunities for the organization. This could take 
the form of finding solutions to pain points that limit 
fulfilment of organizational objectives or finding 
means of providing new value to customers.  The 
challenge of innovation is essentially about

1. Detecting and then deciding which problem to 
solve or opportunity to tap- which requires a 
Customer centric orientation which is always 
alert to what needs are not getting addressed 
effectively( including needs of your own people, 
working on your internal processes)

2. Having or developing the knowledge to generate 
ideas for  solutions – which requires a creative 
orientation to explore novel solutions that will 
concretize the ideas into tangible processes and 
products

3. Making the solutions operational in a manner that 
minimizes the risk and for the people running 
the existing operations and makes the steepness 
of the learning curve  for the new process 
manageable-  which requires an Operational  
efficiency orientation  that focuses on optimizing 
the efficiency of any process  so as to maximize 
value

The advantages of all these mindsets in nurturing 
innovation are well known, but understanding 
how these mindsets in isolation can actually inhibit 
sustainable organization will help in unlocking the 
potential that they offer when they complement each 
other.

Getting all the above three processes right requires 
an effective convergence of three orientations. Every 
well performing organization does have people with 
these orientations, but more often than not, they are 
not the same individual or group. The segmented 
nature of work in organizations divided along 
functional domains like Marketing, R&D, Operation 
etc. tend to strengthen some mindsets and make the 
others dormant due to less use. The organizational 
metrics for measuring performance of business units 
and individuals also drive behavior into narrow 
patterns which strengthen one of these orientations 
at the cost of others. Thus we have market facing 
employees who are most affected by the external 
customers and trends in the business environment  
increasingly making demands for new products and 
features for achieving customer delight, which  are 
resisted by the operations managers fearing increase 
in complexity of their processes and reduction of  
their productivity, and we have the technologists in 
units like R&D centers whose professional standing 
is established as the ideas  people of the organization, 
but find it a challenge to operationalize their ideas 
because their control over the operational processes 
of the organization is limited both in terms of their 
administrative power over the people running the 
processes, as well as their understanding of the nuts 
and bolts of the operations that is necessary to make 
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processes run efficiently on a day to day basis. It is not 
that these three archetypes are aliens to each other, 
or do not have any understanding of the domains of 
the others, but each of them are also under diverse 
tensions which tend to draw them apart.

How Isolated Orientations Can Inhibit Innovation

The Innovation Inhibitors of the Operational Efficiency 
orientations.

In his seminal article titled “creativity is not 
enough”explains the antipathy of many operational 
managers to the “creative types” who come to them 
with new ideas

“Since business is a uniquely "get things done" 
institution, creativity without action-oriented follow-
through is a uniquely barren form of individual 
behavior. Actually, in a sense, it is even irresponsible. 
This is because: (1) The creative man who tosses out 
ideas and does nothing to help them get implemented 
is shirking any responsibility for one of the prime 
requisites of the business, namely, action; and (2) 
by avoiding follow-through, he is behaving in an 
organizationally intolerable - or, at best, sloppy - 
fashion.The trouble with much creativity today, in my 
observation, is that many of the people with the ideas 
have the peculiar notion that their jobs are finished 
once the ideas have been suggested. They believe that 
it is up to somebody else to work out the dirty details 
and then implement the proposals. Typically, the more 
creative the man, the less responsibility he takes for 
action. The reason is that the generation of ideas and 
concepts is often his sole talent, his stock-in-trade. He 
seldom has the energy or staying power, or indeed the 
interest, to work with the grubby details that require 
attention before his ideas can be implemented.”  
…“The reason the executive so often rejects new ideas 
is that he is a business man whose chief day-in, day-
out task is to handle an ongoing stream of problems. 
He receives an unending flow of questions on which 
decisions must be made. Constantly he is forced to 
deal with problems to which solutions are more or 
less urgent and the answers to which are far from 
clear-cut. Advocates of creativity must understand 
the pressing facts of the executive's life: Every time an 
idea is submitted to him, it creates more problems for 
him - and he already has enough.”

The above passage would make it easier to appreciate 
that the only kind of innovation that is likely to find 
support with an operational manager is a process 
innovation which makes his life simpler. A customer 
centric innovation is likely to find less favour with 
him, since it is more likely than not going to add to the 
complexity of his process. The operational efficiency 
oriented managers attitude towards knowledge is 
biased towards exploitation rather than exploration. 
He would rather focus on improving the efficiency of 
what exists than try to explore different ways of doing 
things, unless the current ways are extremely painful. 
Thus an operational efficiency orientation leads only 
to incremental innovations which would plateau after 
some time as processes become predictable enough 
for managers to “leave good enough alone”.

The Innovation Inhibitors of the Customer Centric Mindset

For the customer oriented people in an organization, 
customer needs are an article of faith, which should not 
be questioned. They, many a times fail to exercise the 
judgment to assess the costs of meeting all customer 
needs, especially the non-quantified costs of the pain 
that the people who have to modify their processes 
and work practices in order to meet new customer 
demands. Though well intentioned, they may end up 
overwhelming the research and development with 
new product ideas that don’t justify the investment 
in technology and intellectual capital, and also lead 
to fragmentation of their research initiatives by 
sending them on too many new product chases. Such 
customer champions also face the resistance from 
the operational efficiency oriented manager who 
see them as  hyperactive disruptors of their process 
stability and people always asking for the moon at 
low cost.

The Innovation Inhibitors of the Creative Mindset

In contrast to the knowledge exploiting tendency of 
operational managers, the typical R&D manager is an 
intellectual magpie, always on the lookout for new 
ideas and technologies.  In extremes their innovation 
initiatives work on the garbage can model of solutions 
having a life of their own with no relation to the 
problems. The unused patents of many industrial 
R&D labs are examples of such solutions still searching 
for problems to apply them on. Another manifestation 
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of the technology oriented mindset is a tendency to 
drift into the “new is better” trap, where the novelty 
of a technological solution is the primary reason for 
finding value in an idea. This tends to isolate the 
resource conscious managers, especially operational 
managers who are still struggling with some new 
technology that they have still to master and get 
benefits from.  The tensions observed in technological 
choices for any expansion and modernization 
between the “technologists” and the “operational 
managers”   across organizations lead to suboptimal 
solutions which satisfy neither.

Management Agenda for Sustaining Innovation

As Einstein famously quoted, and most proponents 
of system dynamics will tell us “a problem cannot be 
solved at the level at which it is created”. To overcome 
the inhibitors in the three mindsets mentioned above 
we need processes for leveraging the strengths of these 
mindsets and means of minimizing the inhibitors. 
That is the management challenge in innovation. 
Sustainable innovation occurs in organization 
through a dynamic inter-play at two levels.

• Management Innovation- which leads to creation 
of management structures and processes that 
enable the diversity of mindsets that exist 
within the organization to be leveraged and the 
inhibitors of each mindset to be minimized.

• Technological innovation- which leads to the 
products, services and process innovations which 
provide an organization competitive advantage 
in the market.

Innovation at both levels feed into each other to 
generate productive spirals of sustainable innovation. 
The role of management is to sustain this spiral by 
building bridges that enable productive interfacing of 
the three mindsets.

Creating Structures for Sustaininga Range of 
Innovations

For sustainability, an organization should not rely only 
on one type of innovation. It requires complementary 
innovations like a few breakthrough projects, a 
larger number of operational improvement projects 
and an even larger number of sustenance projects 
to support high levels of productivity and control 

despite innovating.  The art lies in creating different 
structures for allowing different kinds of innovations 
to coexist within the organization.  Companies can 
develop an innovation strategy that works at the three 
levels of the “innovation pyramid”: a few big bets at 
the top that represent clear directions for the future 
and receive the lion’s share of investment; a portfolio 
of promising midrange ideas pursued by designated 
teams that develop and test them; and a broad base 
of early stage ideas or incremental innovations 
permitting continuous improvement. Influence flows 
down the pyramid, as the big bets encourage small 
wins heading in the same direction, but it also can 
flow up, because big innovations sometimes begin 
life as small bits of tinkering – as in the famously 
accidental development of 3M’s Post-it Notes. 
Thinking of innovation in terms of this pyramid gives 
senior managers a tool for assessing current efforts, 
making adjustments as ideas prove their value and 
require further support, and ensuring that there is 
activity at all levels. A culture of innovation grows 
because everyone can play. While dedicated groups 
pursue the big projects and temporary teams develop 
midrange ideas, everyone else in the company can be 
invited to contribute ideas. An innovation strategy 
that includes incremental innovations and continuous 
improvement can help to liberate minds throughout 
the company, making people more receptive to 
change when big breakthroughs occur.

However, after having segemented innovations in 
terms of impact, the review and control mechanisms 
should support that specific kind of innovation. 

• For promoting incremental innovation, systems 
for encouraging participation require a greater 
thrust on participation, with the assumption that 
more ideas are likely to throw up more better 
ideas. Suggestion schemes are good examples

• Mid-range projects should undergo a greater 
degree of scrutiny using more rigorous financial 
analysis, as they draw upon resources normally 
assigned for operation activites, including the 
key operational middle managers. The traditional 
stage-gate mechanism of progressively filtering 
ideas at every level of escalating commitment 
comes in handy for such projects to prevent 
resource overreach, and  drive some rigor into 
the process

Overcoming the Difficulties in Innovation- Agenda for Sustainable Innovation in Organizations
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• Breakthrough projects are generally high risk, long 
term bets driven more by convictions and passion 
with very loose ROI calculation. Subjecting them 
to a too rigorous process of evaluation will only 
drive the innovators to tweak the assumptions.
It would be better to evaluate such projects 
from a strategic perspective rather than a strictly 
financial perspective. One such process, called 
the discovery driven planning, has the potential 
to greatly improve the success rate of such bets. 
Discovery-driven planning essentially reverses 
the sequence of some of the steps in the stage-
gate process.  It starts with examining projects 
that fulfil  the minimally acceptable revenue, 
income, and cash flow statement as the standard 
and then raise the  critical issues about  “What 
set of assumptions must  prove true in order 
for these numbers to materialize?” The project 
team creates from that analysis an assumptions  
checklist – a list of things that need to prove 
true for the project to succeed. The items on the 
checklist are rank ordered and the assumptions 
that can be tested with little expense given 
priority for quick testing and simulation, and key 
assumptions are flagged for various stages of the 
project. When a project enters a new stage, the 
assumptions checklist is used as the basis of the 
project plan for that stage. This is not a plan to 
execute, however. It is a plan to learn– to test as 
quickly and at as low a cost as possible whether 
the assumptions upon which success is predicated 
are actually valid. If a critical assumption proves 
not to be valid, the project team must revise its 
strategy until the assumptions upon which it is 
built are all plausible. If no set of plausible If no 
set of plausible  assumptions will support the 
case for success, the project is killed

Creating a Bridge Between the Ideation and 
Implementation 

The innovation challenge of many organizations is to 
sustain both the generation of new ideas as well as 
convert large proportions of those ideas into practical 
solutions. The right balance of rate of generation of 
ideas and the value added per idea can be managed 
by providing guidelines that raise the stakes in its 
implementation. 

• He must work with the situation as it is. 

• When he suggests an idea, the responsible 
procedure is to include at least some minimal 
indication of what it involves in terms of costs, 
risks, manpower, time, and perhaps even specific 
people who ought to carry it through. 

That is responsible behavior, because it makes it 
easier for the executive to evaluate the idea and 
because it raises fewer problems. That is the way 
creative thinking will more likely be converted into 
innovation. If an insistence on some responsibility 
for implementation throttles him, he may produce 
fewer ideas, but their chances of a judicious hearing 
and therefore of being followed through are greatly 
improved.

Leveraging Diversity within the Organization.

While loosening the formal controls that would 
otherwise stifle innovations, companies should 
tighten the human connections between those 
pursuing innovation efforts and others throughout 
the rest of the business. Productive conversations 
should take place regularly between innovators and 
mainstream business managers. Innovation teams 
should be charged with external communication as 
part of their responsibility, but senior leaders should 
also convene discussions to encourage mutual 
respect rather than tensions and antagonism. Such 
conversations should be aimed at mutual learning, to 
minimize cannibalization and to maximize effective 
reintegration of innovations that become new 
businesses. In addition to formal meetings, companies 
can facilitate informal conversations, or identify the 
people who lead informal cross-unit networks and 
encourage their efforts at making connections. From a 
knowledge perspective this has two implications

• Enhancing the depth of knowledge of operation 
managers within a domain: The knowledge levels 
of the operational managers need to be updated 
regularly to enhance their receptive capacity 
for new ideas and technologies.  A lot of new 
ideas and technologies are rejected because the 
innovators and the operational managers who 
are their internal clients are at vastly different 
levels of understanding about the technology 
and I people are likely to reject what they do 
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not understand properly. Regularly updating 
managers with domain knowledge even if does 
not have any direct short term application is 
crucial for enhancing receptivity for these or 
similar ideas when they do become feasible 
for implementation. Technology awareness 
programs, and supporting communities of 
practice are a good way of doing it

• Enhancing awareness of different domains to 
functional specialists: The more diverse the 
knowledge base from which it draws, the more 
radical an innovation is likely to be, but the more 
different the knowledge base of  the members 
of any innovative team is, the more challenging  
getting them to find common value would be.  The 
hits and misses of our space and defense research 
programs highlights both the promise and 
perils of diversity in innovation. Organizations 
need to have methods for linking people across 
domains to ensure flow of communication across 
organizational units and domains. 

Business-unit boundaries exist precisely because they 
create efficient structures for executing strategy. But 
silo focus and ruthless efficiency come at the cost of 
cross-divisional collaboration, so some  innovation 
opportunities are either poorly executed or not seen 
at all. The solution, lies not in reorganization but in 
informal communication through the social networks 
that exist throughout the company. These networks 
must be shaped and cultivated to efficiently find 
and exploit innovations. Social networks, of course, 
form and evolve organically in organizations. They 
can foster the serendipitous mixing of talent and 
ideas that fuels innovation butwhen left unmanaged, 
informal networks tend to inhibit innovation more 
often than they enable it. The very aspects that are 
beneficial at the exploration phase of innovation may 
hinder progress at the implementation phase, and 
vice versa. Thus company executives shouldn’t expect 
informal, interdivisional networks to spontaneously 
produce innovations; they must consciously manage 
the structure of these networks to promote innovation 
at all its various stages. Organizations would benefit 
a lot from social network analysis to identify the key 
roles that some individuals play, especially boundary 
spanners and linkers who act as links between 
different groups and peripheral

Managing the Risks for innovators

Innovation is risky and managing innovation is tied 
up with managing the risks of innovation.  There are 
many ways in which organizations can manage the 
risk for innovative individuals and teams, key among 
them being

• Fine tuning performance measurement and 
rewards to promote innovation:  Many operational 
efficiency driven people act that way because the 
organizational incentives are designed around 
short term productivity, and any experiments or 
trials mean productivity losses. Unless these are 
budgeted for, and in some cases mandated in 
some measure, experiments will not find enough 
takers. These means special provisions for 
innovative projects which are not counted when 
measuring  regular productivity numbers.

• Creating new structures and organizational units 
to protect radical innovations from regressing 
into mainstream.  These structures could have a 
mandate to develop disruptive technologies, but 
disruptive technology needs a new market. Old 
customers are less relevant, and it may require 
a skill-set entirely different from the one that 
has provided success in the past. Thus, such 
initiatives are best nurtured by protecting them 
from the regular business.

By creatively isolating and merging the innovations 
with the mainstream, organizations can  provide the 
free space that allows space for all kinds of innovations 
to happen and complement each other and also 
minimize the risk to operational efficiency that drives 
short term survival which is necessary for taking long 
term bets

Conclusion

While innovation is not as easy as it is desirable, 
organizations can finds means of getting more 
successful at it by  innovating in the process of 
managing innovations and creating structures 
and systems that reconcile the needs for efficiency 
and experimentation both of which are required 
for organizations to survive and grow. It is a tough 
challenge, but one amenable to creative solutions. That 
is the agenda for the management of the innovative 
organization.

Overcoming the Difficulties in Innovation- Agenda for Sustainable Innovation in Organizations
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Feature Article
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quality of life of 
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though the levels 
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Socio-Economic and Environmental 
Impacts of Mining in India 

Atanu Mukherjee*

AbstrAct

For every development, be it social, economical, financial or technological, big or small, 
minerals and mining hold the key. Mining contributes to the development of the economy 
through taxes that contribute to socio-economic and infrastructural development; creates 
employment opportunities both directly and indirectly through services to the mines; 
improves human capital through the provision of education and health services; increases 
the foreign exchange reserves; improves infrastructure like roads and water supply and 
creates other economic activities to support the mines instead of importing all supplies from 
abroad. Mining is a major contributor to the national GDP. Unregulated mining can have 
adverse environmental and social consequences. Mining disturbs the soil, water and ecology. 
The impact of mining is more on women and children. This has necessitated fresh thinking 
on policy approaches and systems that ensure that mining is done in a way that causes 
least damage to the natural resources such as air, water, soil, biomass, and also benefits local 
communities in an appropriate way.

Introduction

Mining is an essential activity for industrial and societal development. These 
are site specific diminishing and non-renewable natural resources, which are 

necessary raw materials for almost all the core industries and energy generation, 
e.g., thermal power generation, steel making, cement manufacture, agriculture, 
etc. Mining of these resources is to be done at the locations where they exist in the 
nature. Mining is generally considered a socially and environmentally unfriendly 
activity as it causes several impacts on all the components of the environment 
including the society. The impacts are not restricted to the mining sites only but 
also can be experienced regionally as well as in some situations nationally. 

In the South Asian region, India is the most prominent coal and mineral producing 
country. The country stands third in the production of coal after China and USA. 
Nearly 70-75 percent of the coal produced is being used in thermal power generation. 
Mining complexes present typical social and environmental dimensions, which 
need immediate attention. This is the only industrial activity which can be planned 
for reclaiming the land and developing the resources needed for the post mining 
land use. 

Mining is a site specific industry and most of the minerals and fossil fuels exist 
in forest cum-agricultural areas, which in general are socially and economically 
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underdeveloped. The mining companies besides 
taking care of the people directly involved in their 
activities have responsibility for making efforts for 
overall societal development of the mining complexes 
and surrounding areas as a part of their ‘Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR).  For mining land is not 
only required for citing the mines but also for various 
other activities, e.g., coal/mineral preparation plants, 
dumps, colonies, workshop, etc. which facilitate 
mining. In the process of land acquisition and 
establishing the mines all the people living on the 
land used by mining and associated activities are 
displaced and those dependent on the land loose their 
livelihood. The families who are displaced and who 
loose their livelihood are called the Project Affected 
Families (PAFs). These families are to be suitably taken 
care by re-establishing them at suitable locations and 
enabling them to live and earn their livelihood with 
honor and dignity. In fact mining and associated 
activities cause several impacts on the environment 
and society in and around the mineral/coal bearing 
areas and in the process of establishing the PAFs it is 
required to take care of these impacts. 

Distribution of Mineral Deposits in India

The geographical distribution of fossil fuels mainly 
coal and metallic mineral reserves are highly uneven 
in the country. Coal and metallic mineral reserves 
are spread across central and eastern India in the 
states of Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand 
and Odisha as wells as borders of Maharashtra and 
Andhra Pradesh, minor occurrence in Assam and 
Meghalaya. While Lignite occurs along part of the east 
coast in Tamil Nadu, Iron ore deposits are in Odisha, 
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Karnataka and Goa. The 
deposits of Copper, Lead and Zinc are mainly in 
Rajasthan. The reserves of Bauxite are concentrated 
in Odisha, Chhattisgarh and Andhra Pradesh. Unlike 
coal, the metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals 
show an even geographical spread across India. 
For instance, limestone deposits are spread from 
Himalayas in the north to Tamil Nadu in the south 
and from Gujarat in the west to Meghalaya in the east. 
The concentration of mineral deposits in Jharkhand, 
Chhattisgarh and Odisha emerge as top third mineral 
bearing states in India. 70% Coal, 80% Hematite, 60% 
Bauxite, 40% Manganese and all Chromites are found 

in these three states. Every district in India produces 
one or other kind of minerals. There are 604 districts 
in India. Mining for fuel, metallic, nonmetallic, 
industrial minerals are undertaken in 274 districts, 
46 districts produce coal and lignite. Those are seven 
districts in Chhattisgarh, 6 in Jharkhand, Odisha, 
Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, 3 in Rajasthan 
& Gujarat, 2 in Goa & Karnataka, 1 in Tamil Nadu, 
Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya, West Bengal & 
Himachal Pradesh.

Socio- Economic Aspects

The total proved coal reserves in the country are 
about 101.83 billion tonne, which is about 10% of the 
global proved reserves. As per the Integrated Energy 
Policy, with the present rate of production these 
reserves would last for over 80 years. In the country 
coal is the primary energy source and it meets about 
55% of primary commercial energy needs. The total 
employment in the coal sector is about 550,000 and 
hence the total dependents are about 5,500,000. For 
each person employed there are about ten dependents, 
which include five members of the families of the 
employee and another five supporting these families 
and the mining activities. Studies on quality of life of 
mining complexes have revealed that these areas are 
not socially and economically developed even though 
the levels of economic activities have increased 
manifolds. Out of eleven complexes studied, only two 
had overall fair quality of life and the remaining nine 
had overall poor quality of life. None of the complexes 
had overall good quality of life. The mining complexes 
in the country in general are seen to be having 
four distinct types of settlements, which develop in 
accordance with the level of economic assistance they 
receive from the mining companies.  The contribution 
of the State Governments and other agencies is  almost 
negligible in most situations. 

1.  Colonies of Officers, staff and workers colonies 
made by mining companies with all facilities 
provided by the companies. 

2.  Some villages are developed by the mining 
companies jointly with the PAFs with facilities 
as per the provisions in the Rehabilitation and 
Resettlement (R&R) packages. 

3.  There are some villages within one kilometer 
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distance of the mines with some facilities, e.g., 
water supply, roads, etc. provided by the mining 
companies. 

4.  Native villages are nearby villages which do not 
receive practically any facility from the mining 
companies. 

A study of the level of satisfaction of the emotional, 
mental and physical needs of the people residing in the 
four types of locations in two major mining complexes 
revealed that it was different in these locations. The 
overview of the level of development of the mining 
complexes as a whole and the four types of locations 
in particular indicates that the areas do not represent 
the nature of development they should have with the 
level of economic activities taking place. 

Impact  on  Forests  and  Tribals

India’s major mineral producing districts are 
characterized by vast forest areas and population. 
There are 50 major mineral producing districts are 
containing 28% or 11million hectares of total forest 
cover in the country. Six of these districts have forest 
cover of more than 50 per cent of their geographical 
areas. Of the 50 districts, about 62 percent have a 
forest cover that is more than the national average 
of 20.6 percent. The districts, where the forest cover 
is less than 10 percent are usually either that where 
mining has been going on for a long time or those 
that are located in arid and semiarid regions. They are 
Dhanbad in Jharkhand, Jajpur in Odisha & Burdwan 
in W.B, Kutchh, Jamnagar & Amreli in Gujarat, 
Bhilwara in Rajasthan. The forest cover in Damodar 
valley coal field once stood at 65%, now at only 0.05%. 
India is having 90% of coal and 80% of other minerals 
in tribal areas. In Chhattisgarh, Korbam is the largest 
coal-producing district, where forest covers about 
51% of the area. Although tribals constitute roughly 
8% of India's population, they account for 40% or 
50-60 million people displaced since independence. 
To tribal, displacement meant loss of habitation, 
livelihood and way of life. Mining activity has not 
only deprived their land but also degraded their 
environment.

The impact of displacement has prompted millions 
of tribals to protest land acquisition and poor 
rehabilitation. For every 1% of mining contribution 

to India’s GDP, it displaces three to four times 
people than all development projects put together. 
An estimated 1.64 lakh hectares of forest land have 
already been diverted for mining in the country, and 
in the first four-and-a-half decades of independence, 
mining displaced about 2.5 crore people. Several tribal 
organizations across mineral-rich tribal states like 
Chhattisgarh, Odisha and Jharkhand are protesting 
acquisition of their land by mining companies. These 
protests have put on hold, scores of projects. The 
companies include Korean steelmaker, Pohang Iron 
and Steel holding US$32 billion project; British mining 
giant is holding Vedanta Resources' project in Odisha; 
Arcelor Mittal's is holding US$9 billion steel projects 
in Jharkhand and Odisha, and Jindal Steel Works' is 
holding US$7 billion steel plant in West Bengal.

The bauxite mining projects of Vedanta in Odisha, 
and those of Jindal and Anrak in Andhra Pradesh 
are ill-conceived as they violate Schedule V rights of 
the tribals, Forest Conservation Act, the Environment 
(Protection) Act, infringe the forest rights law, and 
deviate from PESA. These projects cause a serious 
disruption to the lives of the local tribal communities; 
destroy the ecology of the tribal tracts.

Impact on  Wild Life  Areas 

• The Jamwa Ramgarh wildlife sanctuary in 
Rajasthan : Marble & Soap stone mining,

• The Keladevi wildlife sanctuary – part in 
Ranathambore Tiger Reserve in Rajasthan :

             red sandstone and limestone mining.

• The Gangua sanctuary in Madhya Pradesh : 
diamond and white sandstone mining.

• Darlaghat wildlife sanctuary in Himachal 
Pradesh: Limestone mining.

• The Gir wildlife sanctuary and national park in 
Gujarat : 100 odd mines of 10 km radius.

Impact on  Water Resources 

The effects of mining continue even after mining is 
stopped. Poor mining and mineral processing practices 
can pollute the natural resources and then it leaves 
environment to suffer a slow death. Many rivers have 
been pronounced “biologically dead” due to release of 
mining tailings (waste from the mine containing rocks 

Socio- Economic and Environmental Impacts of Mining in India
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and metals) into lakes and waterways. Aquatic plant 
and animal life are choked with sediments. 

• Hard rocks are major source of minerals. Out 
of 3.28 million sqkm, nearly about 1.98 million 
sqkm is of hard rocks and it is potentially mineral 
bearing.

• Rivers Indravati in Chhattisgarh, Baitarani in 
Odisha, Tungabhadra in Karnataka & Mandovi 
in Goa are polluted due to Iron Ore Mining.

• Godavari in Maharashtra & Andhra Pradesh, 
Mahanadi – Brahmani in Odisha are polluted 
due to Coal Mining

• Lakes Sambhar, Luni and Chambal in Rajasthan 
are polluted due to Mica Mining

• Rivers Cauvery, Baitarani & Brahmani in Odisha 
are polluted due to Chromite Mining

• 40% of captive limestone mines of large scale 
cement plants in India affected the groundwater.

• Mining also leads increased sedimentation in 
Karnataka and Chhattisgarh.  

• In 1975, over 350 miners lost their lives in a 
gruesome accident in Chasnala in Jharkhand

            due to water inundation.

• In Bastar region Indravati River is polluted by 
iron ore mining.

• In Tamil Nadu Neyveli lignite mine pumps out 40 
million liters of water every day.

Impact on Damodar River

Damodar River is flowing through Jharkhand and 
West Bengal. The watershed area is 25000 sqkm. 
It flows through six coal fields (North and South 
Karnapura, east and west Bokaro, Ramgarh, Jharia, 
Raniganj). There are 28 iron ore mines, 33 limestone 
mines, 5 copper ore mines and 84 mica mines. About 
66% of the total land area of upper Damodar valley is 
affected by erosion.

Impact of Sand Quarrying in Amaravathy River in 
Chettipalayam, India

Amaravathy used to provide drinking water for the 
entire Karur town but now it is unable to supply 
water to the villages on its bank. In the Palakkad 
district, the diminishing stock of sand and increasing 

environmental concern forced the state government 
to ban sand mining. But still illegal mining takes place.

Sukinda Valley Houses the World’s Largest Chromite 
Mines 

Some mines operate without any environmental 
management and millions of tons of waste rocks are 
spread throughout the land and on riverbanks. Nearly 
80% of deaths in this area are due to some form of 
chromium poisoning. Individuals may suffer from 
tuberculosis, respiratory infection, gastrointestinal 
disease, and cancer. About 2.6 million people have 
been affected by heavy pollution in this area.

Impacts on Women

According to UN Millennium Declaration, "Men 
and women have the right to live their lives and 
raise their children with dignity, free from hunger, 
violence and oppression or injustice”. Majority of the 
health problems in mining regions are caused due 
to unchecked pollution and high levels of toxicity, 
mine tailings and mine disasters. The health and 
safety problems vary from one mineral to the other, 
from the technology used, type of mining- open 
cast to underground - and the size of operations. 
In the mines any ingestion of chromium causes 
gastrointestinal bleeding. Tuberculosis and asthma are 
common ailments. Hexavalent chromium is known to 
adversely affect women’s health as it is teratogenic, 
causing birth defects in foetuses, embryo toxic, causes 
still birth and reduces fertility.

Another example is mica where dust is the major 
cause of respiratory problems, among mica miners. 
Diseases such as arthritis, is normally present after 
the age of 50, but in the mica mining areas in Andhra 
Pradesh, even 20 year olds complain of arthritis.

Further, the effect of chemicals and radiation from the 
ores has direct impacts on the women’s health. For 
example, one of the most serious impacts has been the 
suffering of women living in the proximity of uranium 
mines in Jaduguda (Jharkhand) where radiation levels 
are scientifically proved to be above permissible limits 
and where there is a direct correlation between the 
reproductive and health problems of women to that 
of radiation from uranium.
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Social Impacts

Antisocial activity in seven eastern and central states 
in India, is threatening at least US$78 billion of 
natural-resource projects. The impact of displacement 
on tribals lies at the heart of their alienation from the 
Indian state, providing the antisocial with a cause to 
espouse and a flood of angry youth willing to take 
up arms. It is not a coincidence that it is mineral-rich 
tribal lands in central and eastern India, which are 
the epicenter of the antisocial activities. Antisocial 
elements have influence in 220 districts out of 
626 districts in India, the government estimates. 
Chhattisgarh is the worst hit state by antisocial, who 
extort 20,000 million rupees (about US$433 million) 
from iron an coal mining companies. In the iron-
rich state of Jharkhand, antisocial controls almost 
the entire illegal mining of iron ore. Compensation 
and profit-sharing agreements are important. The 
question is whether we can implement profit-sharing 
more effectively than rehabilitation programmes.

Key Issues for Protecting the Environment and 
People

• Landowners must have a right to share from 
mining activities (mineral, oil and gas) that occur 
on their land. They must have a fair distribution 
of the wealth that their land provides.

• A dispute and grievance mechanism at 
International, Regional and National Level should            
be established for vulnerable communities (mine 
affected, mine workers, women) whose cases 
may not be properly addressed by currently 
established systems.

• There is a need for comprehensive assessment 
of social impacts and displacement of mining 
projects at the household, community and mining 
region level and management commitment 
to address those impacts through mitigation 
measures and management plans.

• Also we need Best Management Plan (BMP), 
Environmental Action Plan (EAP), Rehabilitation 
Action Plan (RAP) and Indigenous People 
Development Plan (IPDP) for extraction of 
minerals.

• Based on Samata Judgment  20% of all net 
profits of mining companies to be set apart as 
a permanent fund for the establishment and 
provision of basic facilities in the areas of health, 
education, roads and other public amenities.

Conclusion

Mining should be guided by the Rio principles 
which enshrine that the States have the sovereign 
right to exploit their resources in accordance with 
national policies and legislations. Gandhi said that 
if you want to make the right decision, you think 
of the last human being i.e. poorest of the poor and 
downtrodden among the downtrodden. In today’s 
context we should think of the most affected among 
the displaced, so that we need financially viable, 
socially responsible, environmentally, technically and 
scientifically sound mining technologies. In mining 
it is necessary to create long term, genuine, mutually 
beneficial partnerships between government and 
mining industry and communities based on integrity, 
cooperation and transparency.
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AbstrAct

It take years and huge amount of resources for Corporates to build up their image. Many 
corporates across the globe have started using Corporate Social Responsibility as a potent 
tool for building up their image .It has been found that good publicity connected with the 
social initiatives under CSR activities of the corporation opens the channel of marketing 
to a broader audience. In many cases, today’s consumers are looking to do business with 
corporation who care about their local, national and global responsibility to do “good 
business” and “give back” in a positive way. These lead to new competitive advantage that 
corporation can leverage to their advantage. The purpose of this paper is to understand how 
Corporate Social Responsibility can be used for creating positive brand image in the minds 
of the consumers and help in building corporate image. This paper also gives insight into 
how the efficacy of the CSR campaign can be enhanced for reaching a larger target audience.

Introduction

Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR is gaining prominence and large 
organizations are using CSR strategically to create for themselves an image of 
“socially responsible organizations” in the mind of their stakeholders. Talk to 
people in senior management and they will tell you how deeply committed they 
are to some or other social cause.The programme of social benefits runs across 
organizations in different sectors and each is promoting a cause that aligns with 
the bigger picture of inclusive growth.Nobody talks about CSR as a charity. Charity 
is passé. CSR today is more about involvement with the community and social 
cause and not just photographic opportunity for signing up a cheque towards a 
charitable organization. 

Defining CSR

The World Business Council for sustainable Development in its publication Making 
Good Business Sense by Lord Holme and Richard Watts used the following 
definition “Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing commitment by 
business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while 
improving the quality of life of the workforce and community at large.”

According to World Bank Group Corporate Responsibility Practice “ Corporate 
Social Responsibility is the commitment of the business to contribute to sustainable 
economic development by working with employees ,their families , the local 
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community and society at large to improve their 
lives in ways that are good for business and for 
development”.

Simply put, CSR is corporate’s responsibility to 
the social context, which is outside immediate 
stakeholders. While some stakeholders will be 
involved in implementing any such social cause, the 
benefits of such initiatives spread across the society 
at large. 

CSR and its Benefit for Corporates

CSR offers many advantages which can help in 
achieving different goals of the organization:

• The first benefit is reputation building: from a 
practical perspective, beingsocially responsible 
is good business as when a corporation makes 
the stand to be a corporation that is socially 
responsible they set themselves apart and begin 
to build  reputation. This reputation attracts 
good employees as well as increases corporate 
commitment, employee motivation and overall 
productivity-all good side benefits.Further, a 
reputation for being socially responsible attracts 
attention from the government, national leaders 
who may seek ways to help a cooperation 
continue their service and reward them for such 
service.

• A second benefit of being socially responsible 
is the increased involvement in the community 
which also increases the positiveness with 
which one’s corporation is seen and breeds good 
relationships with others as well as the potential 
for a broader impact. Connected with reputation, 
a positive corporate image builds customer trust 
and attracts new customer for the business-all of 
which build the bottom line for the corporation.

• The third benefit is about profit. According to CSR 
Network being a socially responsible corporation 
builds higher profit margins,in fact corporations 
which report having a socially responsible agenda 
just do better financially, reporting higher sales 
and revenues. In an era where profit margins 
are stretched thin throughout all industries, this 
unique idea of serving others end up serving the 
corporation at the same time.

• A fourth and interesting benefit is reduced 
operating cost in conjunction with higher 
operational efficiency. For example corporations 
are increasingly turning their attention to 
their supply chain to ensure they are sourcing 
products and services responsibly, making sure 
that their suppliers are providing fair conditions 
for workers, protecting the environment and 
generally aiming to achieve an appropriate 
level of corporate behaviour. This in turn, has 
led to innovative procedures and processes and 
alternate options which can lead to efficiency.

• A fifth benefit is creating a competitive edge in the 
marketplace. With the advent of doing business 
in a global world coupled with the increased pool 
of competitors  creating a competitive edge is not 
always as simplistic as it seems and the more edge  
one can create to set oneself apart – the better. 
There are multiple benefits to operating from a 
socially responsible aware position, least of which 
ought to be the very fact that corporations are 
socially responsible are those corporations that 
are concerned about the world in which they live 
and operate in, the bottom-line-a good agenda. 

Corporate Social initiatives

Corporate Social Responsibility is commitment 
to voluntarily serve the community in which the 
corporate does business. Corporate social initiatives 
are formalized, intentional activities to support 
actions leading to community – serving social causes. 
Initiatives can be both internal and external. For 
example by making internal decisions to locate a 
new plant in an undeveloped area to provide jobs, 
economic development and services to this unique 
community is an example of an internal corporate 
initiative to serve the local community. An external 
corporate initiative may be running early breast 
cancer screenings at weekends. Corporate Social 
Responsibility initiatives may be categorized into 
following types:

• Community Health (examples include AIDS 
prevention and education, immunization for 
children and other health screenings)

• Safety (examples includechild safety in cars ,gas 
safety in house and  crime prevention)

Using CSR as a Tool for Building Corporate Image
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• Education (examples include improved literacy, 
providing computers for schools, specific 
educational needs)

• Employment (examples include job training, 
hiring practices)

• Environment (examples include recycling and 
reducing packaging materials)

• Community and Economic Development 
(example include low-interest housing loans)

• Other Human Needs and Desires (examples 
include hunger, homelessness, anti discrimination 
efforts)

Some of the initiatives taken by corporates based in 
India have been mentioned in the exhibit below which 
brings out the genuine concern of these corporates 
in creating meaning difference in peoples’ life. The 
impact of the initiatives will go a long way in creating 
an element of trust amongst the public who in turn 
can become the brand ambassador for them.

Exhibit
CSR Initiatives Undertaken by Few Indian Companies

Corporate CSR Initiatives
TATA Steel India’s Best Companies For CSR 2014: Tata Steel uses Human Development Index to keep track of 

CSR in villages. Tata Steel’s Project Mansi focusing on maternal and new born survival is underway in 
167 villages of Sareikela district and has brought down the infant mortality rate by 26.5 per cent and 
neonatal mortality rate by 32.7 per cent. It is also launching its ”1,000 schools project” in Odisha, aimed 
at improving the quality of education in government primary schools

Hindusthan 
Unilever 
Limited 
(HUL)

HUL is very committed to social and inclusive development of the community. Some of the major 
projects taken by HUL include: Project Shakti- The project aims at empowering under privileged rural 
women ,targets small villages with population of less than 2000 people or less. It provides income-
generating opportunities ,health and hygiene education through the Shakti Vani program and creating 
acess to relevant information through the Shakti community portal. 

SAIL One of SAIL’s core values “Concern for People” also reflects the company’s commitment towards 
society at large, which it endeavours to fulfill through wide-ranging and diversified initiatives and 
activities under CSR. With the help of Akshay Patra Foundation, SAIL is providing midday meals to 
more than 18,000 students in different schools of Bhilai every day. SAIL has been providing additional 
classrooms across the country and such projects are in progress at Bhilai, Durgapur, Bokaro, Rourkela, 
Burnpur, as well as areas where SAIL carries out mining activities.Under Project ‘Akshaya’it provides 
free investigation to TB patients of under privileged sections of society. Under Project ‘Chetna’ 
treatment of sickle cell anaemiapatients are treated free .

Mahindra & 
Mahindra

Nanhi Kali started in 1996 is a joint venture between the K.C. Mahindra Education Trust and Naandi Foundation. 
The initiative aims at providing school education & direct material support to underprivileged girl children in 
India and see them blossom into socially responsible, independent and mature adults.
Goal : To ensure all girl children in India receive at least ten years of basic quality education by 2025

HCL 
Technologies

HCL Technologies has adopted 100 villages as part of an ambitious corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
initiative Project Samudhay. The goal of Project Samudhay is to transform the villages with scalable 
models, impacting village communities and life in five areas — water, women's welfare, education, 
health and malnutrition and sanitation.

Hero Moto 
Corp

Hero Moto corp take considerable pride in its stakeholder relationships,especially in ones developed at 
the grass roots. The company believes it has managed to bring an economically and socially backward 
region Dharuhera, Haryana ,into the national economic mainstream .Some initiatives taken are:Setting 
up of Integrated Rural Development centre on Delhi Jaipur Highway,Setting up of BM Munjal University, 
Raman Munjal Memorial Hospital,Vocational training centers

Vedanta 
Group

Hindusthan Zinc Limited  of Vedanta Group  through their CSR campaign “Maryadaa”in Rajasthan 
aim at creating awareness and to sensitize people towards contamination of water bodies and spread 
of water borne diseases like diarrhoea and cholera. Through this campaign besides constructing toilets 
they are also working towards educating rural people about the health issues, diseases that can occur 
due to open defecation.
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Using CSR campaigns for building corporate image

In marketing a corporate’s image is a highly 
competitive tool to gain new customers. Good 
publicity connected with the social initiatives of the 
corporation opens the channel of marketing to a 
broader audience. In many cases, today’s consumers 
are looking to do business with corporation who care 
about their local, national and global responsibility 
to do “good business” and “give back” in a positive 
way. These lead to new competitive advantages that 
corporation can use to leverage their own position.

• CSR campaigns are designed to influence the 
audience at all three levels: cognitive, attitude 
and behavioural. Thus a same campaign said 
in different way will have a different level of 
impact to the target audience. For instance an 
AIDS campaign taken by a corporate can give 
a message where people are made aware of 
AIDS (cognitive) or to change the attitude of the 
audience (attitudinal) or the message can call for 
action-like urging to buy condoms to prevent 
AIDS (behavioural).

• CSR campaigns are designed differently and 
generally blend with the corporate philosophy 
of the organizations so that it reinforces the 
corporate messaging completely. For instance, 
Wipro’s corporate message is “Applying thought” 
and no wonder it is working towards promoting 
education of underprivileged children.

• Corporates spend heavily on marketing and 
branding initiatives to promote their brand. CSR 
is one of unique and costeffective ways to build 
brands. However, this type of branding does not 
work in isolation. For instance, a corporate cannot 
abandon advertising just because it is doing CSR 
to promote its brand. Cause Related Marketing 
possibly gets some pie of the advertising budget 
to create a greater overall impact in terms of the 
desired objectives. CSR Campaigns generally 
supplement the overall corporate branding and 
marketing efforts and do not work in isolation. 
Brand building is a result of a number of initiatives 
and not just CSR.

• CSR stories are easier to be picked up in the 
social media if the social cause supported is the 

one needing immediate attention. No one knows 
how many AIDS patients are there in India, 
but possibly everyone has heard about Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation supporting the cause 
of AIDS.

• CSR campaigns appeal to the people at the 
emotional level; therefore, participation and 
involvement with the cause (and in effect with 
the brand) is more likely.

• While corporates are doing their level best to 
bring the best talent, CSR is turning out to be an 
opportunity to retain the talented staff as people 
look forward to make difference in the lives of 
people around them and are willing to support 
the cause of their employer backs up. CSR gets 
featured in corporate annual reports, marketing 
documents and HR presentations as well as 
advertising, thus creating a higher overall impact.

Dos and Don’ts for Enhancing Efficacy of CSR 
Campaigns

The objective of the CSR campaign may not be achieved 
even after the top management commitment to the 
cause and the PR departments’s timely release of the 
message to media. CSR has to be used strategically. 
Having the CEO committed to one cause and CFO 
to another will not help the organization create the 
desired image. Some of the points to be kept in mind 
while building a CSR campaign are:

• Supporting too many causes will not result in 
creation of desirable image even if the intent and 
ideas are genuine.

• Frequent change in the causes a corporate 
supports will adversely impact the corporate 
image. One year a corporate supports 
environment programme and next year it is 
abandoned in favour of support to old aged 
people. Such kind of adhoc CSR activities will not 
have sound impact.

• Promoting the cause that has been selected 
and working together with organizations that 
support such cause.

• Creating communication messages that reach out 
to all the stake holders and not just few. 

Using CSR as a Tool for Building Corporate Image
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Conclusion

Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives can be 
extremely effective at forging deep meaningful 
connections with its consumers that transforms the 
loyalty of the consumer to being a promoter of the 
company within their social networks. The social 
canvas becomes a means of amplifying the largeness 
of the corporate image. In a country like India, there 
seems to be a great opportunity for corporates to 
find larger canvases for their brands. Perhaps more 
corporates need to wake up to that. When all is said 
and done CSR should not be just a image building 
exercise if long term results are expected out of it. Mere 
lip service and publicity without any genuine concern 

will not bring any credible results. Possibly the real 
test of CSR comes at a time of crisis either within the 
company or in the immediate environment, when 
corporate image building is not at the top of the mind, 
but genuine concern for the society or the employees 
take precedence. Corporates cannot build image 
on the epitaph of social anguish and depravity. To 
ensure that the organization’s CSR policy is genuine 
and actually supporting a cause, CSR must be driven 
by top management with support from PR and 
Communications department. A CSR strategy driven 
entirely by PR department will possibly focus more 
on the media and reputation side of it, and miss out 
the real reason for its existence in the first place.
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AbstrAct

“Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) has been accepted as one of the most important 
weapon in the armoury while reengineering business.  The BPO industry is transforming 
from a low-skill “back-office” player into a vital “service provider” where the accent is on cost 
reduction for clients and pointing to several new avenues towards “Business Excellence”.  
However it is imperative to learn the new practices for creating a more strategic, balanced 
and thoughtful approach to establish and managing the BPO engagements.”

Introduction

Until fairly recently, what companies expected from “business process 
outsourcing”(BPO) was relatively straight forward, greater efficiency, streamlined 
operations and lower costs.  Today, however, the performance bar has been raised, 
and clients expect more from their BPO providers: business insight, innovation, and 
industry expertise, solutions adapted to more individualized needs, a commitment 
to continuous improvement and more.

How well are providers stepping up to meet these new business goals?  Which 
clients are succeeding and why?

High-performance BPO, as with high performance in general, is the result of 
achieving excellence in a broad range of areas across an enterprise.  However, a 
distinctive characteristic of high performance in a BPO context is that it is highly 
dependent on the quality of the partner relationship.

Research uncovers remarkable similarities in BPO relationships that have produced 
extraordinary business value: a commitment to effective strategies but also the 
right technologies and processes; effective organization and change management 
skills; industry and domain knowledge; strong leadership and savvy governance; 
and operational capabilities.  High performance is the result of not just one or a few 
things but several-all of them executed in coordination, with a shared commitment 
from both client and provider.

Strategic and Thoughtful

One of the more promising findings of a research reveals that high-performance 
BPO is not dependent on organization size, industry, geography, tenure or 
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business function involved.  It result’s, rather, from 
taking a more strategic and thoughtful approach to 
establishing and managing BPO engagements.

From an initial list of hypotheses about what high-
performance BPO might mean-specifically, about 
what factors clearly separated high performers 
from typical performers-eight practices in particular 
emerged as being critical.

Practice No. 1 : An end-to-end Approach

What is the ideal scope for a BPO arrangement?  In 
high-performance BPO, it’s the entire end-to-end 
business process, including those elements managed 
within the client’s enterprise, those run by third 
parties and even other related processes that might 
have an impact in some way on performance.

BPO high performers go beyond the execution of 
existing processes and use the BPO relationship to 
optimize those processes.  Eighty-nine percent of 
high performers in a survey considered the pursuit 
of process excellence to be an important priority in a 
BPO relationship, compared with only 63 percent of 
typical performers.

Moreover, high performers take a more expansive 
and holistic view of what they are doing than typical 
performers do, looking beyond a single process or 
function to think about how it affects and is affected 
by other process both upstream and downstream.  
The client also includes the provider and business end 
users as key players when optimizing a set of related 
business processes, even when the provider is directly 
accountable only for particular sub-processes.

Many of the positive business outcomes delivered 
from high-performance BPO can be traced in part 
to this ability to connect the dots among interrelated 
processes.  The disciplined pursuit of excellence in 
one function has the collateral effect of improving 
performance in other parts of the enterprise.  
“Outsourcing has certainly driven a much more 
rigorous and thoughtful planning process, given 
us more structure and, therefore, made us more 
effective.”

Underpinning this pursuit of performance excellence 
are the tools and metrics that enable the BPO partners 
to determine how well the processes are performing 

and where improvements can be made.  As one 
company executive put it, “We created a service 
catalogue, putting metrics and SLAs {service-level 
agreements} around those activities to hold the right 
people accountable.  Then we put governance around 
that, connecting it to higher-level metrics and more 
strategic conversations.”

Practice No. 2 : Collaborative BPO Governance

In high-performance BPO relationships, the 
commitment to collaborative governance goes well 
beyond committees and meetings to include the 
attitudes toward the relationship and the behaviours 
that strengthen it and drive both parties toward 
higher performance.

Here is how one client executive – a senior director 
for a technology company – described a winning 
attitude: “We are in the outsourcing together.  There 
is nothing that the ‘provider’ has to do or ‘we’ have to 
do-we have to work {on} issues together.”

In many successful relationships, the partnership 
view is reinforced through three especially important 
behaviours by leaders from both client and provider.

1. Senior leadership from both parties work to 
understand each other’s objectives.  In our survey, 
75 percent of high performers stated that senior 
leaders from both client and provider spend 
time understanding each other’s objectives and 
strategies.  This was true for only 33 percent of 
typical performers.

2. Senior leadership from both parties resolve 
conflicts fairly.  This is where we found one of 
the largest disparities in BPO performance.  Fully 
90 percent of high performers said that client 
and provider were able to productively resolve 
conflicts.  This was true with only 44 percent of 
typical performers.

3. Companies adapt to changing business and 
market conditions.  In high-performance BPO 
relationships, the provider’s account executives 
invariably responded to client requests to help 
remedy and deteriorating commercial position.

Practice No. 3 : Making Change Management a Priority

Change management is important not only to the 
success of the initial transition that takes place as a 
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Partners in High Performance

BPO provider assumes responsibility for a function 
but also as the client and provider adapt to change 
in the long run.  The best providers evolve to meet 
clients’ ongoing business needs and opportunities, 
while clients, for their part, commit to driving change 
across the enterprise, sticking with the change 
program even in the face of resistance or pressure to 
reduce its funding.

The difference between high performers and typical 
performers is especially marked when it comes to 
executing a robust change management program.  
Eighty-eight percent of companies working within a 
high-performance BPO relationship regard change 
management as important compared with 62 percent 
of typical performers.  And more than three-fourths (77 
percent) of high performers characterize themselves as 
successful at executing change management plans-33 
percentage points higher than typical performers.

Practice No. 4 : Value Beyond Cost

A retail industry executive summarized this practice 
succinctly in characterizing the goals of his BPO 
initiative.  “Outsourcing is more about service to the 
customers than about cost reduction”.

This approach manifests itself in several ways.  The 
first is in how the business case for the BPO program 
is constructed.  High performers consider cost 
benefits to be just table stakes.  Indeed, two-thirds of 
them focus on the potential value of business benefits 
beyond cost alone when creating the business case, 
compared with only 26 percent of typical performers.

BPO high performers are also more willing than 
typical performers to consider greater functionality 
from the outsourced service even if it costs more.  
Cost reduction is important, but by itself it is a one-
time gain, not a sustainable benefit.  “You have to 
be thinking way beyond cost,” cautions the shared 
services manager for a manufacturing company.  “You 
need to know what you are trying to accomplish with 
outsourcing.  Strategy emerges from that.”

Practice No. 5 : A Focus on Business Outcomes

As noted above, effective BPO relationships go 
beyond a focus on cost issues alone and aim for higher 
levels of business value.  But beyond that, they target 
specific outcomes that can be measured and can help 

improve the performance of the function and/or the 
business as a whole.  And then, beyond even that, 
they forge agreements that commit both client and 
provider to the achievement of those outcomes- 
including financial penalties and incentives to 
motivate outcome-based performance.

For example, through its finance and accounting 
outsourcing relationship, Microsoft targeted 
improved performance in the specific business 
outcome of the number of invoices paid within terms 
– something that was previously being accomplished 
only 70 percent of the time.  The provider analyzed 
that process and found that Microsoft employees in 
decentralized locations were not approving invoices 
until late in the cycle because they simply were not 
aware discounts were at risk.

As a result of a project to address the issue, the 
organization improved performance so that 88 
percent of invoices were paid within terms: the target 
is to reach 92 percent in the coming year.  Besides 
realizing the monetary discounts of paying on terms, 
the improvement also enhanced the company’s 
relationships with its suppliers.

One sticking point in driving improved business 
outcomes and innovation in a BPO relationship has 
to do with motivation.  Providers need incentives if 
they are expected to achieve higher-impact or even 
transformative results. For a significant number 
of high performers, the answer is outcome-based 
pricing.  In some instances, sharing in the gains from 
those outcomes may also be involved, though that 
raises the important question of how the parties fairly 
determine the actual benefits to share as gains.  Many 
external factors can influence performance outcomes.  
How can the partners isolate the effects of a single 
innovation project?

The Virtuous Cycle of Analytics and Domain Expertise

Analytic is a powerful discriminator between 
high-performance BPO relationships and typical 
relationships.  However, domain expertise is a critical 
catalyst of high-performance BPO, providing the 
knowledge and experience needed so that analytics 
can focus on the right areas for improvement-thereby 
increasing domain expertise.  This virtuous cycle helps 
produce the business outcomes that characterize 
high-performance BPO.
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Domain Expertise

Domain Expertise

Analytics

Analytics

High-performance BPO outcomes

High-performance BPO outcomes

A provider’s experience 
and understanding of 
The client’s business 
and Technical contexts, 
Processes, practices and 
requirements

Focus on right KPIs 
Deploy tools and 
Identify threats 
and opportunities 
Redesign processes

Increased pace in preparing for changing 
business conditions. Optimization and 
enablement of the entire process or business 
function. Improved business performance 
in other parts of the organization. Delivery 
of positive business outcomes Beyond those 
originally expected. Improved top-line 
performance.

Microsoft approaches this issue by agreeing to the gain-
share in advance with a “do no harm” approach.  The 
company and its provider created a transformation 
program with an associated governance structure 
that embedded the quest for innovations into the 
relationship from the start.

Another important point is that funding for 
innovation is driven by a program that is outside of 
the economics of the original contract.  So Microsoft 
actually compensates the provider for any impact the 
innovation, and the resultant improved performance, 
has on the original contract economics.  The partners 
align incentives through gain-sharing but avoid the 
conflicts gain-sharing can trigger by agreeing to the 
gain-share in advance.

Practice No. 6 : Domain Expertise and Analytics

Both industry and process expertise are important to 
today’s BPO clients.  Even more important, however, 
is what providers do with that industry knowledge 
on behalf of their clients.

Outsourcing providers accumulate a wealth of data 
and information over the course of a multiyear 
contract.  If providers have a mature analytics 
capability, they can deploy that capability with models 
and sophisticated algorithms to identify weaknesses 
and opportunities, and then redesign processes to 
deliver measurable business improvements.

In high-performance BPO, clients know how 
important their provider’s analytics capability is 
to achieving greater business value.  In 48 percent 

of high-performance engagements, the partners 
identified ways to use data to capture additional 
benefits from the BPO relationship, compared with 
just 25 percent of typical performers.

What is perhaps most important in this high-
performance BPO practice is the manner in which 
domain expertise and analytics become an iterative 
cycle that makes both the client and provider stronger.  
Domain expertise enables the companies to identify 
contexts and scenarios in which data analytics might 
produce insight: those insights, in turn, cycle back 
to increase understanding of the company and its 
industry.  This cycle creates a kind of relentless drive 
towards improvement and innovation that is difficult 
to replicate in companies not availing themselves of 
advanced analytics capabilities.

Practice No. 7: Transformation of the Retained 
Organization

The transition to a BPO relationship can be tough on 
workers in the retained organization.  So it is perhaps 
not surprising that BPO high performers place as 
much importance on internal transformation as they 
do on transforming the outsourced processes.

Companies need to transform the retained 
organization that is responsible for managing the 
service and then clarify roles, responsibilities and 
requisite skills.  A survey found that half of BPO high 
performers have modified their retained organization 
to optimize the BPO operating model, compared with 
only 29 percent of typical performers.

Fig. 1 : Cycle of business outcome of high performance BPO
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"You can never do enough communication and 
meetings," noted one procurement process manager, 
“explaining to the people in the retained organization 
why we are doing it, what we are doing to change, 
how they should report things, what are the escalation 
procedures.  This kind of element of work is very 
important in the day-to-day operations of the BPO”.

Besides the Change Management Program, Three 
Additional Work Streams Need to be Managed in 
Parallel During the Transformation 

• Aligning organizational structures and operating 
models: organization architecture and design, 
job realignment and performance management.

• Enhancing skills and capabilities of the retained 
work force: training, knowledge transfer and 
performance support.

• Maximizing coordination and interaction 
between the retained and outsourced work 
forces: organizational culture, cross-culture 
awareness and work force collaboration.

One manufacturing company completed a complex 
transition from existing providers to its new 
outsourcing provider in an aggressive, 10-month 
timeline.  This included a six-stage knowledge 
transfer program that initially had individuals from 
the provider working alongside existing vendors.

Success was due, in large measure, to the impressive 
collaboration between the client and the provider’s 
onshore and offshore teams, which gained deep 
insights into the client’s business processes and 
systems.  Client and provider have also worked 
hard to improve communication and intercultural 
awareness, leveraging virtual collaboration tools.

Practice No. 8 : Technology as a Business Enabler

Technology is a source of innovation and advantage in 
high-performance BPO relationships.  Savvy clients 
look for differentiated technology capabilities from 
their providers.  Technology can add value through 
the analytics capabilities integrated into the services 
of a BPO provider.  Finally, high-performance BPO 
arrangements explore how current technology trends 
can be applied to improve operational performance.

Technology-based tools can also create the kind of 
information transparency that fosters trust between 
client and providers.  For example, Microsoft and 
its provider have co-developed a tool they call the 
Governance Workspace portal.  It automates the 
monitoring of processes and makes sure relevant 
stakeholders have access to the information they 
need.  Another tool, Controller Workspace, is a global, 
centralizes repository for all data about close and 
compliance processes.  The portal can be accessed by 
employees around the globe to get accurate, timely 
and reliable data.  Together, these applications of 
technology contribute to a culture of data-driven, 
continuous improvement in the BPO partnership.

BPO today is changing more than just how companies 
operate.  In the process, the nature of what an 
enterprise means, what its boundaries are and how it 
works are being dramatically transformed.  Achieving 
high performance in BPO is rapidly becoming 
essential to achieving high performance in general.

The companies identified as BPO high performers are 
true pioneers.  They can also inspire other companies 
to become fast followers.  Achieving BPO success in 
the near term can create a performance advantage 
that might be difficult for laggards to catch up to.  In 
other words, there is great promise identified in our 
high-performance BPO study-and great urgency as 
well.

Microsoft: Driving Effective Change with a Finance 
and Accounting Outsourcing Program

Microsoft’s One Finance outsourcing arrangement 
was energized by a dedicated change management 
program that helped ensure the success of the 
initiative’s 230 go-live events.  A combined team 
from Microsoft and its BPO provider created global, 
functional and subsidiary-specific communication 
plans to engage with the various audiences affected 
by the change.

Microsoft held two-day, face-to-face meetings with 
subsidiary controllers to educate key stakeholders.  
According to an executive from the provider 
responsible for the program, “We collectively made 
sure people bought into the change.  That made a big 
difference.”

Partners in High Performance
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Local leaders were assigned the responsibility of client 
readiness, signalling to the subsidiary that change 
was “close to home”.  Assigning subsidiary leaders to 
the transition team gave subsidiaries confidence that 
one of their own from the region was providing input 
and direction to the solution.  Noted the provider 
executive, “Microsoft committed their best people to 
make the outsourcing program a success.  They put in 
as many hours as we did to get this right.”

BPO Analytics in Action

A global manufacturer in the aerospace and defence 
industry with spare-parts distribution centres on four 
continents was experiencing poor customer order fill 
rates.  Lacking sufficient in-house analytic tools and 
capabilities, the company sought to expand the scope 
of work with its existing service provider.  The provider 
deployed its proprietary scientific service parts 
management tool to improve inventory modelling 
and to calculate optimum inventory targets.  It then 
standardized processes for measuring and reporting 
on key performance indicators and automated some 
parts-ordering processes.

Armed with better data, the provider was able to 
perform root-cause analysis on the non-fulfilment 
of customer orders.  As a result of the analytics, it 
discovered that the delays were caused by multiple 
process issues, including missing parts and incorrect 
fulfilment by distribution centres.  It then analyzed 
parts availability versus order fill rates and provided 
insight into the gaps.  The service provider measured, 
reported and acted on the new KPIs.

Within eight months, the provider helped the client 
improve the customer order fill rates for new parts 
from 60 percent to 85 percent and the turnaround 
time for delivering parts to grounded aircraft from 21 
hours to 17 hours.

Redefining Business Objectives in a Long-term BPO 
Relationship

The value of revisiting the business objectives of a 
BPO relationship over time can be seen in work that 

one company and its BPO provider have engaged in 
over the course of a long-term relationship.

This pioneering work began as a major finance and 
accounting outsourcing deal, then shifted to an 
industry shared services model, then extended into 
other regions of the company-all while focusing 
on continuous cost reduction and increasingly on 
improvements in F&A outcomes.  These improvements 
included faster closing globally, more efficient procure-
to-pay and reducing costs by millions of dollars while 
gaining better business outcomes, better cash use and 
tighter debt/credit control.

Over the course of the outsourcing relationship, there 
have been some periods when goals were fairly stable 
and other periods that have required refocusing on 
new business outcomes due to changes in the business 
environment.  Since 2009, the strategic relationship 
has been revitalized as the company re-imagined 
its F&A operations within a larger global business 
services model.  For its part, the BPO provider has 
stepped up to the new challenges, with both parties 
leveraging processes and mechanisms in the strategic 
relationship that had been in place but not fully 
optimized in the previous five years.

Throughout this history, both parties recognized 
and engaged with the fact that redefining business 
objectives required a further maturing of the 
outsourcing relationship.

High performers-about 20 percent of the companies 
have to satisfy two criteria. First, they have to meet 
minimum contractual requirement of delivering 
consistent and predictable results at contracted service 
levels. Second, they have to capture value beyond 
cost saving, measured in seven areas: providing 
flexibility for changing volumes: preparing for 
changing business conditions; improving the entire 
process; improving performance in other parts of the 
organization; creating additional sources of value in 
the future; delivering business outcome not originally 
expected; and increasing top-line performance.
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"Like in any 
multi-union 
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union rivalry, lack 

of trust, feeling 
of insiders and 

outsiders, forming 
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etc. were the 
common features 

prevailing in 
the trade union 
activities of the 

mine."

*Asstt General Manager (Personnel), Durgapur Steel Plant, SAIL, Durgapur

Discipline Management in Ispat Iron Ore Mine Ltd.

Saurabh Kumar Singh*

The Industry

Ispat Iron Ore Mine(IIOM) was planned for a designed annual excavation of 6.0 
MT for supply of iron ore to various steel plants under private sector to meet 

their requirement at 4.75 MT. The mine, at system efficiency of 90% was expected to 
produce 1.2 MT of lumps (- 40 + 10 mm) and 2.66 MT of Fines (-10mm). The project 
report was based on geological and engineering field work done by Geological 
Survey of India during 1973-74. The net mineable reserve was 111.04 MT. The mine 
and the plant operations were designed for three shift operation a day and 17 
operation shifts in a week.

The mining scheme envisaged open cast method of mining with 12 m high benches. 
Presently 150 mm dia rotary drills were deployed for conventional use and slurry 
and SMS explosives for breaking the ore. The blasted ore was loaded into 50 
tonne/100 tonne rear discharge dumpers by hydraulic shovels of 4.5 cu.m./9.5 cu.m. 
capacity. The dumpers transported the ore to the crushing plant (814 metres R.L.), 
at a distance of about 2 Kms from the mine. In view of the difficulty of screening 
and handling of ore in the monsoon season, wet screening facility who provided. 
Provision was also made to switch over to dry screening in emergencies. To save 
on cost of pumping of process water, reclamation of water was done by means of 
a thickener.

The lump ore from the screens were collected on to a main lump ore conveyor 
for transport to the stockpile and stacked by means of a rail mounted travelling 
stacker. The fine ore was collected on a main fine ore conveyor for conveying to 
the fine ore stockpile and stacked by a rail mounted travelling type stacker. The 
capacities of lump ore and fine ore stockpile were one lakh and three lakh tonnes 
respectively. A mobile bucket wheel reclaimer of 2000 tph capacity, travelling on 
the rails in between the lump and fine ore stockpile, reclaimed either lump ore 
or fines and discharged it on to the wagon loading conveyor. A travelling wagon 
loader of 2000 tph capacity was provided for loading a full rake of 56/58 wagons. 
The loader was capable of loading on either of the four lines, two on each side of 
the wagon loader.

IR Dynamics

IIOM had a total workforce of 1034 as on 1st January 1997 consisting of 89 nos. of 
officers and 945 nos. of workers. The manpower study of the mine was carried out 
few years back. There were six operating trade unions, four of them affiliated to 
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central trade unions namely AITUC, CITU, INTUC & 
BMS while the remaining two were more known as 
local trade unions affiliated to political parties of the 
state. The area surrounding the mine was dense forests 
predominantly inhabited by tribal population. Lack 
of communication was one of the biggest hindrances 
in overall growth of the region. The local population 
was entirely dependent upon the production and 
productivity of IIOM and its mining population 
living in a beautiful small & picturesque township . 
The workforce deployed in the mines belonging to 
the surrounding villages was highly energetic and it 
was a common presumption that they could rise up  
to any challenge thrown to them at any given point 
of time.

Like in any multi-union situation, inter-union rivalry, 
lack of trust, feeling of insiders and outsiders, forming 
unholy alliances etc. were the common features 
prevailing in the trade union activities of the mine. 
But the Unions were always cooperative in the 
matters of production and productivity and social 
and cultural activities. Elections of the union were not 
held since last fifteen years and the recognized union 
Ispat Mines Workers’ Union (IMWU) was enjoying all 
the privileges of being a recognized one. Although the 
issue of recognition was being raised by other unions 
at many forums including labor authorities but lack 
of seriousness on the part of the management and 
the unions allowed it to remain it as  a contentious 
issue. IMWU was a very old union since inception of 
the mine and was instrumental in framing the policies 
of workers’ welfare. It was a cadre based union and 
its top management was an integral part of all the 
negotiations at the corporate level. The President of 
the Union was a parliamentarian having influence 
over the top management of the Company. The Union 
i.e. IMWU was a signatory to all the tri-partite and bi-
partite agreements over the years.

The Case 

Two workers, namely Suresh Prasad and Suresh 
Singh were working in the  Screening Plant Section 
of the Mine as Technician-Cum-Operators (TCOs) in 
the middle level grades (W-6 Grade) where they were 
assigned the jobs of looking after operation of different 
screens during wet and dry circuit operations of the 
screening section of the ore processing plant. Both 

were appointed as Riggers in early eighties at lower 
level but during modernization of the mine and the 
ore processing plant, an opportunity was provided 
to all riggers (as the job of rigging was abolished) in 
the early nineties through internal circular with some 
relaxation to join vacant posts in higher grades existing 
in maintenance and operation of the mine. Therefore 
the post of Riggers ceased to exist in IIOM. The 
management also rationalized its existing manpower 
through internal deployment and re-deployment.

Since their appointment, Suresh Prasad and Suresh 
Singh were never considered as good workers in 
the mines. Earlier when they were posted in Central 
Stores Department, they were engaged in work 
stoppages, facilitating thefts etc. in different sections 
of the department. Suresh Prasad was a known case 
with criminal background. It was alleged by his fellow 
workmen that he had killed his wife in the past and 
claimed that his wife has committed suicide. They 
were served with various letters/charge sheets in 
the past for their behaviours as well as for breach 
of discipline at the workplace but of no avail. Every 
time the recognized union came into the picture to 
rescue them for any possible disciplinary action to 
be taken against them to avoid disintegration of the 
union. The two had also formed a dissident group 
comprising of another six members of the Union and 
were always keeping the management of the Union 
on the tenterhooks with their misdeeds. They were 
also found shifting their loyalty to the other Unions 
of the mine on many occasions. Despite the above 
mentioned facts, they were continued to be on the 
rolls of the recognized Union as bonafide office 
bearers of the  Union. One of them was holding the 
post of Secretary while the other was serving as Joint 
Secretary of the Union. Between the two, Suresh 
Singh was a bit subdued person in comparison to 
Suresh Prasad. He was more or less just a follower of 
Suresh Prasad and was more known as left or right 
hand of the latter. But his loyalty was so strong that 
management failed to isolate him from the company 
of Suresh Prasad. Suresh Prasad was also nourishing 
an ambition of leading the Union in the mines and 
was also involved in anti-union activities.

After their posting in the Screening Plant Section of 
the mine as TCOs, they were put in shifts and one of 
them was posted to maintain screens while the other 
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was asked to look after operation and maintenance 
of conveyor belts of the screening section. Screening 
Plant Section was one of the most critical sections of 
the mine because finished iron ore was washed there 
and dispatched to stockpiles from where finished iron 
ore was dispatched to various destinations.

In the Screening Plant, both of them objected to their 
deployment in different shifts because earlier they 
were working in General Shift on health grounds. 
They further complained that they are asthmatic and 
they should be put up at such workplaces where there 
is no dust of iron ore. But the management did not pay 
any heed to their requests and they continued with 
the assigned jobs. Now they formed a small group 
within the workers of the plant and started creating 
different type of nuisances within the screening 
section. Many complaints were received about Prasad 
in particular about encouraging drinking of liquor 
at the workplace, gambling, skirmishes among the 
colleagues, beating canteen services staff etc. The 
pace of production was also halted on many occasions 
due to excessive interference of Prasad in day-to-day 
working of the plant. Suresh Prasad and his group 
were vitiating the work environment of the plant 
section in general and that of screening section in 
particular. The plant management gave him enough 
opportunities through counseling, posting him to a 
softer area etc. so that his behavioral part could be 
improved but of no avail. The complaints about Prasad 
became so routine that on receipt of information from 
the Plant Manager, the management of IIOM took up 
the issue with the top management of the recognized 
union. It was also heard that of late Prasad developed 
some differences with the senior functionaries of the 
local management of the Union. The management 
of the recognized union after their internal enquiry 
found Prasad guilty of the anti-union activities and 
suspended him, Suresh Singh and four others from 
the primary membership of the union for six months. 
The management of IIOM was instrumental in this 
act of the Union from the backdoor and tried to 
isolate Prasad and Singh from recognized Union to 
precipitate further action against them.

After their suspension from the union, both of them 
formed another registered Union and Prasad became 
the General Secretary of the Union. The Union was 
affiliated to a local political party and was headed by 

a local MLA. In the meantime, the management of the 
plant section of the mine transferred Prasad and Singh 
to isolate them from other workers of the Screening 
Section to Pump Section which was looked after by 
the Services (Mechanical) Department of the mine. 
Pump Section of the mine was located at a far off place 
in the dense forests and was responsible for supply of 
raw water to mine and plant. No worker was willing 
to work there as it was away from the mines and 
township and was situated in a lonely place. It was a 
well thought out plan on the part of the management 
and all the groundwork was done before the action 
was taken. The management also took other Unions 
into confidence before initiating this move.

Both of them did not join to their new place of posting 
i.e. pump section and continued to report to the 
screening section of the plant. They were not allowed 
to punch their attendance in the screening section 
and their attendance cards were seized. They resorted 
to all sorts of pressure tactics like work stoppages, 
threatening Line Managers, Plant Managers and 
HoDs with dire consequences, using political pressure 
from the top of state political system, stopping others 
to perform their duties etc. but the management did 
not bow to the pressure tactics adopted by them. They 
remained absent from their workplaces during these 
days of protest.

In the meantime, they raised two nos. of Industrial 
Disputes before the Labor Authorities, one relating to 
their transfer from one workplace to another and the 
other related to their reporting for duty consequent 
upon their transfer to pump section.

In the first industrial dispute, the workmen concerned 
contended that the management can not transfer 
them from one workplace to another as it has not 
been mentioned in the certified standing orders 
of the mine applicable to them during conciliation 
proceedings. The representative of the management 
contended that since the word “transfer” has not 
been mentioned in the certified standing order of the 
mine, the management has always the right to effect 
transfer a workman from one workplace to other 
based on internal requirement and such provision 
has been there in the Model Standing Orders. The 
conciliation ended in failure and the matter was 
referred to the appropriate government. Later on, it 
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was communicated by the appropriate government 
that it was the administrative prerogative of the 
management to transfer a workman from one 
workplace to another. The local agreements should 
not come into picture into the internal deployment of 
the workmen upon requirement basis.

In the second industrial dispute, the workmen 
concerned contended that as per the order regarding 
their transfer they should report at the screening 
section and TCOs are not supposed to operate 
pumps and they should be deployed in different 
sections of the plant only as per the job description. 
The management referred to the job description of 
TCOs where it was clearly mentioned that TCOs 
are also supposed to operate pumps apart from 
performing other jobs. Over the workmen concerned 
acknowledged that they ignorant about operation 
and maintenance of pumps as they had never been 
exposed to pump operation. It was agreed between 
both the parties that on-the-job training will be 
provided to the concerned workmen to expose them 
about operation and maintenance of pumps. After the 
conciliation proceeding Suresh Singh joined Pump 
Section as Junior TCO but Suresh Prasad insisted 
that he should be imparted on-the-job training at 
Screening Section only and he will not join until and 
unless on-the-job training is imparted to him before 
joining the pump section. Through the above acts, 
Suresh Prasad continued his unauthorized absence 
from the workplace for a considerable period of time. 
The management did not act during pendency of the 
conciliation proceedings intentionally and succeeded 
in isolating Suresh Singh from Suresh Prasad. Now 
the stage was clear to take major disciplinary action 
against Suresh Prasad.

Keeping in view his long unauthorized absence 
from the workplace, a charge sheet was issued to 

Suresh Prasad as per the provisions under certified 
standing orders of the mines. Unauthorized absence 
for consecutive eight days was mentioned as a 
misconduct under certified standing orders of the 
mines. An enquiry committee was constituted to 
investigate the charges leveled against him. In his 
reply to the chargesheet Prasad reiterated that he was 
present at his workplace i.e. in Screening Section in all 
those days for which allegations of his unauthorized 
absence has been made and he was not allowed 
to punch his attendance card and his attendance 
card was seized by the Plant Management. The 
Presenting Officer reiterated the fact that as per 
the office order, the new place of posting of Suresh 
Prasad was Pump Section and his continuance in the 
rolls of Screening Section was malafide and beyond 
any explanation. During proceedings of the enquiry, 
proper opportunity was provided to Suresh Prasad 
and the principle of Natural Justice was followed in 
the letter and spirit.

The Inquiry Officer in his enquiry report found 
Suresh Prasad guilty of the charges leveled against 
him and forwarded his recommendations to the 
Disciplinary Authority. The Disciplinary Authority 
after consideration of all the facts, evidences and 
report of the enquiry officer dismissed him from the 
services of the Company.

Case Question

1. Whether the management is not guilty of 
transferring a workman from one workplace to 
another violating the certified standing orders of 
the mine?

2. Despite so many charges against him, why the 
management of IIOM charged  Shri  Suresh 
Prasad with the charges of  unauthorized 
absence?
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Moving towards Project Success : The Case of 
Pipe Coating Plant at Rourkela Steel Plant

Susmit Roy* & Gurminder Singh**

Introduction

Project Success has been defined in various ways by different researchers 
at different points of time. Some of them differentiated between project 

management success and project success in order to explain these terms. Pinto and 
Slevin (1987) proposed a set of ten factors that affect the successful implementation 
of the project. They also suggested that as the project moves through its life cycle 
the ability of project manager to successfully transition from addressing the 
strategic issues at the beginning to the more tactical issues towards the end holds 
the key to success. De Witt (1988) and some other researchers differentiated project 
success as a measure of achievement of overall objectives of the  project and project 
management success as a measure of achievement of more tangible metrics like 
cost, time and quality (Baccarini, 1992, Jugdev and Mueller, 2005). Infact, Jugdev 
and Mueller suggested of a more holistic understanding of project success that takes 
place when the success is measured during the operations and decommissioning 
phase of a project, particularly a construction project. In their studies Belassi & 
Tukel (1996) emphasized that grouping these factors according to some criteria and 
examining their influence on the outcome of the project might provide a better 
understanding for the project managers about the outcome of the project. These 
factors, which were grouped under different major heads in this framework, 
might have appeared in the studies of other researchers. Yet, according to them, 
there could be some factors which were not mentioned in those studies but might 
become apparent when representing this new framework. When studying about 

AbstrAct

Research studies in project have identified several factors that influence the project success. 
Some of the studies have also differentiated between project management success and 
project success. Further, they have also identified group of factors under a framework that 
contribute towards project management and project success respectively. The present paper 
tried to analyze the Pipe Coating Plant project at Rourkela Steel Plant in the light of one 
such framework to find out why this project, in spite of conforming to the requirements of 
the framework is yet to achieve the success that it deserves. The question arises whether these 
group of factors need to include any more factor under the framework or need to be defined 
in a broader perspective to include other consideration.
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the “real” success factors for the projects Cooke-Davis 
(2002) differentiated between project management 
success and project success by identifying eight 
factors that are critical for project management success 
while a ninth one. “The existence of an effective benefits 
delivery and management process that involves the mutual 
co-operation of project management and line management 
functions” is a necessary ingredient for project success. 
Based on different project management literatures 
and the experience of the members of the knowledge 
networks who had undertaken projects he went 
further to infer that there exist both direct and indirect 
links between project success and corporate success.

Going by the idea of Belassi and Tukel of classifying 
the factors under different major heads to have better 
understanding about project success, the authors 
attempt to study a small project in Rourkela Steel 

Plant (RSP) in Steel Authority of India Limited (SAIL). 
The objective is to analyse the project of Pipe Coating 
Plant at RSP in the light of this framework to ascertain 
whether this project meets the success criteria and 
if yes, then why it is yet to achieve success? Before 
proceeding further let us understand the framework 
suggested by them. The four major areas identified in 
this framework are:

• Factors related to project

• Factors related to Project manager and project 
team members

• Factors related the organization, and 

• Factors related to the external environment

The framework along with the factors grouped under 
each of these areas and their effects (shown as system 
response) is given below:

 
 
 
 
 
 

Client Consultation and 
Acceptance

Project Manager’s 
performance on the Job

• Effective Planning and 
scheduling 

• Effective Coordination and 
Communication 

• Effective use of managerial 
skills 

• Effective Control and 
Monitoring 

• Effective use of technology 

Availability of Resources
(Human, financial,raw materials,& 
facilities ) 

Project Preliminary Estimates  

Factors related to 
External Environment
 
• Political Environment 
• Economic Environment 
• Social Environment 
• Technological 

Environment 
• Nature 
• Client 
• Competitors 
• Sub-Contractors 

Factors related to Project Manager
• Ability to delegate authority 
• Ability to tradeoff 
• Ability to coordinate 
• Perception of his roles and 

responsibilities 
• Competence 
• Commitment 

Project Team Members  
• Technical; Background 
• Communication Skill 
• Trouble shooting Commitment

 

Factors related to Project  
• Size and Value 
• Uniqueness of the project activities  
• Density of the project 
• Life cycle 
• Urgency 

Factors related to the organization
• Top Management Support 
• Project Organizational Structure 
• Functional Managers’ support 
• Project Champion 

Success/ Failure

Factor Groups System Response Factor Group 

Fig. 1 : Framework showing group of factors that affect project success or failure (Source: Belassi & Tukel, 1996)
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Background of the Project

Customer requirement of specific input material can 
sometimes put the supplier in a difficult position 
in certain situations. This was exactly the case 
with Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP) when they were 
supplying their pipes for the hydrocarbon sectors. 
Major customers of pipes in hydrocarbon sector like 
IOC, Petronet, GAIL etc. required the pipes in coated 
condition. RSP did not have facilities for coating these 
pipes and hence was not in a position to supply the 
pipes. Under such situation, customer's contractors 
had to get these pipes produced by RSP, coated by some 
outside agencies. The process of coating the pipes by 
outside agencies, either contractors or by RSP, resulted 
in delays or involved additional transportation cost. 
Also, there was no control of RSP on the quality of 
the coatings. Moreover, the situation worsened 
when those expected to carry out the coating, were 
themselves in the fray for supplying their own coated 
pipes. Since Rourkela Steel Plant did not have coating 
facilities unlike other 4 major producers of Pipes in 
the country (M/s. Saw Pipes, PSL Holding, Welspun 
and Man Industries), the sale of Pipes from Rourkela 
Steel Plant declined gradually over the years. 

Central Marketing Organisation (CMO) of SAIL in 
association with Market Research Group, Kolkata 
conducted a study on the demand projection and 
growth potential for coated pipes in India in October 
2002. (Shown in table 1 below)

Table 1 - Consumption of Coated Pipes & share of SAIL

YEAR Total 
Consumption

Total Sales 
by SAIL

% Age Share 
of SAIL

1996-97 398 93 23.4

1997-98 473 73 15.4

1998-99 383 60 15.7

1999-2000 531 61 11.5

2000-2001 614 74 12.1

2001-2002 613 63 10.3

2002-2003 
(Expected) 700 63 9.0

2003-3004 
(Expected) 750 110* 14.7

* Expected sale after modernisation of ERW Pipe Mill at RSP & 
installation of Coating Facilities.

According to the report, the sale of pipes from RSP 
in the year 2003-04 was expected to be 110,000 T 
(after the modernisation of the ERW pipe plant and 
proposed installation of coating facilities). The study 
also indicated that the sale of coated pipes of required 
quality would go up in the domestic market and 
create a huge potential for exports to the oil producing 
countries in the coming years. It was suggested in the 
study that RSP could successfully market the pipes 
by participating in various tenders only if these pipes 
could be supplied in the required API grades with 
specified coating. ERW pipe plant was already under 
modernisation and was expected to produce higher 
API grades as required by the hydrocarbon sector. 

In view of the above, RSP took a decision to install 
Pipe Coating facilities within its premises.

The initial Feasibility Report prepared by Centre 
for Engineering and Technology (CET) envisaged 
a Greenfield location for this facility near the pipe 
plants which worked out at an estimated cost of Rs 130 
Crores. However, considering the restrictive financial 
condition of the company prevailing at that time an 
alternative location was studied in the unused bays 
of Electrical Sheet Mill. This new location had certain 
obvious advantages:

a) Since part of the existing shed (two bays) was 
being used, cost of a new building was reduced. 
Shifting of one of the columns and some resulting 
modification sufficed.

b) No new cranes needed to be procured, with the 
exception of modification of one crane in each 
bay.

c) Mixed gas connection could be taken from the 
existing header that was available at the Sheet 
Mill location.

d) No additional HT sub-station was required at this 
location, as the HT power was taken from the 
existing sub-station. 

e) No new air and water connection was required as 
the same was tapped from existing points.

f) In the initial planning stage, space provision 
was kept for internal coating facility but internal 
coating equipment was not installed. Actually it 
was decided that the facility would first establish 
itself in the market for externally coated pipelines. 

Moving towards Project Success : The Case of Pipe Coating Plant at Rourkela Steel Plant
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Thereafter, it would move in to the external and 
internal coated pipelines. This would also help 
the project to establish itself and requirement of 
funds could be generated in phases. 

With this final location the job was tendered out in 
five (5) packages with an estimated cost of Rs. 68.27 
Crores. 

While the main package went to M/s Socotherm SpA, 
Italy the other packages were carried out in-house 
indigenously.

The project got in-principle approval in 29th October 
2004. The stage II approval by SAIL Board was given in 
December 2006 and orders were placed subsequently. 
Site work started in January 2007 and the project was 
scheduled to be commissioned by August 2008. The 
successful hot trials were conducted on 2nd Sept’2008. 
Commissioning plant with SW pipes was carried on 
31st Aug’08 and with ERW pipes on 15th Nov’08 The 
project was finally commissioned and commissioning 
certificate issued on 14th January, 2009.

The Plant Took the Initial Steps……

The project was commissioned and first pipe coating 
was done on 2nd September 2008. Commissioning 
test was conducted successfully on 31.10.2008 with 
30” pipes from SWPP and on 14.11.2008 with 12” pipes 
from SWPP and ERWPP. 

The PG Test was carried out successfully from 19th to 
27th March 2010 with two small orders : 

a) Order from Kolkata Municipal Corporation 
(KMC) for supply of 30” (762 mm) dia coated 
pipes of 231 MT

b) Order from PHED, Srinagar for supply of 32” 
(812.8 mm) dia. Coated pipes of 192 MT.

Constraints for the New Plant

The initial orders for Pipe coating Plant came only in 
2010-2011 which were for water supply area. After 
these initial orders the flow of order stopped and the 
plant facilities came to a standstill. Moreover, facility 
that came up in Rourkela had the provision of external 
coating only. It also became clear that hydrocarbon 
sector had two basic requirements – Pipes in API 
grade X65 or more with certain diameters and internal 
coating of pipes. 

It was envisaged that the ERW Pipe Plant will supply 
36000 tonnes per year (85/8” to 18” dia pipe) and SW 
Pipe Plant will supply 24000 tonnes per year (20” 
to 42” dia. Pipe). Some of these pipes will be of API 
grade. The problem that pipe coating plant faced was 
that the market demand in oil hydrocarbon sector was 
for API grade of X65 or above which these two feeder 
plants were unable to supply.

During the initial period of operation Pipe Coating 
Plant faced several problems like problem in shot 
blasting the induction furnace was down for a 
considerable tine, the automation was not working 
properly even the coating itself was failing in tests. 
To top these, the personnel confident to run this new 
facility. The plant thus faced hurdles both in terms of 
facility and the people operating it.

The Plant Started Again…

The plant authority took the problems head on. 
The shot blasting problem was addressed first, the 
problem of automation was next in line. Today the 
plant is having a hot stand-by PLC and is running 
in a semi-automatic mode. The parties supplying the 
materials for coating were called for discussion to 
solve the coating problem. After a number of visits 
and discussion with the plant personnel they were 
able to tackle the coating problem. On the people 
front remarkable work was done, not only by training 
them according to some well worked out plan but 
also involving them in quality improvement schemes 
like Quality Circles and suggestion schemes like 
“Srujani”. So much was the enthusiasm created that 
the personnel stayed back to look after the process 
and equipment even after the scheduled one shift 
operation in the plant. The effort bore fruit when 
they got order from NTPC for their Meja Power Plant. 
The plant conducted the Procedure Qualification Test 
(PQT) on 13th February , 2012 under the observation 
by NTPC personnel. Success came when NTPC 
approved the test. The Plant operation was formally 
flagged off by CEO, RSP on 19th February, 2012 and 
the first consignment of 19 MT of coated pipe left the 
premises of RSP on 27th February, 2012. After that 
they successfully dispatched two consignments of 
510MT in June, 2012 and 994 MT in July, 2012 till first 
week of August. The order position for the coming 
months also reflected the confidence of the customers 
on the coated pipes from RSP (Table 2).
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Table 2 - Order status and schedule of coated pipes

Customer Order Quantity & 
Pipe Type

Schedule

Kolkata Municipal 
Corporation, Kolkata

231 T –(SW Pipe 30’’ 
dia. X8 mm thk)

Mar’10

PHED, Srinagar 192 T –(SW Pipe 32’’ 
dia. X12 mm thk)

Dec’09

NTPC – Meja Project 15100 tonnes (SW Pipe 
36’’ dia. X14 mm thk) 

Mar’13

Kolkata Municipal 
Corporation, Kolkata

402 tonnes (SW Pipe 
36’’ dia. X10 mm thk) 

August 
2012

Kolkata Municipal 
Corporation, Kolkata

328 tonnes (SW Pipe 
28’’ dia. X 9.5 mm thk)

Nov’13

NTPC – Nabinagar 
Project

3060 tonnes (SW Pipe 
36’’ dia. X 8.8 mm thk)

Jan15’ to 
Apr’15

However, as it is seen the orders are basically for 
water pipelines which need only externally coated 
pipes. It is not able to cater to the hydrocarbon sector 
which had the dual requirement of API Grade X65 
or more and with internal coating. This could affect 
the utilization of the full capacity of the plant for the 
present and might also affect its profitability in future.

Analysing the Project Under the Framework

The analysis of different factors with regard to 
the project has led the authors with following 
observations. The observations are based on the four 
factor groups under the framework suggested by 
Belassi and Tukel.

Factors related to Project Manager and Project Team

The project manager for the project was ably assisted 
and guided by representatives from the SW pipe 
plant. The ultimate project owner. The author, being 
a project team member from the project own side felt 
that they took several important decisions during 
project excention in their team, which were possible 
due to the high level of commitment of the team 
members. Infact, such was the level of commitment 
that they voluntarily participated in the initial testing 
and commissioning of the new equipment. It is 
because of such involvement, communication among 
tam members was never a problem.

Factors related to the Organization

The report submitted by CMO actually paved the way 
for this project. The top management was enthused 

by the potential of the project. However, the financial 
crunch had restricted them from planning for a whole 
new plant but the alternative site at the abandoned 
portion of Electrical Sheet Mill was readily accepted 
by them. The authors also acknowledge the support 
that was provided by all the functional departments 
which were associated with the project. Considering 
the delay of about 4 months the authors feel that 
without the support of top management and head of 
the functional departments the project would have 
stretched far beyond.

Factors related to the External Environment

The biggest advantage of this project was that it was  
executed within an existing plant and that too in the 
existing shed of Electrical Sheet Mill. So the effect of 
political, social and weather condition was virtually 
absent. Since Rourkela Steel Plant itself was the owner 
of this facility the project had all positive influence 
apart from the initial decision of installing the plant at 
the unused portion of the Electrical Sheet Mill rather 
than a new location near the Pipe Plants. However, 
this decision was also driven by the financial crunch 
that the organization was going through at that point 
of time. The project was RSP pipes had to be coated 
by external agencies to supply them to the customers 
adding to the cost and sometimes resulting in delays 
in supply. While the competitions head their ouwn 
coating facilities.

Factors related to the Project

The project, as discussed earlier, was carried out in 
five packages. Apart from the main package which 
went to the external contractor all others were carried 
out internally through job contracts. This had put the 
project manager and his team under more control of 
the project activities. Only important fact was that 
this facility, although relatively small compared to 
other installations, has been a unique one in SAIL as 
no other plant had this facility. During his association 
with the project, the author never felt any problem 
with respect to manpower during the execution. The 
urgency of the project was never in question as the 
CMO report clearly pointed out declining share of 
SAIL pipes in the coated pipe market. The control 
over the project activities, availability of manpower 
and the urgency were all present to lead the project 
towards success.  
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Conclusion

This case is an example of a project being a successful 
venture in terms of the success factor groups indicated 
by Belassi and Tukel but is still limping towards project 
success. The present study finds that the reason may 
not be with this project but on the bottleneck that the 
two feeder Pipe plants are having at present. Both 
the pipe plants do not have the facilities of producing 
pipes of API grade X65 and above at present, which 
are the requirement of the hydrocarbon sector. This 
constraint is external to the pipe coating plant setup. 
The pipe coating plant has not yet installed the internal 
coating facility which is another requirement of 
coated pipes for the hydrocarbon sector. It is therefore 
felt that the factor groups enumerated by Belassi 
and Tukel for the success of a project should include 
project requirement study. According to the authors a 

proper market study to be conducted to include the 
requirement of facilities under any project vis a vis a 
study of the facilities available and the facilities that 
need to be augmented in the feeder units. A sequential 
installation of all the facilities whether it is under the 
project or in its feeder units is what is required for 
the project to be successful. Hence the readiness of 
the feeders projects can be a factor related to project, 
which should find a place in the factor groups.
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Book Review

"Capitalism 
automatically 

generates an 
unsustainable 

inequality 
that radically 

undermines 
the meritocratic 

values...."

Capital in the Twenty-First Century

Thomas Piketty

Introduction

It is not surprising that a book on inequality wins the coveted 2014 Financial Times 
& McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award. The distribution of wealth is the 

most widely discussed and controversial issue intriguing the policy makers and 
CEOs alike. Do the dynamics of private capital accumulation inevitably lead to the 
concentration of wealth in ever fewer hands, as Karl Marx believed in nineteenth 
century? Or do the balancing forces of growth, competition, and technological 
progress lead in later stages of development to reduced inequality and greater 
harmony among the classes, as Simon Kuznets thought in the twentieth century? 
What do we really know about how wealth and income have evolved since the 
eighteenth century, and what lessons can we derive from that knowledge for the 
century now under way?

These are the tricky questions Thomas Piketty attempts to answer in this most 
admired #1 Bestseller of 2014. He admits with professorial humility about the 
imperfections and incompleteness of the answers, nonetheless they are based 
on most extensively researched historical and comparative data covering three 
centuries and more than twenty countries including India. The book is based on a 
new theoretical framework that affords a deeper understanding of the underlying 
mechanisms. 

C K Prahalad had shaken the business world with a metaphor of “bottom of the 
pyramid” and argued about the survival of mass-markets from soap to steel depends 
on spread, breadth and depth of distribution of wealth in future. Martin Ford in 
Lights in the Tunnel portended an agonising and bleak future of the mass-markets 
if inequality multiplies with the present factor. Indeed, the distribution of wealth 
is too important an issue to be left to economists, historians and social scientists. 
The concrete, physical reality of inequality is visible to the naked eye and inspires 
sharp but contradictory judgements.  Modern economic growth and diffusion of 
knowledge, Piketty argues with a sense of immediacy, has made it possible to avoid 
the Marxist apocalypse but failed to modify the deeper structures of capital and 
inequality. The rate of return on capital (r) exceeds the rate of return of growth of 
output and income (g), his over simplistic r > g, as it did in nineteenth century and 
seems quite recurrent episode of stock market in twenty-first century. Capitalism 
automatically generates an unsustainable inequality that radically undermines the 
meritocratic values on which liberal democratic societies are based. Piketty with 
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a renewed optimism, reposes faith that democracy 
can regain control over capitalism and ensures that 
the general interest takes precedence over private 
interests, while preserving economic openness and 
avoiding protectionist and nationalist reactions. The 
book is a captivating narrative derived from historical 
experience toward a policy recommendation in this 
direction. Piketty is not shy in hiring the literary 
insights from Balzac and Jane Austen and paints a 
striking portrait of the distribution of wealth with 
an evocative power that no statistical or theoretical 
analysis can match.

Main Argument of Capital

Piketty’s main argument is that return from invested 
capital (r) in the stock market and in real estate 
will grow faster than growth of income (g). The 
implications are deep: to have invested capital, you 
must have a stock of money already either from 
accumulation, endowment or inheritance. If you rely 
on income, as most people do, you will never catch up 
to the wealth of people who are already rich. Piketty’s 
research suggests it as a structural contradiction of 
capitalism and questions the basic premises on which 
capitalism is based on.

There is an immediate appeal of such argument 
which has driven the book to become a cultural touch 
point.  The themes that Piketty brings up have been 
enshrined in discussions of progressive economists 
for decades. No fewer than three Nobel Prize 
winners, Joseph Stiglitz, Paul Krugman and Robert 
Solow have all devoted much of their careers to 
studying inequality. What sets this book as a scholarly 
work to investigate changing patterns of ownership 
in the economy’s most dominant resource is ‘capital’ 
per se. Who owns the world’s stock of tangible and 
financial assets? Where did they get them? And how 
did the distribution of ownership change through 
time? It was Piketty whose meticulous examination of 
the evidence, seemed to provide fresh and impartial 
proof that audience was craving for. 

Thomas Piketty’s Capital has been a hit, most notably 
for the quality of the work. In the simplest version 
of the Piketty model, wealth grows more quickly 

than does the economy as a whole and thus the 
picture of markets changes. The relative losers are 
no longer low wage earners but rather anyone who 
is not a capitalist. Any disparity is due not to their 
shortcomings or imperfections in labour markets 
but rather to their lack of a high initial endowment. 
Furthermore redistribution will work like a magic, 
provided redistribution is enough to give the poorer 
individuals an opportunity with some capital to 
invest. 

Thomas Piketty’s Capital deals with very big 
and important questions. It takes a broad moral-
philosophical view, rather than a narrow technical-
economist view. It combines history, quantitative 
estimation, social science theory, and a deep concern 
with societal welfare in a way that is too rare these 
days. Piketty’s grand argument may be wrong in 
future. It could be that in future, capital will turn 
out to complement rather than substitute for labour, 
a policy vigorously pursued by mega-PSUs in India. 
An alternative scenario may modify the pattern of 
the wealth accumulation to create a new social class 
by pushing down the rate of profit for redistributive 
justice as Azim Premji Foundation remarkably 
achieved.

It could turn out that growing fortunes will be a lot 
harder in the future than Piketty thinks it will. It 
could turn out that our plutocrats as a social class will 
decide to play the status game of spend-their-money-
and-change-the-world rather than enrich great-
grandchildren that they will never see. The grimmer 
elements of Piketty’s forecast have probable chance of 
coming true if redistributive justice is not enshrined 
in the economic policies.  It is right time to worry 
about the scenario he paints, and figure out how to 
guard against it. In twenty-first century no company 
can afford ideal differentiation, not even Rolex. Mass 
market is the key to survival. An expanding mass 
market means a rising middle class propelled by 
distribution of income. Audi is the best brand only 
after its great strategy for mass market of China and 
emerging economies. The future growth in metal, 
mining, infrastructure, shipping, in turn, depends on 
mass consumption in expanding markets.
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This book is a high-choice for business leaders, 
strategists and the policy makers alike who are the 
participant and also the players in the mass-market 
mechanism. A truly readable book for anyone; 
needs no prior training in economics and social 
sciences. More so if you are tired of American authors 
and anticipating freshness from a Professor from 
University of Paris.

Published by : 
Thomas Piketty
Translated by Arthur Goldhammer
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press
Year of Publication: 2013
Pages : 696
Price : ` 1495
Book Reviewed by : 
Bishwajit Chowdhury, FCA, Asstt General Manager, 
(Internal Audit), IISCO Steel Plant, Burnpur

Capital in the Twenty-First Century
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Article Digest

Making Dumb Groups Smarter

Cass R Sunstein & Reid Hastie

Introduction

The authors in this article have brought out why groups fail to achieve the 
result they are supposed to achieve. Groups err for two main reasons. The first 

involves informational signals. As it is known that people learn from one another 
and hence the problem is that groups often go wrong when some members receive 
incorrect signals from other members. The second involves reputational pressures, 
which lead people to silence themselves or change their views in order to avoid 
some penalty—often, merely the disapproval of others. But if those others have 
special authority or wield power, their disapproval can produce serious personal 
consequences.

As a result of informational signals and reputational pressures, groups run into 
four separate though interrelated problems:

(1) Groups do not merely fail to correct the errors of their members; they amplify 
them.

(2) They fall victim to cascade effects, as group members follow the statements 
and actions of those who spoke or acted first.

(3) They become polarized, taking up positions more extreme than those they 
held before deliberations.

(4) They focus on what everybody knows already—and thus don’t take into 
account critical information that only one or a few people have.

1 Amplifying Errors

According to the authors there are some common mental shortcuts (known as 
heuristics) and biases that lead individuals astray. The planning fallacy, for example 
underestimates how much time projects will take and how much money they’ll 
cost. Overconfidence leads to believe that forecasts are more accurate and precise 
than in fact they are. The availability heuristic leads seize on whatever springs 
most readily to mind, because it is memorable or we recently experienced it. The 
representativeness heuristic leads to a belief that things or events or people that 
are similar in one way are similar in other ways, too. The sunk-cost fallacy leads 
to sticking with a hopeless project because so much has already been invested in 
it. Framing effects influence decisions making according to the semantics of how 
the options are presented. (For example, people are more likely to agree to an 
operation if they are told that 90% of people are alive after five years than if they 
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Article Digest are told that 10% of people are dead after five years.)
The larger point, however, is that many individual 
biases are not systematically corrected at the group 
level and often get worse. The mechanisms by which 
errors are compounded can usually be found in the 
other three problems of group decision making.

2 Cascading to the Wrong Answer

It  is   no exaggeration to say that herding is a 
fundamental behavior of human groups. When it 
comes to group decisions and information flow, the 
favored term among social scientists is “cascade”—a 
small trickle in one direction that soon becomes a 
flood. Two kinds of cascades—informational and 
reputational—correspond to our two main sources 
of group error. In informational cascades, people 
silence themselves out of deference to the information 
conveyed by others. In reputational cascades, they 
silence themselves to avoid the opprobrium of others. 
Many groups end up thinking that their ultimate 
convergence on a shared view was inevitable. A 
reputational cascade has a different dynamic. Group 
members think they know what is right, but they 
nonetheless go along with the group in order to 
maintain the good opinion of others. A by-product of 
availability is “associative blocking” or “collaborative 
fixation,” whereby strong ideas block the recollection 
of other information. This phenomenon is a big 
problem when a group sets itself the task of generating 
creative solutions. The innovative thinking of 
individual members is suppressed by the powerful 
ideas generated by other members.

3 Polarizing Groups

Polarization is a frequent pattern with deliberating 
groups. The authors opine that members of a 
deliberating group will move toward more-extreme 
points on the scale (measured by reference to the initial 
median point). When members are initially disposed 
toward risk taking, a risky shift is likely. When they 
are initially disposed toward caution, a cautious shift 
is likely. There are three principal reasons for this:

• The first and most important involves 
informational signals. Group members pay 
attention to the arguments made by other group 
members. Arguments in any group with an 

initial predisposition will inevitably be skewed 
in the direction of that predisposition. Thus 
deliberation will naturally lead people toward 
a more extreme point in line with what they 
initially believed. Here leaders can refuse to take 
a firm position at the outset, thus making space 
for more information to emerge.

• The second reason involves reputation again. 
People want to be perceived favourably by other 
group members. Once they hear what others 
believe, they will adjust their positions at least 
slightly in the direction of the dominant position 
in order to preserve their self-presentation.

• The third reason stresses the close links among 
three factors: confidence, extremism, and 
corroboration by others. When people lack 
confidence, they tend to be moderate. As people 
gain confidence, they usually become more 
extreme in their beliefs, because a significant 
moderating factors—their own uncertainty about 
whether they are right—has been eliminated. The 
agreement of others tends to increase confidence 
and thus extremism.

4  Focusing on “What Everybody Knows”

“Hidden profiles” is the technical term for accurate 
understandings that groups could but do not achieve. 
Hidden profiles are a product of the “common 
knowledge effect,” whereby information held by 
all group members has more influence on group 
judgments than information held by only a few. The 
most obvious explanation of the effect is that common 
knowledge is more likely to be communicated to the 
group. 

Making Groups Wiser

A central goal in group decision making should be 
to ensure that groups aggregate the information 
their members actually have and don’t let faulty 
informational signals and reputational pressures get 
in the way. The authors offer some simple suggestions 
for improvement of group performance

Silence the leader.

Leaders often promote self-censorship by 
expressing their own views early,  thus discouraging 

Making Dumb Groups Smarter
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disagreement. Leaders and high-status members can 
do groups a big service by indicating a willingness and 
a desire to hear uniquely held information. They can 
also refuse to take a firm position at the outset and in 
that way make space for more information to emerge. 
Leaders who model an open mind and ask for candid 
opinions can reduce this problem.

“Prime” critical thinking.

People silence themselves in deliberating groups, 
it is often out of a sense that they will be punished 
for disclosing information that runs counter to the 
group’s inclination. If the leader of a group encourages 
information disclosure from the beginning, even if it 
goes against the grain, members will probably do less 
self-silencing.

Reward group success.

People often keep silent because they receive only 
a fraction of the benefits of disclosure. Careful 
experiments have shown that incentives can be 
restructured to reward group success—and hence to 
encourage the disclosure of information. Cascades are 
far less likely when each individual knows that he has 
nothing to gain from a correct individual decision and 
everything to gain from a correct group decision. The 
general lesson is that identification with the group’s 
success is more likely to ensure that people will say 
what they know, regardless of whether it fits “the 
party line.” 

Assign roles.

Experiments have found that the bias in favour of 
shared information is reduced when test subjects are 
openly assigned specific roles. If a group wants to 
obtain the information that its members hold, they 
should be told before deliberations begin that each has 
a different and relevant role—or at least distinctive 
information to contribute.

Appoint a devil’s advocate.

The author suggests that  hidden profiles and self-
silencing can be  avoided by asking some group members 
to act as devil’s advocates, urging a position that is 
contrary to the group’s inclination. Those who assume 

that role can avoid the social pressure that comes from 
rejecting the group’s dominant position, because they 
have been charged with doing precisely that. 

Establish contrarian teams.

Another method, related to appointing a devil’s 
advocate but shown to be more effective, is “red 
teaming.” Red teams come in two basic forms: those 
that try to defeat the primary team in a simulated 
mission, and those that construct the strongest 
possible case against a proposal or a plan. Red teams 
are an excellent idea in many contexts, especially 
if they sincerely try to find mistakes and exploit 
vulnerabilities and are given clear incentives to do so.

The Delphi method.

This approach mixes the virtues of individual decision 
making with social learning. Individuals offer first-
round estimates (or votes) in complete anonymity. 
Then a cycle of re-estimations (or repeated voting) 
occurs, with a requirement that second-round 
estimates have to fall within the middle quartiles (25%–
75%) of the first round. This process is repeated—
often interspersed with group discussion—until the 
participants converge on an estimate. A simple (and 
more easily administered) alternative is a system 
in which ultimate judgments or votes are given 
anonymously but only after deliberation. Anonymity 
insulates group members from reputational pressures 
and thus reduces the problem of self-silencing.

Group failures often have disastrous consequences—
not merely for businesses, non-profits, and 
governments, but for all those affected by them. The 
good news is that decades of empirical work, alongside 
recent innovations, offer some practical safeguards 
and correctives that can make groups a lot wiser

Article Digest prepared by : 
Srimant Kumar Mallick,
Asstt General Manager (Acad) & Sr Faculty Member
MTI, SAIL, Ranchi

Source : 
Harvard Business Review, December, 2014
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efnvoer uesKe

Fvoj kegâceej DeÛehueeveer*

vkt ds ;qx esa usxksf'k;s'ku vFkkZr laf/ vFkok le>kSrk gekjh fnup;kZ dk ,d vax cu x;k 
gS vkSj ge izfrfnu tkus&vutkus uk tkus fdruh ckj usxksf'k;s'ku djrs gSa] lR; rks ;g gS fd 
ge blds brus vknh gks x;s gSa fd dbZ ckj rks gesa irk gh ugha pyrk fd ge usxksf'k;s'ku 
dj jgs gSaA ?kj esa iRuh vFkok cPpksa ds lkFk] fe=kksa ds lkFk] lgdfeZ;ksa ds lkFk] O;kikj 
esa] izca/u esa] ;wfu;u xfrfof/;ksa esa] vkSj rks vkSj ljdkjs Hkh usxksf'k;s'ku esa yxh jgrh gSA

usxksf'k;s'ku og fo/k gS ftlds }kjk yksx vius erHksnksa dks lqy>kus dk iz;Ru djrs gSa vkSj 
bl izfØ;k }kjk nksuksa i{kksa dks ekU; laf/ ;k le>kSrs ij igq¡pus dk iz;kl djrs gSaA erHksn 
dh fLFkfr esa nksuksa i{k viuh 'krks± ij laf/ ;k le>kSrk pkgrs gSa vfirq ;g Hkh pkgrs gSa fd 
le>kSrk U;k;ksfpr gks] nksuksa i{kksa ds fgr esa gks vkSj vkilh fj'rksa esa [kVkl uk vkus ik;sA

usxksf'k;s'ku D;ksa vko';d gS\

viuh t:jrksa] vko';drkvksa] ekU;rkvksa vFkok y{;ksa dh izfriwfrZ ds nkSjku nks i{kksa ds chp 
Vdjko vkSj vlgefr dh fLFkfr vifjgk;Z dkj.kksa ls cu gh tkrh gSA vxj bl fLFkfr ls 
uk fuiVk tk;s rks ;g cgl vFkok fookn dk dkj.k Hkh cu ldrh gS ftldh ifj.kfr ,d 
i{k vFkok nksuksa i{kksa dh ukjktxh vFkok vlrqaf"V esa gksxhA vr% ,slh fLFkfr ls cpus ds 
fy, dksbZ chp dk jkLrk fudkyus dh vko';drk gksrh gS rkfd laca/ksa dks [kjkc gksus ls 
cpk;k tk lds vkSj nksuksa i{kksa ds chp lapkj ,o laokn cuk jgsA

usxksf'k;s'ku D;k gS\

usxksf'k;s'ku og izfØ;k gS ftlds }kjk nks ;k nks ls vf/d i{kksa ds chp ds fookn dk 
fuiVkjk djus dk iz;Ru fd;k tkrk gS vkSj ftl izfØ;k esa lHkh i{k viuh ekaxksa ij nqckjk 
fopkj djrs gSa vkSj mUgsa bl rjg la'kksf/r djrs gSa fd ,d loZekU; gy fudkyk tk ldsA 
;g Hkh lR; gS fd gj fookn dk gy usxksf'k;s'ku }kjk laHko ugha gksrk vkSj ,slh fLFkfr esa 
fookn fuiVkjs dk dksbZ vkSj rjhdk <wa<uk iM+ ldrk gSA

usxksf'k;s'ku ds fy, vkus okys fookn nks izdkj ds gks ldrs gSaA ,d & ¶fgrksa esa Vdjko¸ 
;Fkk ;wfu;u dke ds ?kaVksa esa deh pkgrh gS vkSj vf/d osru o HkÙks D;ksafd ;g mudh 
vkthfodk dk iz'u gS vkSj blh esa mudk fgr gS] ijUrq izca/u T;knk dke vkSj de osru 
ij Jfed j[kuk pkgrs gSa D;ksafd O;kikj dk eq[; mís'; ykHk dekuk gS vkSj xzkgd mls 
de ls de ewY; ij [kjhnuk pkgrk gSA O;kikj dh 'krks± esa ,d i{k cnyko pkgrk gS vkSj 
nwljk i{k mlds fy, jkth ugha gSA ;g lc fLFkfr;k¡ fgrksa esa Vdjko dk dkj.k curh gSA

*Ghe-ceneØeyebOekeâ (Mew#eefCekeâ) SJeb JejerÙe mebkeâeÙe meomÙe, Sce0 šer0 DeeF&0, mesue, jeBÛeer

¶usxksf'k;s'ku 
fliZQ 

okn&fookn ds 
fy, ugha gksrk] 
vfirq vkids 

lkeus tks leL;k 
gS vFkok i{kksa 

ds chp esa ftl 
fo"k; dks ysdj 
erHksn gS] mUgsa 
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gksrk gSA¸
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nwljs fooknksa dk dkj.k ¶vf/dkjksa dk la?k"kZ¸ gks ldrk gSA 
bl izdkj dk fookn ogk¡ mRiÂ gksrk gS tgk¡ laf/ vFkok 
le>kSrs dh 'krks± dh O;k[;k vFkok foospuk dks ysdj 
erHksn gks tkrs gSaA mnkgj.kkFkZ fdlh O;kikfjd le>kSrs esa 
,d i{k dgrk gS fd mlus le>kSrs dh lkjh 'krks± dk ikyu 
lgh&lgh fd;k gS vkSj nwljk i{k dgrk gS fd igys i{k us 
le>kSrs dh 'krks± dk lgh&lgh vuqikyu ugha fd;k vFkok 
le>kSrs ds ftu 'krks± dk ikyu ugha gks ldk muds vuqikyu 
gsrq nwljs i{k us viuh ftEesnkfj;ksa dk fuoZgu ugha fd;kA 
vr% mudk vuqikyu laHko gh ugha FkkA

usxksf'k;s'ku dh fo'ks"krk ;g gS fd ;g dsoy mu fcUnqvksa 
ij dsfUnzr gksrk gS ftu ij i{kksa ds chp fookn gS vkSj bl 
izfØ;k esa ;g è;ku j[kk tkrk gS fd ikfVZ;ksa ds vkilh lEca/ 
[kjkc u gksa vkSj uk gh i{kksa chp eueqVko dh fLFkfr iSnk gksA 
;g ,d fofp=k fLFkfr gksrh gS tgk¡ lacaf/r i{k vius laca/ksa 
dks rks cuk, j[kuk pkgrs gSa ij bldk ;g drbZ eryc ugha 
gksrk gS fd laca/ksa ds uke ij mudks dqN Hkh Lohdkj gksxkA 
;gk¡ ;g Hkh è;ku j[kus ;ksX; ckr gS fd usxksf'k;s'ku LosfPNd 
le>kSrk gksrk gS tgk¡ nksuksa i{k vkilh lgefr ls fookn dk 
fuiVkjk pkgrs gSa vkSj bl izfØ;k esa ;g drbZ vko';d ugha 
gksrk fd ,d i{k ds izLrko dks nwljs i{k dks ekuuk vfuok;Z 
gh gS vkSj vlgefr dh fLFkfr esa dksbZ Hkh i{k le>kSrs dks 
udkj ldrk gSA

usxksf'k;s'ku dh blh fo'ks"krk dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, gesa ;g 
ekuuk gh iM+sxk fd usxksf'k;s'ku ,d dyk gS vkSj bl dyk 
esa dkS'ky gkfly djus ds fy, bldks fdlh Hkh vU; dyk 
dh rjg gh lh[kk tk ldrk gS vkSj ,d dq'ky usxksf'k;sVj 
cuus ds fy, vH;kl dh vko';drk gksrh gSA

bl dyk esa izoh.krk gkfly djus ls igys ;g tku yhft;s 
fd liQy usxksf'k;s'ku ogh gksrk gS ftlesa nksuksa i{k ;g 
eglwl djsa fd thr mUgha dh gqbZ gSA dbZ ckj vki vius in 
vFkok iksth'ku dk uktk;t iQk;nk mBk dj fdlh fookn 
dk fuiVkjk vius gd esa djk ldrs gSa ijUrq og liQy 
usxksf'k;s'ku dnkfi ugha dgyk;sxkA

liQy usxksf'k;s'ku izfØ;k ds fy, usxksf'k;sVj dks pkj pj.k 
izfØ;k viukuh gksxhA ;g pkj pj.k gSa&

1- rS;kjh djuk

2- rdZ djuk

3- izLrko is'k djuk

4- lkSnsckth djuk

bl dyk esa ikjaxrk izkIr djus ds fy, bu lc pj.kksa esa 
vkidks egkjr gkfly djus dk dkS'ky lh[kuk gksxk vkSj ;g 
dkS'ky gh vkidks ,d liQy usxksf'k;sVj cukus esa lgk;d 
gksxk vkSj ftlds fy, vH;kl dh vko';drk gksxhA vc 
foLrkj ls bu pj.kksa dh ppkZ dj ysrs gSa %

rS;kjh djuk %

usxksf'k;s'ku dh izfØ;k esa lcls izeq[k gS usxksf'k;s'ku esa tkus 
ls iwoZ vkidh rS;kjhA vkius ml fo"k; ij ftl ij vkidks 
usxksf'k;sV djuk gS] fdruh rS;kjh dh gS] ;gh r; djsxk fd 
vki vius mís';ksa dh fdl gn rd izkIr dj ldrs gSaA 
cpiu ls gh gesa fl[kk;k x;k gS fd fdlh Hkh ijh{kk esa 
liQy gksus ds fy, ;kstukc¼ rS;kjh vko';d gS] rks ;g 
D;k fdlh ijh{kk ls de gS\

bl dyk esa ikjaxrk ds fy, vko';d gS fd vki tkus 
fd vkidks D;k djuk gS vkSj dSls djuk gS\ vkidks rS;kjh  
vius vYidkfyd vkSj nh?kZdkfyd mís'k;ksa dks è;ku esa j[k 
dj fuEu izdkj ls djuh gksxh %&

mís'; %

rS;kjh djrs le; loksZifj gS vkidk mís'; D;k gS] ;kfu vki 
vkf[kj usxksf'k;s'ku D;ksa pkgrs gSa vkSj usxksf'k;'ku ls vkidk 
D;k fgr gksxkA Ñi;k ;kn j[ksa fd usxksf'k;s'ku nks i{kksa ds 
chp esa gksrk gS tc vki vius mís';ksa dh fyLV cuk;sa rks 
;g Hkh ;kn j[ksa fd nwljk i{k Hkh blh rjg dh lwph cuk 
jgk gksxk vkSj og vkils D;k pkgsxk vkSj vki mls fdruk 
ns ldrs gSa] bl fo"k; ij Hkh fpUru t:jh gSA 

bl lwph esa eq[;r% rhu izdkj dh vko';drk,a gksaxh ftUgsa 
vki izkIr djuk pkgsxsa vkSj vki fdl gn rd viuh ekaxksa 
dks euokus esa liQy gks lds ;gh r; djsxk fd vki bl 
izfØ;k esa liQy jgs vFkok vliQy%

1- vki T;knk ls T;knk D;k&D;k gkfly djuk pkgrs gSa%

bl lwph esa gj og NksVh ls NksVh bPNk 'kkfey gksxh tks 
vki usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku gkfly djuk pkgrs gSaA bl lwph 
esa dbZ ,slh bPNk,a 'kkfey gksaxha tks vkids ikl igys ls 
gh gSa vkSj vki mUgsa usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku [kksuk ugha pkgrs] 
cgqr lh ,slh bPNk,a gksxha tks vki bl izfØ;k esa gkfly 
djuk pkgrs gSaA è;ku jgs fd usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku gj eqík 
nqckjk [kqy ldrk gS vkSj gj ml fo"k; ij ppkZ dh tk 
ldrh gS tks vkt vkids ikl gS vkSj gks ldrk gS fd dqN 
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u;k izkIr djus ds fy, buesa ls dqN dks vkidsk [kksuk iM+s 
ftlds fy, 'kk;n vki rS;kj ugha gksaxsaA

vr% igyh lwph mu bPNkvksa dh gksxh tks vkids fy, 
lcls de vko';d gS vkSj usxksf'k;'ku ds nkSjku dqN cM+k 
gkfly djus ds fy, vki bu NksVh&NksVh bPNkvksa dk R;kx 
Hkh ldrs gSaA

2- vki usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku D;k&D;k izkIr djus dh 
bPNk j[krs gSa\

nwljh lwph esa vkidh oks bPNk,a 'kkfey gksxha tks vki 
usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku gkfly djuk rks pkgrs gSa ij mu ij 
vko';drkuqlkj eksy&Hkko djus ds fy, rS;kj gSaA ;Fkk 
vkius vxj fdlh Bsds dks izkIr djus ds fy, 100 :i;s 
izfr iqQV vkSj 12 lIrkg dk le; fn;k gS] ijUrq vki mls 
100 :i;s vkSj 10 lIrkg rd vklkuh ls eku ldrs gSaA 

3- usxksf'k;s'ku ls vki de ls de D;k gkfly djuk 
pkgrs gSa\

rhljh lwph esa og oLrq,a lfEefyr gksaxh tks vki usxksf'k;s'ku 
ds nkSjku vo'; gh gkfly djuk pkgrs gSa vkSj vxj de ls 
de bu oLrqvksa ij Hkh lgefr ugha cuh rks le>kSrk gks gh 
ugha ik;sxkA mijksDr mnkgj.k esa vki Bsds dks de ls de 
70 :i;s izfr oxZ iqQV vkSj 8 lIrkg rd esa Lohdkj dj 
ldrs gSa] mlls uhps vkidks dqN Hkh ekU; ugha gksxkA vc 
;g nwljs i{k ij fuHkZj djsxk fd dSls og vkidks vkids 
fuEure vkWiQj rd yk ldrk gS D;ksafd vkidh bPNk rks 
bls 100 :i;s vkSj 10 lIrkg rd Lohdkj djus dh gSA

è;ku jgs fd  bl izdkj dh dksbZ Hkh lwph vfUre ughsa gks 
ldrh D;ksafd bu lwfp;ksa esa cnyko nksuksa i{kksa dh lkis{k 
'kfDr ij fuHkZj djsxk] vkSj usxksf'k;s'ku izfØ;k ds nkSjku 
gh nksuksa i{k ,d nwljs dh 'kfDr;ksa vkSj detksfj;ksa dk 
lgh&lgh vkdyu dj ldsxsaA 

rS;kjh djus ds fy, egRoiw.kZ gS fd fo"k; ls lacaf/r 
tkudkjh tqVk;h tk;sA pwafd rS;kjh ds le; vkids ikl 
nwljs i{k dh cgqr lh tkudkjh ugha gksxh] vr% vkidks 
usxksf'k;s'ku ds igys pj.k esa tkudkjh tqVkuh gksxh vFkok 
tks tkudkjh vkius vU; L=kksrksa ls tqVkbZ gS mldk lR;kiu 
djuk gksxkA

lwpuk ds vknku&iznku esa ,d eq[; ckr tks vkidks ,d 
liQy usxksf'k;sVj cuk ldrh gS og ;g fd dkSu&lh lwpuk 

dc nsuh gS vkSj fdruh nsuh gS bl ij vidks fo'ks"k è;ku 
nsuk gksxkA nwljk i{k Hkh vkils T;knk ls T;knk tkudkjh ikus 
dks mrkoyk gS rkfd og viuh vkxs dh ;kstuk cuk ldsA

rS;kjh ds le; gh ;kstuk cukbZ;s %&

vius vusdksa vuqHko ls vki tkurs gh gksaxsa fd fdlh Hkh 
u;s dke dh 'kq:vkr cgqr dfBu gksrsh gS ;|fi ckn esa gks 
ldrk gS ogh dke vkidks cgqr vklku izrhr gksA vr% ;g 
vko';d gks tkrk gS fd vki usxksf'k;s'ku dh 'kq:vkr dSls 
djsaxsa bldh ,d ;kstuk igys gh cuk ysaA Lej.k jgs fd ,d 
rjiQ vki viuh ;kstuk cuk jgs gSa vkSj nwljk i{k Hkh blh 
rjg dh rS;kjh esa yxk gS] vr% gks ldrk gS fd usxksf'k;s'ku 
dh 'kq:vkr ls gh vkidks viuh ;kstuk dk iquZokyksdu 
djuk iM+s] vr% viuh ;kstuk dks yphyk gh j[ksa rkfd 
le;&le; ij mlesa cnyko fd;s tk ldsaA

dk;Z Hkkj ckaV yhft;s

usxksf'k;s'ku ,d tfVy izfØ;k gS vkSj fdlh Hkh O;fDr ds 
fy, usxksf'k;'ku dh izfØ;k ds nkSjku cksyuk] lquuk] lkspuk] 
eq[; fcanqvksa dks fy[kuk ,oa lkFk gh lkFk izfØ;k dks vkxs 
c<+kus dh ;kstuk cukuk csgn eqf'dy dke gksrk gSA vr% 
usxksf'k;s'ku vf/dka'kr% ,d Vhe ds }kjk fd;s tkrs gSa 
ftlesa ,d O;fDr yhMj dk jksy vnk djrk gS] ,d O;fDr 
leh{kd dk jksy vnk djrk gS vkSj ,d O;fDr fliZQ isz{kd 
dh Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gSA

usxksf'k;s'ku dh izfØ;k dks pykus dh lkjh ftEesnkjh yhMj 
dh gksrh gS vkSj okrkZyki esa eq[;r% ogh fgLlk ysrk gSA ;g 
vko';d ugha fd yhMj lcls ofj"B lnL; gh gksA lcls 
ofj"B lnL; dks yhMj u cukus dk ;g iQk;nk gks ldrk 
gS fd vxj dgha vkdj ckr vVd tk;s tkrs rks yhMj ;g 
dg dj ckr laHkky ldrk gS fd eSa vius ofj"B izca/dksa ls 
ckr djrk gw¡A ijUrq bldk ,d uqdlku Hkh gks ldrk gS fd 
nwljk i{k yhMj dh oS/rk ij gh iz'u mBk ns vkSj dsoy 
eqf[k;k ls gh ckr djus dks rS;kj gksA

leh{kd dk jksy eq[;r% dk;Zokgh dh fujUrj leh{kk djrs 
jguk gksrk gS vkSj ftl fLFkfr esa mUgsa yxs fd yhMj Fkd 
jgk gS ;k dqN rF;ksa dks lgh rjg ls izLrqr ugha dj ik jgk 
rc leh{kd okrkZyki esa gLr{ksi dj izfØ;k dks laHkkyrk gSA 
r; eqíksa ij Li"Vhdj.k ekaxrk gS vkSj vxj vko';d yxs 
rks vxyh dk;Zokgh rd LFkxu ekaxrk gSA 

isz{kd dk dke iwjh usxksf'k;s'ku izfØ;k dks cgqr è;ku ls 

usxksf'k;s'ku fLdYl~
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voyksdu djuk gksrk gSA og uk fliZQ tks ckr&phr gks jgh 
gS mlds uksV cukrk gS cfYd nwljs i{k ds gko&Hkko vFkkZr 
ckMh ysaXost dks Hkh i<+us dh dksf'k'k esa yxk jgrk gSA 
lkekU;r% og LFkxudky ds nkSjku viuh Vhe dks izfØ;k 
ls lcaf/r egRoiw.kZ tkudkfj;ksa ls voxr djkrk gS tks 
gks ldrk gS vU; lnL;ksa us uksfVl gh uk dh gksa vFkok 
ckr&phr dh xgekxgeh esa utjvankt dj nh gksaA

;|fi mijksDr dk;Z esa Vhe ds gj lnL; dk jksy cM+k Li"V 
utj vkrk gSA ijUrq okLrfod fLFkfr esa ,slk cgqr ckj gks 
tkrk gS fd Vhe ds lnL; ,d&nwljs ds jksy fuHkkus yxrs gSaA

usxksf'k;s'ku dk ;g pj.k liQy usxksf'k;s'ku dh jh<+ gS vkSj 
bldk egRo vki bl cgqr iqukuh dgkor ls le> ldrs 
gSa & ¶tks lSfud 'kkfUr ds le; vH;kl esa ftruk ilhuk 
cgkrk gS og ;q¼ esa mruk gh de [kwu cgkrk gSA¸

okn&fookn djuk 

yksx usxksf'k;s'ku pkgrs gSa D;ksafd mudks yxrk gS fd muds 
fgrksa ij ;k muds gdksa ij nwljk i{k dqBkjk?kkr dj jgk 
gS vkSj og fookn dk fuiVkjk pkgrs gSaA vr% vf/dka'k 
usxksf'k;s'ku ,d rukoiw.kZ ekgkSy esa gh 'kq: gksrs gSa tgk¡ nksuks 
i{k ,d&nwljs dks vfo'okl dh n`f"V ls ns[krs gSaA vr% cgqr 
ckj ,slk gksrk gS fd ckr vkSj fcxM+ tkrh gS vkSj dHkh&dHkh 
rks ukScr gM+rky] rkykcanh vFkok xzkgd ds gkFk ls fudy 
tkus rd vk tkrh gSA

vr% ,d vPNs usxksf'k;s'ku ds fy, cgqr t:jh gS fd og 
ckrphr ds izkjaHk esa viuk la;e cuk;s j[ksA laizs'k.k vFkkZr 
dE;wfuds'ku Hkh ,d dyk gS] vxj vki bl dyk esa ekfgj 
gSa rks fo'okl ekfu;s vkiesa ,d vPNs usxksf'k;sVj cuus dh 
{kerk gSA okrkZyki ;s cM+h&cM+h leL;kvksa dk gy <wa<k tk 
ldrk gS vkSj usxksf'k;s'ku vkidks okrkZ dk ekSdk iznku dj 
jgk gS A vki okrkZ ds nkSjku tku ldrs gSa fd nwljk i{k 
vkils D;k pkgrk gSA cgqr ls dsl esa vkidks irk pysxk 
fd mudh ekax okLrfod ls T;knk mudh Hkkoukvksa ls tqM+h 
gS vkSj vki mUgsa HkkoukRed lacy nsdj viuh rjiQ dj 
ldrs gSaA 

dfBu ls dfBu usxksf'k;s'ku esa Hkh okrkZyki ds nkSjku gh 
vkidks irk pysxk fd ftu iwokZuwekuksa dks ysdj vkius viuh 
;kstuk cuk;h gS og fdl gn rd lgh gSaA vr% okrkZyki 
ds nkSjku nwljs i{k ls T;knk ls T;knk tkudkjh gkfly djus 
dk iz;kl dhft;sA ;kn jf[k;s bl izfØ;k esa cksyus ls T;knk 
t:jh gS lquukA lquus dh vknr Mkfy;s vkSj nks"kkjksi.k ls 

cfp;s bl izfØ;k esa ,d&nwljs ij nks"kkjksi.k dk dksbZ LFkku 
ugha gS D;ksafd vxj ,slh fLFkfr cuh rks vly eqíksa ij 
cgl dh ctk; nksuksa i{k vius ij gksrs geyksa ls cpko esa 
gh yxs jgsxsaA

nwljk i{k Hkh vkils tkudkjh pkgrk gS] vr% mls Hkh 
tkudkjh nhft;s] ij dc fdruh tkudkjh nsuh gS bldh iwjh 
rS;kjh gksuh pkfg,A izfri{k us vxj dksbZ nkok fd;k gS rks 
mls crk;sa fd og vkidks eatqj gS vFkok ugha gS vkSj vxj 
ugha gS rks D;ksa\ viuk izLrko is'k dhft;s vkSj izfri{k dks 
le>kus dh dksf'k'k dhft;s fd vki ,slk D;ksa pkgrs gSa vkSj 
mudk i{k tkfu;s rkfd ckrphr dk nkSj tkjh jgsA okrkZyki 
ds nkSjku nksuksa i{kksa dh nwfj;ka de gksaxh vkSj nksuksa vksj ls 
izkIr izLrkoksa ij fopkj&foe'kZ ls gh laf/ ;k le>kSrs dk 
jkLrk fudysxk vkSj ;gh rks usxksf'k;s'ku dk mís'; gSA

ladsru dhft;s 

vki usxksf'k;s'ku dj jgs gSa D;ksafd blesa vkidk LokFkZ 
tqM+k gS fiQj pkgs og ;wfu;u ds lkFk gks rkfd laLFkku esa  
lkSgknZiw.kZ ekgkSy cuk jgs ;k fiQj xzkgd ds lkFk gks ftls 
vki [kksuk ugha pkgrs] vkfn&vkfnA vxj le>kSrs dh dksbZ 
xqtkba'k gh ugha gksrh rks vki ckr&phr ds fy, rS;kj gh uk 
gksrs vkSj nksuksa i{k viuh&viuh jkg idM+rsA

okrkZyki ds nkSjku ,sls iy vk;sxsa tc vkidks mudk izLrko 
Lohdkj djus ;ksX; yxsxk] ,slh fLFkfr esa ladsr nhft;s fd 
vki bl izLrko ij xkSj djus dks lger gS vxj------ ges'kk 
è;ku jf[k;s usxksf'k;s'ku ysu&nsu dh izfØ;k gS vxj vki 
dqN ns jgsa gSa rks mlds fo:¼ dqN u dqN ysus dk iz;kl 
dhft;sA vxj vkius fcuk dksbZ 'krZ mudh ekaxksa dks ekuuk 
'kq: dj fn;k rks cgqr laHkkouk gS fd nwljk i{k vki ij 
gkoh gks tk;s vkSj vkils viuh lkjh ekaxsa euok ysA

ladsrksa dh viuh Hkk"kk gksrh gS vkSj ,d vPNk usxksf'k;sVj 
okrkZyki ds nkSjku dSls ladsr nsrk gS mlds dqN mnkgj.k 
fuEu gks ldrs gSa %&

 vkidh le;&lhek esa eky lIykbZ djus esa gesa cgqr 
dfBukbZ gks ldrh gS & vFkkrZ ;g vlaHko ugha gSA

 ge lkekU;r% xzkgdksa dks njksa ij dksbZ NwV ugha nsrs vkSj 
10» rks dnkfi ugha & vFkkrZ ge 4&5» izfr'kr NwV 
ns ldrs gSaA 

 be bruh ek=kk ds fy, njksa esa dksbZ cnyko ugha dj ldrs 
& vFkkZr vxj vki ek=kk c<+k;sa rks NwV nh tk ldrh gSA

 ;g gekjh ekud 'krs± gSa & vFkkZr buesa NwV dh laHkkouk gSA
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,sls vusdksa ladsr gks ldrs gSa ftUgsa vki usxksf'k;s'ku ds 
nkSjku nwljs i{k dks ns ldrs gSaA è;ku jgs fd nwljk i{k Hkh 
vkidks okrkZyki ds nkSjku ladsr ns jgk gksxk] Ñi;k mu 
ladsrksa dks le>us dk iz;kl djsa fliZQ cksys x;s 'kCnksa ij 
gh uk vVds jg tk;saA ;g Hkh è;ku jf[k;s fd vkids ladsr 
nwljk i{k le> jgk gS vkSj vxj ;g eglwl gks fd vkids 
ladsr ;k rks nwljs i{k dks le> ugha vk jgs ;k oks mUgsa 
utjvankt dj jgs gSa rks vius ladsrksa dks ckj&ckj nksgjkbZ;s 
vkSj Hkk"kk dks FkksM+k vkSj Li"V dhft;s rkfd vkidk earO; 
nwljs i{k dks Li"V gksA

izLrko nhft;s 

usxksf'k;s'ku fliZQ okn&fookn ds fy, ugha gksrk] vfirq 
vkids lkeus tks leL;k gS vFkok i{kksa ds chp esa ftl 
fo"k; dks ysdj erHksn gS] mUgsa lqy>kus ds fy, gksrk gSA 
vr% dksbZ Hkh laf/ vFkok le>kSrk rHkh laHko gS tc nksuksa 
i{k vius&vius izLrkoksa ij ppkZ djsaA bl fLFkfr rd 
vkrs&vkrs ge ,d&nwljs dks dkiQh ladsr ns pqds gksrs gSa] 
vr% vc Bksl izLrko dh ckjh gS rkfd fookn dk fuiVkjk 
lksgknZiw.kZ okrkoj.k esa fd;k tk ldsA ;gh usxksf'k;s'ku dks 
vkxs c<+kus dk lcls ljy rjhdk gSA ,sls izLrkoksa ls cfp;s 
ftUgsa nwljs i{k ds fy, ekuuk vlaHko gks] bl rjg ds 
izLrko fliZQ le; dh cjcknh djrs gSa vkSj lkFk gh lkFk 
nksuksa i{kksa esa eu&eqVko dk dkj.k Hkh cu ldrs gSaA

dksf'k'k dhft;s fd vkids izLrko nwljs i{k dh t:jrksa 
dks iwjk djrs gksa vkSj ;FkklaHko rdZlaxr gksa vU;Fkk fliZQ 
okn&fookn gh gksxkA vius izLrkoksa ij n`<+ jfg;s ij ekaxksa 
esa yphykiu jf[k;s vFkkZr eksy&Hkko ds nkSjku bl ij n`<+ 
jfg;s fd vkidks ewY;ksa esa deh pkfg, ijUrq fdruh bl ij 
yphyk :[k jf[k;s] rHkh ckr vkxs c<s+xhA izLrko nsus ls 
igys viuh 'krs± crkbZ;s tSls ge ;g eky vkils [kjhnus dks 
rS;kj gSa c'krs± vki gesa njksa esa NwV nsaA è;ku jgs fd vkids 
igys izLrko esa fj;k;rsa de ls de gksa vkSj 'krs± T;knk ls 
T;knkA vUr esa ;g Hkh è;ku jgs fd vkidh ckrphr esa n`<+rk 
gksuh pkfg, uk fd ;kpukA 

usxksf'k;s'ku ds bl nkSj rd vkrs&vkrs vkidks Li"V gks 
x;k gS fd nwljs i{k dh D;k vk'kk,a vkSj vis{kk,a gSa] D;k 
mudh izkFkfedrk,a gSa vkSj D;k muds fy, vojks/d gS 
vkSj okrkZyki ds nkSjku mUgksaus fdu&fdu fj;k;rksa ds ckjs esa 
ladsr fn;s gSaA vius mís';ksa dh leh{kk dhft;s vkSj lksfp;s 
fd D;k ;g lgh le; gS tc vki mUgsa izLrkoksa dk iqfyank 
'ks"k dj ldrs gSaA vkids izLrko esa ,slk D;k gks tks mudh 

fpUrkvksa dks de dj lds\ vki bl izLrko esa vius fy, 
D;k fj;k;rsa ikus dh vis{kk dj jgs gSa\ bl fLFkfr esa vki 
fdu&fdu fj;k;rksa ij usxksf'k;sV djus dh fLFkfr esa gSa vkSj 
muds cnys esa D;k pkgrs gSaA vius izLrkoksa ds lkFk ,d lwph 
Hkh cuk yhft;s fd vki bu izLrkoksa ij fdu 'krks± ds lkFk 
lger gks ldrs gSaA var esa ,d ckj mu lHkh laHkkoukvksa 
ij Hkh fopkj dj ysa ftuds dkj.k vkidks vius izLrko esa 
dnyko djus iM+ ldrs gSa vkSj ,slh fLFkfr esa vki fdl 
gn rd cnyko ds fy, rS;kj gks ldrs gSaA

le>kSrs ds fy, lkSnsckth dhft;s

lkSnsckth ysu&nsu dh izfØ;k dk gh nwljk uke gS] dqN 
ikus ds fy, dqN [kksuk iM+rk gSA usxksf'k;s'ku dk ;g lcls 
uktqd nkSj gksrk gS vkSj usxksf'k;sVj dh liQyrk vFkok 
vliQyrk dk iSekuk ;gh gS fd og fdl gn rd vius 
mí';ksa dh iwfrZ esa liQy jgkA

usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku lkSnsckth dk lcls izeq[k fu;e gS 
fd dksbZ Hkh izLrko fcuk fdlh 'krZ ds vFkok fcuk fdlh 
fj;k;r ds dHkh uk nsaA vFkkZr gj izLrko ds lkFk ¶vxj¸ 
vkSj ¶rks¸ 'kCnksa dk bLrseky djsaA tSls % vxj vki 10 
izfr'kr NwV dk gekjk izLrko Lohdkj djrs gSa rks ge 
vxys lkr fnuksa esa vkidks eky dh vkiwfrZ dj nsxsaA

usxksf'k;s'ku ds bl nkSj esa lc ysu&nsu l'krZ gh gksrk gSA 
vr% r; dj ysa fd vki viuh fj;k;rksa ds cnys esa D;k 
pkgrs gSaA vius ladsrksa esa Li"V dj nsa fd vki muds veqd 
izLrko dks ekuus ds fy, rS;kj gks ldrs gSa vxj og vkidh 
'krk±s dks ekuus dks rS;kj gks tk;sa rksA vxj vkidks vius 
ladsr dk izR;qrj feyrk gS rks viuk izLrko is'k djsaA gj 
ml fo"k; dks ckn ds fy, j[ksa ftlij lgefr ugha cu ik 
jgh vkSj ,sls fo"k;ksa ij vUr esa u;s izLrko vkSj ubZ 'krks± ds 
lkFk ckr djsa pkgs vkidks LFkxu ysdj nqckjk muij euu 
djuk iM+sA ;g Hkh è;ku jgs fd tc rd le>kSrk ugha gks 
tkrk gks ldrk gS dksbZ Hkh izLrko vafre ugha gksrk D;ksafd 
nwljs i{k ds ncko esa vkidks mudh dksbZ ubZ 'krZ ekuus ds 
fy, igys r; gks pqds fdlh eqís dks nwckjk usxksf'k;sV djuk 
iM+ ldrk gSA

lgefr vkSj iVk{ksi 

usxksf'k;sVj ds fy, lgefr vkSj iVk{ksi dk ;g nkSj nq/kjh 
ryokj dh rjg gksrk gSA ,d rjiQ mldks yxkrk gS fd D;k 
eSaus gj oks pht ik yh tks eSa bl usxksf'k;s'ku ls pkgrk Fkk 
;k vHkh dqN vkSj fj;k;r fey ldrh gSA lkFk gh lkFk mls 

usxksf'k;s'ku fLdYl~
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;g Mj Hkh lrkrk jgrk gS fd vxj usxksf'k;s'ku vkSj yEck 
f[kapk rks nwljk i{k irk ugha D;k&D;k fj;k;r vkSj ekax ysxkA

usxksf'k;s'ku dh izfØ;k esa nksuksa i{k nks foijhr Nksjks ls pyuk 
'kq: djrs gSa vkSj lgefr dk nkSj og fcUnq gSa tgk¡ nksuksa 
i{k feyrs gSaA bl izfØ;k esa ;g drbZ vko'd ugha dh 
nksuksa i{k vk/k&vk/k jkLrk r; djsa tks vkn'kZ fLFkfr gksrhA 
okLrfodrk esa dksbZ ,d i{k FkksM+k T;knk iQklyk r; djrk 
gS vkSj nwljk i{k dqN deA vFkkZr ,d i{k FkksM+k T;knk 
fj;k;rsa ik tkrk gS vkSj nwljk i{k deA

lgfr dk og nkSj usxksf'k;s'ku dh lekfIr dk loksZÙke le; 
gksxk tc vki vius mís';ksa dh izkfIr dh ml fLFkfr rd 
igqap x;s gSa ftruk vkius rS;kjh ds le; vo'; gh ikus dk 
r; fd;k Fkk] D;ksafd T;knk ikus ds pDdj esa usxksf'k;s'ku 
tkjh jgus ij gks ldrk gS fd vkidks blls Hkh de ij dgha 
le>kSrk djuk iM+s tks vkidks egaxk iM+ ldrk gSA

vr% ;g vR;ko';d gS fd usxksf'k;sVj bl ckr dk lgh&lgh 
vanktk yxk;s fd dc okrkZyki djuk gSA pwafd ml fLFkfr 
esa tc vki viuk ¶vafre izLrko¸ is'k dj nsrs gSa vkSj og 
nwljs i{k dks ekU; ugha gksrk vkSj vki dqN vkSj fj;k;rs 
nsus ds fy, foo'k gks tkrs gSa rks ;g vkidh lk[k dks de 
dj nsxk vkSj nwljk i{k vkids gj izLrko dks vfo'okl dh 
utj ls ns[ksxkA

vafre izLrko is'k djus ds nks eq[; rjhds gks ldrs gSa ftUgsa 
vki usxksf'k;s'ku dh fn'kk vkSj n'kk dks è;ku esa j[kdj 
viuk ldrs gSa %&

1- fj;k;rksa ds lkFk vafre izLrko 

usxksf'k;s'ku dh izfØ;k esa ;g lcls izpfyr rjhdk gS] 
ftlesa vki nwljs i{k dks viuk vaafre izLrko %&

 mudh eq[;&eq[; ekaxksa dks Lohdkj djrs gq, ns 
ldrs gSaA

 vki vafre izLrko ds lkFk ml fo"k; ij viuh 
lgefr ns ldrs gSa ftlds dkj.k usxksf'k;s'ku 
izfØ;k vVdh gqbZ gSA

 vki mudh NksVh&eksVh fj;k;rksa dks Lohdkj djrs 
gq, vafre izLrko nsa ldrs gSaA

 vFkok] vki vius vafre izLrko ds lkFk dksbZ ,slh 
u;h fj;k;r is'k dj ldrs gSa tks ;|fi ekaxh ugha 
x;h ij nwljs i{k ds fy, vkd"kZd gks ldrh gSA

2- usxksf'k;s'ku ds nkSjku nh x;h fj;k;rksa dk lkj izLrqr 
djrs gq, vafre izLrko nsus dh izfØ;k usxksf'k;s'ku 
dks lekIr djus dh nwljh lcls izpfyr izFkk gSA bl 
izfØ;k esa vki vc rd tks ysu&nsu r; gks x;k gS 
mldks lkjxfHkZr djrs gq, viuk vafre izLrko is'k dj 
ldrs gSaA bl volj ij nks gh laHkkouk,a gks ldrh 
gS fd ;k rks og vkids izLrko dks Lohdkj dj ysxsa 
vFkok og bldks Lohdkj djrs gq, viuh dksbZ ubZ 'krZ 
tksM+ nsaxsaA vki mUgsa Li"V dj ldrs gSa fd vkius mudh 
lHkh ekaxksa ij fopkj dj fy;k gS vkSj ;g vkidk 
vafre izLrko gSA fiQj pkgs og bls Lohdkj djus ls 
igys LFkxu ys ldrs gSa vkSj vkids vafre izLrko ij 
euu dj ldrs gSaA è;ku jgs bl fLFkfr ij vkSj vkidks 
vius izLrko ds izfr izfrc¼rk fn[kkuh gksxhA

blds vykok Hkh dbZ vU; rjhdksa ls vki viuk vafre 
izLrko is'k dj ldrs gSa ijUrq os eq[;r% mijksDr nksuksa 
fof/;ksa ij gh vk/kfjr gksaxsaA

le>kSrk dhft;s 

usxksf'k;s'ku izfØ;k dk vfUre dk;Z gS] le>kSrk djukA 
usxksf'k;s'k dh izfØ;k dHkh&dHkh bruh yEch vkSj Fkdkus 
okyh gks tkrh gS fd le>kSrk djus ds mRlkg esa usxksf'k;sVj 
dHkh&dHkh oks fj;k;rsa Hkh ns nsrs gSa tks mUgsa ckn esa dkiQh 
Hkkjh iM+rh gS vFkok nwljs i{k dh mu 'krks± dks Hkh eku 
ysrs gSa tks ckn esa fookn dk dkj.k cu ldrh gSA dbZ ckj 
,slk csè;kuh esa Hkh gks ldrk gS tc i{kksa dks yxs fd ;g 
'krZ eku yh x;h gS vFkok ;g fj;k;r ns nh x;h gS tcfd 
okLro esa ml fo"k; ij lgefr cuh gh uk gksA

vr% ;g vko';d gS fd le>kSrs dk izk:i usxksf'k;s'ku 
Vscy ij gh cuk fy;k tk;s vkSj nskuksa i{k ml ij viuh 
lgefr Lo:i gLrk{kj dj nsaA vxj le>kSrs fdlh NksVs 
fo"k; ij gS vkSj nksuksa i{k ds chp ln~Hkkouk ,oa fo'okl gS] 
rc Hkh ;g vko';d gS fd le>kSrs ds nkSjku r; fj;k;rksa 
,oa 'krks± dks fy[kdj ,d&nwljs i{k dks Hkst fn;k tk;s rkfd 
ckn essa fdlh xyriQgeh dh laHkkouk uk jgsA
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“Power does not corrupt. 
Fear corrupts… 

perhaps the fear of a loss of power.”
~ John Steinbeck

(1902-1968)

“The words that enlighten the soul
are more precious than jewels.”

~ Inayat Khan
(1882-1927)
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